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PREFACE

The project reported here is based on research conducted in 

Mexico over a period of approximately one year in 1969-1970• Nine 

months of that time was spent gathering ethnographic data on a high

land village of Tarascan Indians in Michoacan. In addition, supportive 
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Mexico City and in the town of Patzcuaro, an administrative and market

ing center in the lake region of the Tarascan area.
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Coordinador of the Institute National Indigenista, newly established 

on the edge of the community. In addition to the people of the com

munity who accepted my presence and actively cooperated with my 

inquiries, I must acknowledge the aid of the personnel of the INI 

Centro (particularly the director, Salmon Nahmad) who made available 

their time and facilities and much eased my task.

An intellectual debt is owed to the entire Department of 

Anthropology at The University of Arizona, and especially to Edward H. 

Spicer, who taught me anthropology and guided this dissertation through 

the early stages. Special thanks are given to Richard A. Thompson who 

brought this work from crude draft to finished product, and to 

T. Patrick Culbert, who read it thoroughly.
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ABSTRACT

This study concerns itself with Cheran, a community of Tarascan 

Indians located in the Meseta Tarasca of the western Mexican state of 

Michoacan. The community was first described ethnogranhically by 

Ralph Beals in 19U6, based on his field research of 19h0. The present 

work, although limited to a specific problem, is a restudy of the com

munity after the passage of some 30 years.

The focus of this study is the identification and examination 

of the processes involved in the reduction of sociocultural autonomy 

in a once-isolated community, a community of the type frequently 

classified as "closed" or "enclaved," and often described in the Middle 

American literature as the "closed corporate community." A major 

theme of this report is the analysis of the "goodness of fit" of the 

closed corporate community model to Cheran at the two points in time, 

191*0 and 1970. In 191*0, Cheran closely resembled the model, but in 

1970 it had moved some distance away from it in the direction of 

becoming "open." Using this template of comparison, an attempt is 

made to suggest the factors responsible for the observed changes, and 

to suggest the significance of this case in the general understanding 

of social process. Through a variety of means —  historical, struc

tured interviews, participant observation, and the use of key infor

mants —  information was gathered to address the problem of the 

changing relationship between Cheran and the regional and national
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xi
societies of which it is increasingly becoming a part. The weight of 

the evidence which has been collected is directed toward the explica

tion of the movement of this single enclaved community into some closer 

integration with the fabric of the national society of Mexico.

Cultural enclavement is examined as the process responsible 

for the formation of communities such as Cheran and for the peculiarly 

defensive orientation characteristic of this mode of adaptation. The 

reduction of the enclave in terms of its increasing integration into

broader levels of sociocultural integration than itself ("nationaliza-
r-’

tion") is a principal focus in the analysis of change, and a contrast 

is made between the adjustments of Cheran and the kinds of assimilation 

associated with the hacienda system of earlier neriods in time.

Cheran is a large and still rapidly growing community with a 

fixed agricultural land base. The man/land balance has generated 

pressures for change in the traditional subsistence system of maize 

farming. With the growth of the population and increased pressures on 

the limited land base, the corporate and defensive character of the 

community has been subjected to great stress over the 30 year span of 

time represented here. In addition, isolation, a key element in the 

formation of the enclave, has been broken in Cheran by the construction 

of a highway through the center of town. Between these two, land 

pressures and the presence of the road, there is now both impetus and 

opportunity for change. Over the span of time represented by the two 

studies, these influences have acted to alter the character of Cheran. 

With the road, the people have come to depend on migratory labor and
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new forms of market activity to sustain their economy. Also with the 

road have come the agents of change, both purposeful and unconscious, 

ranging from the improvement programs of the Institute National 

Indigenista, through a much expanded school system, to a multiplicity 

of media influences.

The essentially economicallybased changes have brought many 

alterations in the customary life of the people of Cheran, as they are 

adapting and shifting their loyalties and interests to the new external 

opportunities. The final analysis generates a model which seeks to 

relate these changes to the broader issues of sociocultural change and 

the reduction of enclavement.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This study in its most basic intent concerns itself with an 

attempt to say something about patterns of cultural change in a 

Mexican 11 Indian” community. The work has, however, been done in terms 

of a particular problem orientation, and this first section is devoted 

to defining that orientation and its origins. What is intended here, 

by way of introduction, is a delineation of fundamental connections 

between this study and a mainstream of development in anthropological 

thought. Beyond this, we want to use the concepts that have evolved 

in this area of study to suggest the nature of the present investiga

tory concerns. This is a study in acculturation: we must therefore

say what we think this term means before associating ourselves with 

it in our theoretical treatment.

Acculturation - Culture Contact

The term "acculturation" and studies flying this banner are
/

relatively recent in anthropology. Two review articles, both entitled 

"Acculturation" by Beals (1962) and by Spicer (1968), treat the his

torical path traced by the term and concept. First appearances of the 

word are cited for the 1890’s, with W. J. McGee credited by Spicer 

with a usage approaching the modern (Spicer 1968: 21). Whatever the 

specifics of development, by the early 1930’s something calling itself

1



"acculturation" was a recognized aspect of anthropological inquiry. 

Leslie Spier, editor of the American Anthropologist, felt moved to 

question the admittance of papers dealing with the field in 1936 and 

shortly before, in 1935, the Social Science Research Council made 

possible the first of three reports under their sponsorship dealing 

with the question (Spier, quoted in Spicer 1968: 22$ Redfield, Linton, 

and Herskovits 196?)»
While this interest was becoming established in the Americas, 

and focused on the American Indian under European contact, a more or 

less parallel development was occurring in England with respect to 

the colonial situations in Africa. There, the term denoting essen

tially the same phenomenon as the American usage of acculturation is 

"culture contact," Evidence of the mounting interest in this kind of 

study at about the same time as the American development is clearly 

seen in the 1938 publication of'Methods of Study of Culture Contact 

in Africa"(Methods 1938).

Since these first stirrings, acculturation as a body of theory 

and a field of study has undergone considerable advance in England and 

in the United States. I do not propose to go further in tracing a 

purely historical sequence but turn now to some attempt to sort out 

the major formulations in this area of theory, with particular refer

ence to the concerns of this jstudy. The SSRC memoranda are of special 

utility as summary formulations, however incomplete, of the state of 

the art at the points at which they were written.

In sorting out what acculturation is, it is easiest to begin 

by saying what it is not. It is not synonymous with enculturation,

2
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although that usage is very common. As Beals notes, the term is often 

used in the United States to refer to "partially or wholly acculturated 

individuals" (Beals 1962: 381). Obviously, what we are dealing with 

here is cross-cultural enculturation without reference to the changes 

in social units and systems with which acculturation is properly meant 

to be associated. "Partially acculturated" here can only mean persons 

who have come to some extent to take on the characteristics of cul

tures not their own. It ought to be labeled by some more specific 

descriptive term such as "assimilation." There will be occasion to 

dwell on this distinction later in drawing a contrast between two 

fundamental processes of change in the villages of Mexico. There we 

will deal with an assimilation process labeled "Mestization" and with 

an acculturation phenomenon, "enclavement."

Let me add (to soften the sentiment expressed above) that 

there is an aspect of acculturation studies which deals legitimately 

with the role of the individual as part of the general interest in 

culture and personality; workers such as Hallowell have dealt with 

the "readjustments in the habits, attitudes, goals and motivations of 

the individuals through whom the novel culture patterns that emerge 

are mediated" (Hallowell 1952: 105)* The utility of such work, in 

establishing a mechanism for the source of internal variation and the 

acceptance of external variation, is evident in its most complete 

form in the comprehensive work of Barnett in his Innovation (1953)*

The confusion over the appropriate concern with the role of 

the individual is evident in the first of the SSRC statements. A
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note attached to the definition itself stresses the distinction between 

acculturation and assimilation. The definition is phrased: "Accul

turation comprehends those phenomena which result when groups of indi

viduals having different cultures come into continuous first hand 

contact, with subsequent changes in the original cultural patterns of 

either or both groups" (Redfield and others 1967: 182). Most of the 

difficulties raised concerning this first definition are effectively 

resolved by the more concise statement of the 1953 SSRC memorandum:

"acculturation may be defined as culture change that is initiated by 

the conjunction of two or more autonomous cultural systems" (Broom and 

others 196?: 256). The critical difference is, of course, in the 

emphasis on "individuals" as opposed to cultural "systems."

The word "conjunction" by its inclusiveness avoids the problem 

of the meaning of the phrase "first hand" noted by Beals (1962: 380). 

Acculturation here includes all phenomena associated with the contact 

of cultural systems, whatever their intensity or duration, and marks 

this range of concern off from those changes associated with the inde

pendent development of cultures in isolation. This resembles the 

distinction made by Malinowski between "independent evolution" and 

"diffusion," wherein the two sorts of change are attributed, in the 

case of independent evolution, to "factors and forces arising spon

taneously within the community," while diffusion (which we can take 

here to be equivalent to contact change) is used for those kinds of 

change that "take place through the contact of different cultures" 

(Malinowski 19U5: 1).
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Of course, many useful studies focused within this area of 

concern were accomplished long before this relatively clear concep

tualization was pronounced. Herskovits in 1937 developed the concept 

of "syncretism" to refer to those results of contact wherein elements 

of two contacting cultures recombine to form a new construct (Hersko

vits 196£). Shortly after, Linton devised the term "directed change,” 

saying: "directed change will be taken to refer to those situations

in which one of the groups in contact interferes actively and pur

posefully with the culture of the other" (I9ljl: f>02). The obvious 

other half of a useful dichotomy —  "non-directed" —  had to wait some 

time for expression in the work of Spicer, for Linton opposed "directed" 

to "socio-cultural fusion," treating them as polar concepts.

Malinowski, having early provided a useful understanding of 

the nature of contact change, added also the analytical perspective 

of "contact institutions." Thus: " . . .  all sociologically relevant

impact and interaction is organized, that is it occurs as between 

institutions. The real agencies of contact are organized bodies of 

human beings working for a definite purpose? handling appropriate 

apparatus of material culture and subject to a charter of laws, rules 

and principles" (Malinowski 19lt$: 6£). This concept was put to its 

most direct use by George Foster in the Latin American area through 

his analysis of the Spanish contact institutions in Culture and Con

quest (Foster I960),

From these first basic explorations of the problem of accul

turation has grown a wealth of studies. A particularly high develop

ment has been reached in the study of "Nativism" or "Revitalization
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movements” as kinds of contact phenomena (Linton 19U3; Wallace 1956; 

Aberle 1966). However, the most advanced, albeit incomplete and not 

entirely successful, study was produced in the context of the publica

tion of the SSRC-sponsored. Perspectives in American Indian Culture 

Change (Spicer 1961a).

In the words of the book’s introduction, "the approach adopted 

sought to discover relations between the changes in Indian cultures 

and the conditions of contact under which these changes had taken 

place" (Spicer 1963a). The work stands out, not so much as a complete 

explanation of the changes considered but, as a methodological and 

comparative approach to the isolation of critical variables in contact 

situations. It isolates several definable classes of results, saying, 

"we may describe the results of the operations of these processes 

respective^-as incorporation, replacement, fusion and compartmentali- 

zation" (Spicer 1961a: 53h). In each of the defined kinds of results, 

there is an attempt to say what the special circumstances were that 

led to these specific results. Obviously, this is a definition of the 

operational objective of acculturation studies, i.e., to isolate the 

logically causal factors in specific sequences of culture contact so 

as to formulate general statements about the nature of such a class of 

change phenomena. Thus, change is to be sought in terms of the "con

tact community." "What we meant by ’contact community’ was the social 

relations (considered in the widest sense) obtaining among members of 

the societies in contact at any given time" (Spicer 1963b: 525)• The 

present objective is to apply such a general concept to a specific
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case in the general class that we hope to show as representative of the 

contact conditions prevailing in Middle America,

The Culture of the Conquered

Middle America (especially Mexico) has been extensively studied 

anthropologically, producing above all a wealth of peasant community 

studies, The outstanding point of scientific interest that emerges in 

surveying these is the revelation of a pattern of basic structural 

uniformity in communities surviving the period of conquest by the 

Spanish, For example, though one cannot help but be impressed by the 

wide range of variation that the fictive kinship system of compadrazgo 

exhibits throughout Mexico, still more impressive is its nearly univer

sal occurrence as an institution regardless of its particular form 

(Spicer 19&6a;Foster 1953)• Cancian's recent review article concerning 

"Political and Religious Organizations" indicates the same tendency 

toward basic forms in this area as well (1967). Even the most casual 

reading of the descriptive literature leaves one with the impression 

of similarity. Each community described seems in many ways much like 

the last. The usual basis for speaking of diversity in Mexico today 

is linguistic, at least on other than a detailed level of analysis.

One encounters fairly large scale differences in such matters as agri

cultural techniques but these, we will contend, exist as environmental 

adaptations of a constant subsistence-oriented peasant economy.

The existence of common patterns must, of course, suggest a 

common cause to be underlying a common result. In brief, that the 

peasant communities of Mexico represent the end product of a definable
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and understandable acculturation process. Two analytical constructs 

have been put forward which in combination seem to serve to clarify 

the essentials of this development. One is the structural notion of 

the "closed corporate community" as put forward by Eric Wolf, and the 

other is the processual conceptualization of "cultural enclavement" 

as advanced by Edward H. Spicer (Wolf 1967a; Spicer 1966a).

Enclavement and the Autonomous 
Community

The closed corporate community (hereinafter referred to as 

CCC) is essentially a structural construct that seems to account for 

the apparent uniformity of the peasant communities of concern here. 

Wolf's work concerns itself with an attempt to define the "type com

munity" in terms of both Mesoamerican and Javanese examples, but for 

our purposes we shall deal with the outline only in terms of Meso- 

america (Wolf 1967 a).

Wolf begins by defining a peasant as "an agricultural producer 

in effective control of land who carries on agriculture as a means of 

livelihood and not as a business for profit" (1967a: 231). He then 

sets out a pattern of similarities as follows:

They are similar in that they maintain a body of rights 
to possessions such as land. They are similar because both 
put pressures on members to redistribute surpluses at their 
command, preferably in the operation of a religious system, 
and induce them to content themselves with the rewards of 
'shared poverty.' They are similar in that they strive to 
prevent outsiders from becoming members of the community, 
and in placing limits on the ability of members to communi
cate with the larger society. That is to say, in both areas 
they are .corporate organizations maintaining a perpetuity of 
rights and membership; and they are closed corporations



because they limit these privileges to insiders, and discourage 
close participation of members in the social relations of the 
larger society (Wolf 1967a: 231).

What runs through these criteria is a theme of defensive iso

lation, The type community is structurally focused on the maintenance 

of its own integrity in the face of a surrounding larger society which 

is, in some way at least, potentially a threat to it. If a community 

is normally and logically thought of as a part-society, a sub-unit 

within a larger whole, then the CCC is an anomaly. It is a fragment 

behaving as a whole.

Building on the classic dichotomy of T6*nnies1 "Gemeinschaft" 

and "Gesellschaft," Robert Redfield has emphasized the connections 

and interdependence of small community and larger society in terms of 

his "Folk-Urban1’ continuum (Redfield 19hl). This is the general em

phasis in most anthropological usage, marking out the community as a 

kind of residential unit with specialized functions within the larger 

society of which it is a part. It is this emphasis that particularly 

characterizes the studies of communities in Western societies such as 

Democracy in Jonesville, Yankee City, etc. (Warner 19U9, 1963).

Even more common is the tendency to use the term "community" not as 

a label for a social unit but as a characteristic of social units as 

in the Tonnies sense. The term becomes extraordinarily elastic and 

applicable to almost all levels of social entity where some sense of 

group solidarity or self identification as a criteria of membership 

can be discovered. A work by Arensberg and Kimball wrestles at some 

length with these and other divergent points of view as to what a

9
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community is and is recommended for those who enjoy semantic wrangles 

of this kind (Arensberg and Kimball 1965)•

For our purposes we want to accept in a general way the notion 

that community ought to be taken as referring to a kind of residential 

unit with a larger whole. However, this definition serves to point up 

the anomalous position of the CCC for, at least in the ideal example, 

it is an autonomous entity. If one takes some such model for a society 

as set forth in the ”Structural-Functional Prerequisites of a Society” 

(Aberle and others 1950) one finds, following Wolf, that these neces

sary elements of a society are meant to be satisfied entirely within 

the confines of the CCC. In this sense the CCC is a society 1

Another concept pertinent to this discussion is that of the 

"plural society," a term which has come into recent and widespread use 

to denote a kind of society that is composed of disparate elements.

The United States is frequently cited as such a society, usually with 

reference to the racial minority elements as the pluralizing sectors. 

Oscar Lewis has conjured up a "Culture of Poverty" which suggests a 

generalized plural element in modem states brought about by the 

common effects of poverty (Lewis 1959)• In all of this, there is 

some recognition of cultural diversity within a single political 

entity —  the state —  which belies the traditional anthropological 

assumptions of uniformity within a society. We will not pursue this 

and only raise the issue to indicate the kinds of question that our 

example is meant to address. There is ample evidence suggested in 

works like that of Morton Fried: The Evolution of Political Society
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(196?) that it is inherent in the state form of organization that they 

encompass some level of unsuppressed pluralism and that the CCC, then, 

is only an extreme manifestation of this general tendency*

We are obviously working around to suggesting a variant of 

acculturation that has to do with the relations between the elements 

in a plural society. This is taxonomically to be separated from the 

normal acculturative enterprise which concerns itself with the rela

tions between autonomous societies, although, as we have intended to 

suggest, the CCC and perhaps other types of enclaves have many of the 

characteristics of independent societies. The specific problem that 

we are pursuing is the ultimate viability of such social units in their 

enclaved condition, but we want now to complete our theoretical prepa

ration by an illustration of their origins.

The Rise of the Enclave

Wolf and Spicer have both suggested that the enclave in Middle 

America is to be directly associated with the events of the Spanish 

conquest. We want to explore this point of view and ultimately to 

concur with it (Spicer 1966b, 1969; Wolf 1967a) •

On the arrival of the Spanish into the New World, they en

countered sophisticated societies that were the end product of a long 

sequence of cultural adaptation and development. Much of what we know 

of this sequence is derived from archaeological evidence and is there

fore painted with a broad brush. An area with flexible boundaries 

(depending on who is doing the defining) known as Mesoamerica and 

corresponding roughly with much of modern Mexico and most of Central
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America in outline, is generally treated as a unit by archaeologists 

(Kirchhopp 1952)♦ In this area, beginning everywhere at some point 

between 2000 B,C. and A.D. 300 we find the establishment of sedentary 

agricultural communities (Willey 1966j Coe 1962j Wolf 1959)• Until 

the time of the conquest, the pattern in this area is one of combina

tions of these basic agricultural entities into larger and larger 

social units culminating at the time of interruption in the Maya, 

Mixtec, Zapotec, Aztec and other regional state levels of sociocul

tural integration.

In stressing the apparent pervasiveness of this increasing 

social complexity, we are not denying the diversity of the societies 

but trying to establish the notion of a core community type underlying 

the many subsequent elaborations. Some comparative illustrations 

from the Tarascan and Aztec states may serve to clarify our point.

The Aztec situation is far better known than that of the Tarascans, 

and so even though the latter is more directly related to our par

ticular problem, most of the material is necessarily drawn from the 
Aztec case.

Both societies can be said to have achieved the state level 

of organization, under Fried's definition: "the complex of institu

tions by means of which the power of the society is organized on a 

basis superior to kinship," manifesting their state-like character in 

terms of "a collection of specialized institutions and agencies, some 

formal and others informal, that maintain an order of stratification" 

(Fried 1967: 229, 235).
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At the base of this order of things, the fundamental Tarascan 

unit and the Aztec as well, was the local agricultural community,

"their members tied together by kinship bonds and by owning land in 

common" (Carrasco 1952: 12). Carrasco equates such a unit with the 

Aztec Calpulli, which some authors have considered to represent a clan 

form of organization (Wolf 1959: 135). "The larger political units 

were formed by a number of Calpulli brought together under a common 

government by a ruling nobility" (Carrasco 1952: 12).

Structurally, it would appear that the Aztecs and Tarascans 

were very similar, with stratified ranks of priests and warriors, 

nobles and commoners. Specialized craftsmen and even specialized 

villages appear in both areas, linked by extensive systems of markets. 

Large temple structures were erected by both and we are told by Foster 

that the Tarascans, like the Aztecs, carried on their wars partially 

to obtain human sacrifices (Foster 191:8).

Although these societies were very much alike in broad outline, 

they differed in details. Tzintzuntzan, the Tarascan capitol, does 

not appear to have ever become the great city that Tenochtitlan was, 

and, though the gods received sacrifice in both places, they were not 

quite the same gods.

Detailed material on the Tarascans tends to elude us due to 

scanty pre- and immediately post-conquest documentation. Both Foster 

and Carrasco base their statements largely on the single missionary 

document known as the "Relacion de Michoacan" (Foster 191:8; Carrasco 

1952). But it would appear that among both Tarascans and Aztecs, the
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individual villages took the forms that they did as elements in a 

larger state society. Linked to the state through a stratified social 

system and a market economy, their activities took their meaning and 

form as a part of the whole. To go further with a consideration of 

the events of the conquest in relation to these villages, we must turn 

to the Aztec and suggest that the starting point and subsequent events 

do not appear to have differed for the Tarascans. Spanish policy in 

New Spain was consistent.

The situation in New Spain was at this point one of "directed 

change,11 with one of the parties of the contact community, the Spanish, 

in effective control of at least the gross direction of change.

Spicer, in his Cycles of Conquest (1962), suggests that the Spanish 

"• . . to a great extent worked in accordance with plans concerning 

what they wanted the Indians to become as in fulfillment of their own 

special interests" (Spicer 1962: 279)• There was never at any time 

during the conquest and its aftermath an intention that the political 

divisions of the various Indian peoples be dealt with as independent 

entities. As Spicer notes, "Church and civil officials were in agree

ment from the start on what the Indians should be made to accept as 

fundamental elements of civilization. It was agreed that Spanish 

regal authority and law must be the framework of Indian life" (Spicer 

1962: 282).

The best single source as to how this program manifested itself 

is by Gibson in The Aztecs Under Spanish Rule (196b), based on thorough 

examination of colonial documents. His account provides an apparently



accurate depiction of the basic Spanish approach in all areas immedi

ately after the conquest, if we make allowance for variations attrib

utable to the personalities of particular conquistadores in specific 

areas, and the timing and manner of the reduction of these places.

What the Spanish did in the Valley of Mexico they at least tried to do 

everywhere else. In the Tarascan area, some account needs to be taken 

of the methods of NuHo de Guzman, who proceeded with especial violence.

Confronted with an Indian state, the Spanish proceeded immedi

ately to supplant and ultimately destroy its basic institutions.

Having first broken the military power of the Aztec with the help of 

their neighbors, the Spanish took over the mechanisms of tribute and 

dominance belonging to that empire. In these first moments of con

quest, the state remained essentially intact with Spaniards simply 

jostling themselves into the topmost ranks of a stratified society. 

Spicer makes the point that “There can, of course be no question about 

the widespread substitution of Spaniards or re-oriented Aztecs for 

former top administrators. However this new head made a very different 

kind of juncture with the old body of Aztec society from what had 

previously existed” (Spicer 1969: 109).

This beheading process refers to the reorganization of the 

Indian societies from 30-odd loosely associated tribute-paying states 

of the Aztec Empire into a single large state controlled at all 

levels but the very lowest —  the individual community —  by the 

Spanish. The process is referred to by Spicer as a “progressive 

alienation and disarticulation of Indian political life from that of
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the Spaniards and Mestizos" (Spicer 1969: 109-110). The first step, 

however, is rather to be regarded as a complete and total destruction 

of state-level political institutions and their replacement by new 

Spanish forms.

Detailed description of the extensive matrix of viceroys, 

council and audencias that formed the basis of Spanish government is 

not required for our purposes. It is sufficient to note that it was 

an entirely Spanish framework and a more or less faithful instrument 

not of the Indian population but of the King of Spain. At these 

highest levels, no Indians participated and no element of Indian 

organization, religious or political, continued in operation. There 

were temporary and abortive attempts to retain the native political 

hierarchy at somewhat lower levels, but all such efforts were ulti

mately repudiated.

Beyond the elimination of the highest levels of political 

structure, the religious structures were immediately suppressed at 

all recognizable levels. Although elements of the belief systems came 

to be fused with the Spanish Christian forms, the formal native system 

of priests, temples and rites was destroyed as anathema to the 

christianizing missions, wherever they were found.

In the great work of cultural dismantling, both religious and 

political, there were two basic instruments of policy that pushed the 

surviving native institutions to ever lower levels. One of these was 

the Church and its mission organization, and the other was a series 

of schemes of political and economic organization —  encomienda,
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corregimiento and ultimately the hacienda —  all of which aimed at the 

establishment of a relationship between the Spanish and the Indians 

commensurate with Spanish goals.

The encomienda was the first and most curious of the approaches. 

It is characterized by Gibson as "the official consignment of groups 

of Indians to privileged Spanish colonists" (Gibson 196U: 59). In 

return for the rights to the tribute and labor of these, "it entrusted 

to each encomendero the Christian welfare of a designated number of 

Indians" (Gibson 1961*: 59). We pass without unnecessary comment the 

inevitable contrast between the exercise of their rights as opposed 

to their duties by those so honored.

The encomienda preserved, for at least a short while, a frag

ment of the aboriginal organization in that "a one to one relation 

between tlatoni community and encomienda was surely regarded as a 

norm" (Gibson 1961*: 65). At least in theory, each encomienda was co

extensive with a political subdivision that had been governed by or 

was at least a tributary of a member of the native noble lineages.

To the extent that this was true, the Spaniards may be regarded as 

simply replacing the native aristocracy on a trusteeshio basis. The 

larger community, the seat of the ruling lineage, was known as the 

"cabecera" and had attached to it one or more smaller communities known 

as "sujetos." The whole constituted the encomienda in its theoretical 

form. From an early date, however, the breakdown of these vestigial 

units of aboriginal organization was accelerated by the need to create 

more and more grants for needy colonists. "The customary solution
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was . . .  to separate out one or more of the sujetos from an existing 

encomienda and to assign these as a new grant” (Gibson 1961*i 6£)#

Based on the limits of the native political units, the en

comienda for a brief moment seemed to preserve the aboriginal organi

zation, but in fact the native aristocracy was bled off at both ends; 

some members were not recognized in their authority at all as the 

divisions of power were made, and these faded into the general mass 

of the population. At the same time, those who were most successful 

in accommodating to the Spanish expectations and thus retaining their 

authority tended to become more and more Spanish and therefore more 

and more isolated from the populace. Summing up the effects of en

comienda, Gibson says it resulted ”in a compression of Indian social 

classes, a reduction of the authority of the caciques, loss of life 

and a severe economic drain" (Gibson 1961*: 80).

Corregimiento constituted a reorganization of this Spanish- 

Indian relationship focused, not on relatively independent grantees 

but, on the Crown of Spain. In the beginning, "corregidores could 

be regarded as the calpixque or mayordomos of royal encomiendas” 

(Gibson 1961*: 82). Ultimately, " . . .  encomienda became progressively 

weaker, corregimiento came to embrace local civil government in its 

entirety" (Gibson 1961*: 82).

The final result of both encomienda and corregimiento was the 

isolation of the individual native community. Thus, at the highest 

level of remnant native organization stood the cabecera-sujeto unit, 

a municipal entity. It is at this level that our interest focuses



because the evidence suggests that the communities were allowed to

adjust to the new circumstances as communities» As Gibson notes:

Although Corregidores occupied the Spanish civil office 
closest to Indian life, the truth is that the ordinary 
Indian came into personal contact with them only infre
quently. The religious life of the Indian community func
tioned in the absence of supervision by the corregidor.
His direction of community political life was largely con
fined to attendance at local elections. . ." (Gibson 196U:
91).

At the level of the individual community, further reorganiza

tion is more directly associated with the mission programs of the 

church than it is with the tribute manipulations of the civil authori

ties. The secular concerns of the state can be credited with 

destruction of every vestige of organization above the community level. 

But the nearly uniform pattern of organization we are inclined to 

attribute to the Mesoamerican community seems to be a result of the 

efforts of missionaries to introduce, for their own purposes, new 

structures into the communities. The state effectively stopped short 

at this point but the church did not.

Spicer suggests, in regard to this program, that the innova

tions were "introduced into disintegrating communities . . .  where 

the Indian religious hierarchy, the Aztec class structure and the 

local calpulli organization of educational, military and political 

institutions had ceased to operate almost within a decade after 

Spanish domination" (Spicer 19695 15)• Shorn down to the community 

level, the communities were provided with the basis for a new inte

gration at that level. The first important element was the clear 

willingness of the Spaniards to treat with the villages as units for

19
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such purposes as the levying of tribute or the organization of labor. 

The village was considered as a unit and so had the essential oppor

tunity to become one.

This unity grew around the church. Gibson places particular 

stress on the cofradia and the localized saint's cults. Spicer says 

of the villages, "Community welfare came to be regarded as bound up 

with the saints of these social units" (Spicer 1969: 118). The units 

of organization originally designed for the maintenance of the church 

and its gods came to be the core of civic as well as religious life.

In most areas of Mexico, the resulting community civil-religious 

heirarchy system became so important that we could perhaps say, as 

does Cancian for a modern Maya community (Zincantan), "the degree and 

manner of a man's participation in the hierarchy is the major factor 

determining his place in the community" (Cancian 1965: 2$ Carrasco 

1961).
Spicer suggests that the purely civil local organization in

troduced into the communities "was not only designed, but was also 

taken over by the corregimiento" (Spicer 1969: llU). Linkages to the 

corregidor, the presumptive alternative focus of community reintegra

tion, came to represent to the Indians "losses and disadvantages in 

the form of tribute payments, labor levies, and other interferences 

in local affairs. The areas of collective effort furthest removed 

from the corregidor network became the foci of local interest" (Spicer 

1969: 118). A basis for organization was required and the church 

provided the most palatable alternative.
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This described sequence of events represents the initial phase 

in a process of “cultural enclavement” that led ultimately to a kind 

of social unit we have been calling the closed corporate community. 

Spicer says that 11 a cultural enclave is a part of a political society 

which maintains distinctive cultural traits from- the members of the 

larger whole and which places positive value on the maintenance of 

these differences” (Spicer 1966a: 267). He specifies "two essential 

conditions for the development of the cultural enclaves, that is, 

cultural and identity differentiation” (Spicer 1966a: 276). In the 

three Mexican examples that he gives, he suggests that they all in

volved "the growth or persistence of conditions which fostered a dis

tinctive social organization through which sentiments of solidarity 

were maintained and by means of which some degree of regulation of 

contacts and interaction with others was effected" (Spicer 1966a: 276). 

These conditions, it is to be noted, are essentially those used by 

Wolf to describe the CCC, and the circumstances of its rise conform 

to the historical sequence of events we have been deriving from 

Gibson.

The foregoing constitutes a kind of theoretical base for 

describing the origin of the roughly uniform communities which interest 

us. However, it is not their rise but rather their survival, or 

alternatively their destruction, which is our particular focus. It is 

to the reverse of the enclavement process —  integration, or more 

accurately if clumsily de-enclavement, that this study is addressed.

In later chapters, we will deal more extensively with the

factors that appear to surround the continuance of the enclaved
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condition as we examine our case in point —  Cheran. However, in this 

introduction, we must lay the same historical groundwork for de- 

enclavement as we have been trying,- at least, to lay for its more 

positive opposite side.

The foregoing description of the formation of the uniform com

munity types has perhaps had an unfortunate teleological ring to it.

At one level this is not an inaccurate impression since, as noted 

earlier, the guiding perspective is evolutionary and involves some

thing like the "organismic analogy” described by Wallace (1956). He 

says in his principle of "homeostasis” that ”. . . a society will 

work, by means of coordinated actions (including ’cultural’ actions) 

by all or some of its parts to preserve its own integrity by maintain

ing a minimally fluctuating life supporting matrix for its individual 

members, and will under stress, take emergency measures to preserve 

the constancy of this matrix” (Wallace 1956: 265). Wallace is con

cerned with the specific kind of cultural change he labels "revitali

zation,” but the concept can be considered more generally under the 

label of adaptation. Simply put, a social organism, if it is to 

continue in existence, must react appropriately to changes in the 

circumstances that constitute its total environment.

To avoid teleology, we hasten to point out that such an adap

tive perspective simply suggests the general conditions under which a 

society or social unit can continue in operation. There is nothing 

in the perspective that says that it must. Social units do fail to 

adapt and so collapse, are absorbed by others, or otherwise go out of



business. In this discussion, we have dealt with a kind of adaptation 

that we have called enclavement which, as we have seen, was an appro

priate response to the existing circumstances. It was not, however, 

the only possible response and we now move to a discussion of some 

early failures of the enclave•

The communities discussed were left by the Spanish as nuggets 

imbedded in the greater fabric, relatively free to alter as they would 

and adjust themselves to the new Spanish-dominated state. However, 

this was not everywhere the case and from the very beginning, there 

was simultaneously a process of "ladinization" which was not a 

development of the native institutions into new forms but a direct 

assimilation of native members into entirely Spanish-defined social 

units•

The terms "ladinization," or"Mestization," are commonly used 

in the sense of the process by which persons identified as "Indian" 

come to be participants in the generalized Hispanic culture of Mexico. 

This had its earliest beginnings, as has been noted, in the period of 

initial contact, when the native nobility tended to become more com

plete participants in the Spanish institutions than in their own.

For the larger non-noble populace, this process was associated 

everywhere with a relatively total disruption of existing social 

units (including the community) or a bleeding off of members from 

surviving communities into new non-Indian context. The principal 

agent of this sort of change and an important influence through much 

of the history of Mexico was the hacienda system. In distinction to
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encomienda, the system of haciendas allowed the Spaniard actually to 

own the land in question and to exercise complete control over the 

property and the workers who labored there. It was not a question of 

simply receiving the tribute of relatively autonomous villages, but 

an organization of a whole, whose shape and character was defined by 

the Spanish overlord and whose function was not the subsistence of 

the villages that went to make it up but the enrichment of the lati- 

fundio and its overlord.

In this process, existing village structures were cross-cut by 

the requirements of the hacienda organization and subordinated to it. 

Places in the structure were filled at the desire of the hacendado.

The structure was not closed but flexible according to the economic 

pursuits of the overlord. Members of disrupted communities could be 

absorbed into this structure and reintegrated in accordance with the 

Spanish-dominated patterns.

Other contexts than the hacienda were, of course, important 

for this process of individual assimilation, but in all cases they 

were characterized by a set of Spanish-dominated institutions that 

structured the activities of individual Indians. Wolf, in describing 

the Bajifo, provides us with a detailed description of this process in 

relation to the mines, towns and industries of this northern area 

(Wolf 1955). His emphasis is with the kind of regional integration 

that such homogenization seems to produce and with the effects of 

this on the development of the nation as a whole.

Since the initial period of Spanish domination when the auton

omous native communities were formed, there has existed a tension
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between the developing nation-state of Mexico and these conservative 

units. The requirements of the developing state entail a continual 

recruitment of population into new and basically non-native struc

tures. Every new city or enterprise drains membership from the 

subsistence-oriented communities into new locations and patterns of 

life. Over time, this ladinization process has become dominant, re

sulting in what Wolf has called "Mestizo Mexico" (Wolf 1959), a 

fusional product assuredly, but dominated throughout in its basic 

institutions by a derivative Spanish or at least European orientation.

The total pattern of cultural change in Mexico is clearly ex

ceedingly complex, involving as it does the basic question of state 

formation. Since the sequence of events in Mexico is reasonably well 

known, it can be suggested as an excellent potential model to address 

this question. I will not attempt any such total approach but will 

examine only one interface of change, that is the condition of tension 

between the CCC and the larger society against whom it attempts to 

maintain some sort of boundary.

Assuming that the preceding discussion of the formation of 

the enclave is sufficient to cover the question of origins, what we 

want to examine is the maintenance of the enclaved condition. The 

work at Cheran was undertaken with this end in mind and information 

sought during the research was oriented to it. In our final chapter 

we shall attempt a consideration of the kind of circumstances which 

allow of the continuation of the enclave and those factors which seem 

to lead to its dissolution.
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• To this end, the following chapters concern themselves with 

the testing against data from the community of Cheran of several 

aspects of this problem orientation. While the general history of 

the community in question is not better known for most of its exist

ence than is usual in Mexico, there is an excellent basis for a con

sideration of change over a limited time span. That is the study of 

the village made in 1939-ltO by Ralph Beals (Beals 19U6), coupled with 

the present study.

The Cheran of Beals' description is to be considered in terms 

of its goodness of fit to the CCC model of Wolf. In the course of 

this, we shall elaborate the brief statements made so far as to the 

nature and implications of this model. The same testing of it is 

intended against the data collected by myself in 1970, thus forming 

two cuts in a continuum of development. At Tl, the Cheran of 19U0, 

we shall contend that the CCC model is closely approached and that 

at T2, considerable change away from such a model has occurred.

Between our two test points, the social unit in question has 

undergone a process of adaptation to its shifting circumstances, and 

it is our ultimate aim to isolate what appear to be the relevant 

variables associated with observed change. To the extent that we 

succeed in this, we can make at least probabilistic statements as to 

the kinds of factors that might be examined in other cases of a per

sisting enclave.



CHAPTER 2

CHERAN m  CONTEXT

As with any other sociocultural entity, contemporary Cheran 

cannot be characterized in vacuo, as a social unit analyzed only by 

reference to its synchronic and localized features. Rather, Cheran 

exists within the framework of space and time, and the specific aspect 

of its physical and temporal coordinates provides the broader context 

in which to assess current ethnographic data.

First, the community exists in the context of a physical en

vironment —  the volcanic highlands of the Tarascan Sierras in 

Michoacan. Second, as an enclave Cheran has existed at least since 

the conquest, taking part in and feeling the effects of a complex 

series of historical events in the development of modern Mexico. 

Finally, as a Tarascan community, it exists in the context of a pre- 

Columbian heritage which, if not preserved, has left traces of the 

manner of its passing.

The Tarascan Sierra

The Tarascan area is generally defined in terms of the areas 

of Tarascan speech. There are three such surviving areas, although 

before the conquest the range was much larger. Today, these areas are 

the Lake Patzcuaro Basin, the Sierra and a small group of villages 

known as La Canada along the Morelia-Guadalajara highway near Zamora.
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The Sierra, our focus of interest, is today the heartland of the Taras- 

cans, credited by West as having some 60 percent of the total Tarascan 

speakers. It runs from the mountains just on the western edge of Lake 

Patzcuaro east to Los Reyes, and in the south, from approximately the 

escarpment at Uruapan north to the Morelia-Guadalajara highway (Vest 

19U8j Fig. 3).

The Sierra is a volcanic plateau with elevations ranging from 

6,900 feet to 12,660 feet. Cheran itself lies at approximately 8,000 

feet. The Sierra is "Tierra Fria” and though precise data seems to be 

lacking, Cheran falls in the zone wherein occurs roughly 180 days of 

frost each year, this from November to March. Rainfall is concentrated 

(80 percent) in June, July, August and September. While again no pre

cise records exist. West suggests that more than 1000 mm. of rain falls 

annually in the Sierra area.

Not wishing to summarize the geological analysis that is avail

able elsewhere (West 19U8), I will comment, only on what have seemed 

to me to be culturally significant features of the Sierra. It is not 

impossible terrain to traverse in any ultimate sense, and probably not 

difficult by horseback, but it is surely more difficult than open non- 

mountainous plains. Roads twist and turn through relatively narrow 

valleys and a straight line is unknown. The construction of auto 

roads through such an area must be very expensive, as witness that 

there is only the one main paved road running essentially north-south, 

thereby cutting off much of the region from the speed and ease of such
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routes of travel. Cheran is on this road and this fact has had a very- 

significant role to play in its development.

Usable land is in relatively short supply compared to the total 

area, since only the gentlest slopes of the hills and mountains can be 

cultivated by techniques familiar to the Tarascans. Historically, 

this has been significant in terms of preventing any large-scale 

hacienda exploitation of the area. Regardless of the climatic prob

lems mitigating against many of the usual commercial crops, it pre

vented any extensive, as opposed to intensive, exploitative activities. 

Today and in the future, it must have significance in limiting the 

possible population expansion of any particular village, including 

Cheran, which has a current population of 790U.

The hills and mountains tend also to make for differential 

ease of travel from one village to another. While this is not a prob

lem considered here, it would be interesting to investigate what 

difference this had made in the relations between villages, who find 

themselves in the same basin and so easily accessible to one another 

by contrast with villages which, while in proximity in terms of dis

tance, are separated by difficult terrain.

The principal resource of the area is the produce of its people 

in terms of both crafts and agricultural products. Agriculture has 

certain noted limits and a subsistence orientation. The principal 

basis of craft industry, indeed the sole conrnerdaily exploitable re

source, appears to be the timber of the mixed pine and oak forests. 

Historically, in the absence of mines and usable land, this has been
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the focus of outside exploitation but its effects have been as limited 

as its commercial possibilities. Paracho, near to Cheran, has built 

a considerable craft industry on wood products and, as we shall see, 

Cheran is moving in this direction as well. Resin collecting is today 

becoming of some importance under government sponsorship.

There are no important centers of population within the Sierra 

itself. Peripheral to it are the major towns of Uruapan, Zacapu, 

Zamora and Patzcuaro, but none of any such sizes is in the zone proper. 

This is part and parcel of the most significant features of the area 

as a whole —  undesirability. Isolation here exists largely as a 

function of the lack of attractive resources and convenient location. 

Cities grow up, one assumes, for some good and sufficient reason and 

there seems to have been no persuasive cause for this to occur in the 

Sierra. Lacking such centers, the Sierra for good or ill has not been 

subject to many of the pressures for conformity and accommodation that 

seem to be involved in the process of ladinization. Just as the 

haciendas did not play a large part in the area's development, so the 

later acculturation agents, the industries and enterprises associated 

with large modern towns, seem to have been kept at a distance by the 

relative uselessness of the Sierra for purposes other than subsistence 

agriculture. This situation is changing, as we shall see, but it has 

been an important element in the history of the Sierra.

Tarascans

The people of Cheran think of themselves as Tarascans and are 

labeled as such by their Mestizo neighbors and their government. We
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will have occasion to explore the significance of this in their modern 

situation, but here we want to examine briefly the pre-conquest society 

that gave rise through its dissolution to whatever is "Tarascan" about 

the Tarascans. The name itself, as has been pointed out in several 

places, is a mistake of the kind common to conquerors with their in

difference to the niceties of the conquered’s language, The tale is 

told in the Relacidn de Michoacan of the Spaniards taking native women 

and therefore being addressed by the term for son-in-law —  tarascue. 

This they turned around and applied to the people who called themselves 

"puerepecha" (Craine 1970: 69). From this, the people of Cheran today 

call themselves Tarascos when speaking Spanish and use the proper term 

when using their own language.

Fundamental information on the nature of Tarascan society 

comes from the single missionary document already cited, the "Relacidn/' 

which I use here in the recently published English translation titled 

The Chronicles of Michoacan (Craine 1970). There are apparently no 

discovered native codices of the kind which form the basis of much of 

our information on the Aztec. The missionary reports and documents 

that may exist pertaining to this have not apparently been analyzed 

by anyone as yet. The same dearth of material afflicts later periods 

as to such matters as encomienda and repartimiento, for no one has 

done the splendid job here that Gibson did for the Aztec (196U)•

From the^Relacidri'emerges a picture of a complex "tribute em

pire" not radically different from that of the Aztec. Indeed, the 

Tarascans are pictured as claiming relationship to the Aztec as fellow



'•Chichimecas from Aztlan" but their language apparently bears relation 

only to the stock Swadesh calls "Macro-Mixtecan" but essentially it 

stands alone in the area (Swadesh I960).

At the time of the conquest, the Tarascans had only recently 

consolidated their own tribute empire and much of the Chronicle deals 

with the wars of conquest and the political maneuverings involved. In 

the course of the interminable lists of places subjugated and visited, 

there is twice mentioned a "Cheran" (Craine 1970: 170, 219). There 

can be no certainty that this refers to the present Cheran but it does 

lend weight to the locally held view that Cheran is an old Tarascan 

community. Persons in the community pointed out that there were 

nearby archaeological remains and these were claimed to be the original 

site of the town. It seems likely that Cheran is old enough to have 

been an existing Tarascan town at the time of the consolidation of 

empire.

If this is so, then as our previous theoretical discussion has 

held, Cheran begins as an integrated and dependent element of a larger 

entity —  a state. The capital at Tzintzuntzan was the site of an 

elaborate religious and administrative complex which in its complexity 

is not unlike that of the Aztec. At its center ruled a God-King with 

theoretically absolute power over his subjects.

Economic surplus, both in labor and goods, was extracted from 

the component villages in the form of tribute to support the immense 

household of the King and the temples of the gods with their attendant 

priests. An elaborate administrative apparatus existed, with a
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hierarchy of officials extending down to the individual village level. 

Aside from ordinary administrators, there were many specialized 

branches of the executive responsible for such things as overseeing 

various industries and crafts, probably designed to guarantee the 

rulers their fair share of these items in tribute.

Using the descriptions of the Chronicle, we can infer a good 

deal as to the probable nature of the relation of the state to a com

munity like Cheran. Although considerable craft specialization existed 

at this point, it is probably safe to assume that Cheran was then, as 

now, basically an agricultural community. Some of the land in each 

village was apparently earmarked as King's Land and devoted to the 

production of foodstuffs for tribute, overseen by a resident repre

sentative of the state —  a cacique. It is difficult to discover from 

the Chronicle whether or not a small village would have had a resident 

priest or whether these were concentrated exclusively in the larger 

towns with temples.

The demands on the community were apparently heavy. There was 

a continual need for wood to feed the temple fires but this was pre

sumably a largely symbolic tribute of religious rather than economic 

significance. Men could be called out for corvee labor on public 

works but most probably for only short periods of time in much the 

fashion later followed by the Spanish repartimiento. Warfare demanded 

the periodic mobilization of men but, as best we can tell, the wars 

were only brief raids and skirmishes not involving extended campaigns 

over many months. Judging by the large establishment in Tzintzuntzan
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of craftsmen and workers, there was probably an occasional demand for 

particularly skilled workers to remove themselves to the capital to 

serve the King or the temples, but this burden in all probability 

fell most heavily on the towns closest to the center.

It is very hard to determine the extent to which the strati

fication of the empire as a whole would have existed in a single small 

village. Presumably, some members of the ruling nobility would be 

represented, at least in the person of the resident cacique and his 

family. If the village were the center for some important activity, 

an important market town, for example, there would presumably be 

other imperial officials. Some representation of the religious cults 

must have functioned and this, as all other important offices, was 

presumably hereditary forming a caste-like stratification.

The unfortunate aspect of the "Relacidh" and the analysis 

based upon it is that it focuses almost exclusively on the life of the 

nobility and particularly on the ruling family. It becomes very diffi

cult to infer much of the content of the daily life of the common 

people such as must have inhabited Gheran. The house type is pictured 

but no longer exists, the style of dress is shown but was quickly 

superseded. We can infer that there must have existed a rich cultural 

inventory but it has left few traces.

We can say little of the detailed ethnography of the people 

of Gheran that we can only presume to have existed at all some ItOO 

years ago. We are able to salvage, as we have been doing, some notion 

of the probable position of such a village in a larger system. Surely
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their life must have been directly responsive to the state to which 

they would appear to have been so closely tied. Religious orthodoxy 

penetrated to the village level by the participation of the people in 

its celebrations, possibly under the direction of a resident priest 

directly responsible to a hierarchy, or through their attendance at 

the great rites in the principal centers. Economic activity must have 

been greatly influenced in every aspect by the demands and controls 

imposed by the civil officials of the state. If, in fact, the admini

strative structure of the empire was as well organized as the chronicle 

would have it appear, it is difficult to attribute any great inde

pendence to the village level of sociocultural organization.

Conquest and Change

Into this situation we have been describing came the Spanish 

from their conquests in the east. This was truly a cataclysmic event 

involving, among other horrors, the dragging to death at the tail of 

a horse the Tarascan King through the streets of his capital. This 

particular atrocity, and the vast majority of events and discussions 

of the activities of the Spaniards presented in the "Relacio'n," have to 

do with the demands for gold and the expression of dissatisfaction 

with the amounts delivered.

As with the Aztecs, the principal initial event of the conquest 

was a rapid and relatively simple act of political and ecclesiastical 

decapitation. With the seizure of the administrative center and the 

suppression of the religious hierarchy, the Spaniards found themselves, 

as with the Aztecs, in possession of a reasonably submissive and
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orderly population prepared to accept or at least not to resist their 

reorganizations. Here, as everywhere else, this took the form of 

missionaries and encomienderos.

In the Michoacan area, beginning with the towns around the 

lake, Franciscan and Augustinian Friars immediately begin the task of 

converting the Indians. Considerable documentation exists as to the 

doings of the missions in the immediate post-conquest years. Though 

initial moves were made near the lake, the religious began to reach 

remote Sierra regions within a very short time (see Beaumont 1932;

Tello 1968; Ricard 1966).

As Beals noted in 19b6, there is little readily available mate

rial from this early period directly pertaining to Cheran. In the 

history of Michoacan written by Eduardo Ruiz, there is a reference, in 

the context of the work of the Franciscan Fray, Jacobo Daciano, to the 

community of Cheran (Beals 19U6: 6l£), But this is not informative, 

beyond the fact that Cheran was at this point being visited by the 

religious. A more thorough examination of the existing colonial docu

ments (than was possible for this study) should reveal the exact point 

at which Cheran was contacted and what steps were taken toward the 

establishment of the church there. But for the moment, we can only 

extrapolate probable occurrences there from what is known of the 

mission program elsewhere. Even by the end of the 18th century when 

Beaumont wrote, his map of the religious establishments shows the 

nearby towns of Paracho and Patamban but nothing for Cheran.
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Most authors, in approaching the religious work in Michoacan, 

cite the efforts of Don Vasco de Quiroga, the first Bishop of the 

Province, and this is usually done with an emphasis on the "Hospital" 

system which he advocated and founded in seme places. This is often 

compared to the visions of Sir Thomas More as to Utopia and it has 

been suggested that the Bishop was an admirer of More (see Ricard 1966: 

Chap. 9). There were, however, only two of these special kinds of 

hospitals involving a thorough-going reorganization of the life of 

the people around the church. Hospitals were indeed associated with 

the mission establishments in Michoacan, but they were in general 

actual edifices for the care of the sick and resting places for trave

lers rather than the special sort of affair associated with Quiroga.

In a general way we can assume that when the church reached 

Cheran, it operated in accord with the procedures employed everywhere 

in New Spain and which we have described to some extent in our intro

ductory chapter. Certainly, there has been (as long as anyone can 

remember) a church and a hospital in Cheran. Today and for some years 

before the arrival of Beals (exactly when is uncertain) the Hospital 

has been in ruins and used for non-ecclesiastical purposesj for 

example, tile making.

The best unearthing of existing materials is contained in a 

report of a relatively massive survey of the entire area directed by 

Aguirre-Beltran (1952). He suggests here that Cheran was a major 

population center of the Sierra on the arrival of the Spaniards. His 

observations are derived from a number of colonial documents cited
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and analyzed in his Chapter III. In the 16th century, Cheran was a 

tributary or sujeto of Sevina, a nearby town, although Cheran and 

other subject communities were larger than the Cabecera. The town of 

Sevina was apparently principally important as a religious seat for 

the missionaries, and in most other respects the communities were not 

directly subject to Sevina. The total population for the eight com

munities making up Sevina is given as some 3,60S persons (Aguirre- 

Beltran 1932: 82).

An encmendero existed, one "Joan (sicl) Infante, de Sevina 

y Pomocoran," to whom Cheran, as a sujeto of Sevina, was presumably . 

responsible for the usual tribute and labor (Aguirre-Beltran 1952: 83). 
Responsible for the congregation of labor were "Jueces Congregadores" 

and Cheran was a center for several surrounding villages. There 

appears to have been some considerable resistance to this, for the 

people, punished by the burning of villages and the destruction of 

milpas, were forced to take refuge in the mountains. Three villages 

connected with Cheran were so treated, doubtless, helping to establish 

the kind of withdrawal from Spanish contact that we described in the 

earlier discussion.

There exist virtually no materials for the 17th century but 

we can presume that, in this period, the familiar pattern of Indian 

community organization begun in the 16th century was crystallizing.

The people of Cheran, like most other Indian communities subjected 

to the pressures of encomendero demands and the destructiveness already 

described, presumably began the typical withdrawal into the new
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church-centered forms of organization introduced, in this case, by the 

Franciscans of Sevina.

More intensive pressures that might have led to an early mesti- 

zation and destruction of a pattern of life before it could properly 

coalesce were not present in the Sierra. Both West and Aguirre-Beltran 

agree that there was little in the Sierra to attract the usual Spanish 

settlers. There were no mines, and the climate was unsuitable for the 

cultivation of the large-scale commercial crops such as sugar cane. 

Heavily forested, with only small pockets of cleared or clearable land, 

it was unsuitable for stock raising on any large scale. The cold 

winters were also unattractive to settlers and the end result was 

that only a handful of traders and the more hardy religious sorts were 

to be found scattered here and there in the Sierra (West 19^8: 17; 

Aguirre-Beltran 1952: 82).

Isolation in this case does not appear to have been a direct 

function of inaccessibility since, as West notes, the Camino Real to 

Nueva Galicia passed from Patzcuaro through Nahuatzen and Cheran.

The land is not so broken as to be impossible for mounted travel and 

there have always been trails suitable for the passage or arrieros 

throughout the region. The crux of the matter seems to have been a 

kind of economic isolation brought about through the lack of exploit

able resources•

By 17U2, there were 11 "non-Tarascans" (Spanish, Mestizos or 

Mulattos) in Paracho; two in Aranza, and five in Nahuatzen, but none 

in Cheran even though all of the above are nearby towns
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(Aguirre-Beltran 1952: 86). In terms of families, there were 155 in 

Cheran in 1700 but this fell in 17lt2 to 100 as a result of epidemics 

spreading through the Sierra; and went up to 276 in 1789 and 298 in 

1793 (1952: 86). At this time, the end of the 18th century, a church 

was finally built in Cheran, although a hospital had apparently been 

erected there earlier.

At this time, Cheran had begun to acquire a reputation it

retains to this day of being a conservative community. Aguirre-Beltran

quotes, without giving a source, a commentary on the resistance of the

people of Cheran to ladinization:

No son ladinos, pero si inquietos, inclinados a la bebida y 
pegados a sus antiquas viciosas costumbres, declarados 
enemigos de los de razon, mentirosos, amigos de pleitos, lo 
mengua sus facultades; pues de lo contratio vivirlan con 
mucho deshago y atfn serian ricos. Han resistido hasta el 
dia tener escuela (1952: 92).

Other towns, particularly Nahuatzen and Paracho, presumably as a result 

of their roles as trading centers, were becoming ladinized while 

Cheran, as a primarily agricultural community, continued to defend its 

isolation and costumbres.

From this period until the detailed study of Beals, we can 

make only general comments as to the events in the region since our 

sources do not comment further on Cheran. Its population continued 

to grow but it was apparently not a primary actor in any of the swirl 

of events surrounding the social reorganizations of Mexico.

Further details of the intervening history of the area and 

Cheran may well be obtainable in the archives of the principal cities
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of the state, but this task had to be postponed due to the time and 

resource limitations of this study.

Haciendas came into existence all around the Meseta Tarasca: 

in the lake region, at Los Reyes in the Periferia, and especially in 

the nearby Tierra Caliente below Uruapan. These agents of ladiniza- 

tion, for so much of the rest of Mexico, do not appear to have existed 

in the Cheran area for reasons we have noted, and so Cheran was not 

subject to this influence.

West notes that there were periodic and ephemeral exploita

tions of the forest resources of the Meseta by Mestizo entrepreneurs. 

They set up temporary sawmills and cleared the first growth from most 

of the region over a long period of years, No specific evidence is 

available to indicate that one such was near Cheran but the timber 

there, as elsewhere, has been cut over (West 19U8: 2lt).

For the Sierra as a whole, the wars of independence and reform 

occurring throughout this formative period seem not to have been the 

cataclysmic events that they were elsewhere in Mexico. The kind of 

total disruption portrayed by Womack for Morelos was absent here 

(Womack 1969). Beals records that Cheran was burned during the 

Cristero Rebellion, but suggests that throughout the period the com

munity was little involved. At each upheaval the armies marched and 

counter-marched through the Sierra but Cheran, while surely subject 

to periodic infestation by soldiers, was not itself a center for any 

faction (see Ruiz, Historia de la Guerra de Intervencion en Michoacan) 
W ) .
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The indefatigable traveler Lumholtz came through Cheran in 

1897 in the course of his five year sojourn in "Unknown Mexico" (Lum

holtz 1902). He gives us a momentary glimpse of the town. But 

Lumholtz did not like Cheran nor indeed the whole Sierra, and, in the 

light of his activities, it is scarcely to be believed that Cheran much 

cared for him. Thwarted by the obdurance of the natives in his 

attempts to buy the body of the deceased out from under a funeral —  

for an anthropological specimen —  he gained permission from the resi

dent priest to dig in the church cemetery for skulls, only to be 

thwarted again by the outraged citizens of Cheran. Lumholtz seems 

much offended by all of this lack of understanding.

The principal useful observation that emerges from his brief 

vignette of life in Cheran is the indication that Cheran had indeed 

developed an extensive round of folk Catholic ceremonials of the sort 

we are suggesting underlie the stability of the enclaved community. 

This emerges in the context of the priest raising objection to these 

and apparently trying to curtail them. It is doubly interesting since 

Beals indicates priestly opposition at a later date as a primary 

factor in the ultimate collapse of the carguero system, and yet we 

see such attempts at suppression apparently going without effect from 
1890 to 19li0l

There remains little material available to address Cheran in 

the interim between conquest and the present, excepting the monograph 

by Beals which we will consider in detail in the next chapter. But 

before capsulizing the material so far covered in this chapter, I want



briefly to address myself to another environment which exists at least 

intellectually for Cheran —  the Anthropological Sierra —  that is 

the body of literature produced which bears on our area.

Anthropological Research in the 
Tarascan Area

This study rests on a work by Ralph Beals which provides a 

baseline for temporal comparison. That study formed part of the major 

effort made in the direction of the study of the Tarascans, which was, 

"The Program of Anthropological Investigations Among the Tarascans," 

a joint effort of the University of California and several Mexican 

agencies in the 19li0's. This project produced the principal studies 

made of the area. For the Sierra itself, there is only the work by 

Beals and his assistants but there is considerable discussion in 

West’s geographical survey (Beals 19U6j West 191*8). The bulk of the 

project’s efforts were concentrated in the Lake region of Patzcuaro, 

resulting in Brand’s study of Quiroga (195.1)> and Foster's Bnpires’ 

Children devoted to Tzintzuntzan (191*8).

Cheran is labeled, at this time, as an "Indian" community 

while the other two are designated as Mestizo in character. Geographi

cal work beyond that of West has been done by Stanislawski (1950) 

though he does not touch on the Sierra proper. The only other work 

dealing directly with the Sierra is that of Kaplan (I960) in Paracho, 

a community near Cheran, and it deals principally with the marketing 

and craft activities there. Pedro Carrasco, working with the Tarascan 
project, produced a general study of Tarascan religious forms based, 

at least in part, on work in the Sierra (Carrasco 1952).



Since the efforts of the original Tarascan project, some con

siderable amount of work has been done, but this has been concentrated 

almost exclusively in the Lake region. For those familiar with the 

beauties and conveniences of life around the Lake, this is not diffi

cult to understand. It is not only a focus of anthropological in

vestigation but a popular Mexican resort area as well.

I will try to mention here only those works of major signifi

cance or those which, at one point or another, we will have cause to 

mention at length in this paper.

Principal works include Servants of the Saints by Van Zantwijk 

(1967), a study of the community of Ihuatzio. There is also a some

what specialized study of village level economy done in the community 

of Huecorio by Michael Belshaw (1967). Foster has done continuing 

work in Tzintzuntzan with his principal publication bearing the town 

name as title (1967). CREFAL, the UNESCO-sponsored development pro

ject headquarters in Patzcuaro, has produced some few publications, 

and has considerable files on the projects it has sponsored in the 

training of development workers in the Lake villages.

Several dissertations have been based on work in the area in 

recent years. Notably, for our present purposes, one by Paul 

Friedrich on a village he calls Durazno (1957)• Another important 

effort is a study of scaling of levels of national integration of a 

number of Lake communities done by Janet Moone (1969).

While the Tarascans may be one of the more thoroughly known 

groups in Mexico in the literature, this is only a comparative
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observation. Our knowledge is very scant in all areas but Tzintzun- 

tzan and a few other villages of the lake.

Summary

In other than our brief review of the literature, we have 

sought here to give some image of the context in which Cheran has de

veloped* We cannot say with any certainty that Cheran was at any 

point in its historical evolution a perfect model of a closed cor

porate community; but its enduring reputation for conservatism and its 

retention of Tarascan speech, while neighboring villages such as 

Nahuatzen and Paracho were becoming ladinized, seems to suggest the 

existence of some such structural stance. The most persuasive evi

dence is the brief comment of Lumholtz on the outrage of the priests 

with the existence of what would appear to have been an elaborate 

Mayordomia system.

Certainly, as we have seen, the conditions presumed necessary 

for the formation of the enclave appear to have been present. A part 

of a larger aboriginal society was sheared down to a single community 

level of organization by the conquest. A new form of organization 

centered on the church was made available to Cheran by the Franciscans 

resident in Sevina. Pressures for tribute and labor by the civil 

authorities and agents of the local encomendero were sufficiently 

strong to have potentially caused a withdrawal into the church-centered 

organization and a resistance to participation in dangerous outside 

connections. Finally, no large centers of Spanish institutions such 

as mines and haciendas were close enough to Cheran to disrupt this



crystalizing adjustment by drawing off labor from the community in any 

quantity.

In this general conformity with our model, we ought to empha

size again, as does West, that there is no question of a perfect 

physical isolation in the history of Cheran. It is on main trails 

from the beginning, and closely associated with towns such as Paracho 

where large communities of Mestizos developed. Obviously, as we want 

to contend, if Cheran has taken on the character of an enclave, it is 

evidence that isolation need not be complete in the physical sense 

and that barriers against outside influences can stand in the face 

of limited but continuous contact with the larger society. We will 

explore such questions further in our later analysis.
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CHAPTER 3

CHERAN IN 19U0

In his monograph concerning the Cheran in 19U0, Beals repeat

edly emphasizes that up until the completion of the highway grade in 

1937, Cheran was among the most isolated of Tarascan Sierra communi

ties. By 19U0, at the time of the investigations of the Tarascan 

Project, paving of the highway was complete, although Beals contends 

that it had not at that time, so soon after its completion, had much 

influence on the town. It shall be our contention later that just as 

Beals suggested, the breaching of physical isolation by the road has 

had much to do with the changes that appear to have occurred.

Then, as today, Cheran is approached first along the Guadalajara- 

Mexico highway. Coming east from Guadalajara, one comes to Zamora, a 

large and modern town and the first place with significance for the 

Tarascan area. It functions as a commercial center for much of the 

region including Cheran. Just past Zamora one encounters the so-called 

"Once Pueblos," although these 11 Tarascan towns are now reduced to 

nine. The road .climbs upward from Guadalajara but, at this height, 

the climate is still warm enough and water sufficiently abundant that 

farming concentrates on cash crops such as strawberries and citrus 

fruits. Shortly after this, one arrives at the turn-off to the south

east for Cheran and Uruapan.

U8
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If the main highway is followed on from Carapan, it passes 

through Zacapu, another important commercial center, and ultimately 

leads to Patzcuaro. The road to Cheran climbs rather steeply and 

winds its way through many small basins of cultivated land, Carapan, 

the crossroads town, is not itself directly on the highway but at the 

intersection, where there are today restaurants and vendors, princi

pally from Carapan, who provide services to the many buses that stop 

here. It is a transfer point for the buses coming down from the 

Sierra. Highway and Forest Service patrols are maintained here as 

well, and just above the intersection is a large power station with 

lines leading to Cheran.

Between Carapan and Cheran there are no visible population 

aggregates, save one small rancheria of about ten homes, although all 

possible land is obviously under cultivation. Most of the land visible 

along the highway, until the basin of Cheran is reached, belongs either 

to Zacapu or Carapan, and driving up one can always see groups of men 

walking to and from their distant fields and driving cattle along the 

margin of the road. Burros are still in evidence, bringing plows or 

bunches of wood much as they have done in Beals* day but with the 

present addition of the occasional pickup truck or a tractor. Timber 

stands along the highway show everywhere the slash marks of resin 

collecting activities and the ceramic cups into which the fluid drains.

The total distance from Carapan to Cheran is approximately 30 

kilometers and at approximately 20 kilometers there is the turnoff to 

the right for the sole tenencia of the Municipio of Cheran-Tanaco.
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Beals reports that at the time of his study, the former tenencia- 

Cheranastico had just seceded from Cheran and joined the Kunicipio 

of Paracho, Since then, Tanaco, the present tenencia, has seceded 

from Paracho and rejoined Cheran, so that Cheran is no longer the 

single community Municipio described by Beals.

Just at the turnoff for Cheranastico, the road climbs over a 

steep wooded ridge and drops out on the other side into the lower of 

the two plains farmed by the neople of Cheran. As reported by Beals, 

these fields are entirely unfenced and because of the yearly alterna

tion in planting from the high plain to the low plain, at the time of 

my study, this lower cultivated area was given over to the grazing of 

cattle and sheep. These formed small herds which are visible along 

the road. The road goes some way out of a straight line to reach 

Cheran, making a hairpin turnoff to the east rather than proceeding to 

the southwest towards Paracho. Visible, just below Cheran and essen

tially between it and Aranza and Paracho, is a large recent cinder cone 

that dominates the plain. Cheran itself is elevated above the plain 

along the barranca-cut point of drop-off between the high and low 

basins and is built around a large hill.

The road climbs steeply through a series of switchbacks to 

reach the town, and along this approach, a few isolated houses are to 

be found. Today, as in 19U0, the settlement pattern is very concen

trated, with little scattering out of houses. To the left of the road, 

just below the town, is a government collecting station for resin pro

duced by the villages of the Sierra, built in 1967. The road passes



below the large hill that is a central feature of the town. Streets 

of the town come down steeply on the right hand side of the hill, but 

on the left there is little space between the hill and the large bar

ranca for more than the highway itself. The side of the hill, which 

had been dug into in I9I1O as a gravel pit, is now dotted with houses 
precariously perched on its steep slopes indicating the premium to 

which good house lots have risen as population has increased. A small 

row of houses has also been extended into the narrow strip along the 

barranca (Fig. 2).

The town is announced as you come around the hill by a sign 

bearing its name and by another indicating that an Agua Potable system 

exists in Cheran. The principal streets run off to the south turning 

right as you circumnavigate the hill. In 19U0, the highway ran down 

the street then called "Comercio," and now officially retitled "Inde- 

pendencia," though, as we shall examine later, usage tends to vary. 

Presently the highway runs down "Zaragoza," which bears the same name 

as in 19U0. The new route is relatively wide and does not pass through 

the center of town as did the old. The Independencia alternate runs 

along the western edge of the Plaza and directly in front of the 

church. This is used by buses that stop in Cheran and tourists who 

become confused at the turning point.

We shall save until later chapters any detailed descriptions 

of the changes that have taken place in Cheran, and will indicate only 

the superficial first impressions of the town’s appearance. Some 

points of difference indicated here will be discussed at further length.
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Figure 2, Cheran 1970. —  Shading shows area of major expansion
(La Colonia). 
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The basic house type, the troje, an unpainted plank-constructed 

small, square house with steep shingled roof, is still predominant 

today as it was in 19U0, and most houses tend to be located within a 

fenced or walled compound shut off from the street. There are today, 

however, many more houses of modern Mestizo design, that is of stone, 

brick or plastered adobe, than existed in 19U0. The over-all effect 

is quite startling to eyes accustomed in Mexico to the orderly rows of 

contiguous adobe houses. The nearest point of reference is to a com

munity of urban squatters since the predominantly plank construction 

of weathered wood gives a very untidy air to the town. The heavily 

constructed troje, with horizontal planks, is apparently no longer 

built and is being replaced by a more lightly built troje of vertical 

planks.

Commercialism has visibly come to Cheran since 19lt0 in the 

form of advertising. Topping the Catholic school building is an enor

mous sign for "Sidral Agua" and most of the walls of the stores have 

"Coca Cola," cigarettes and other products prominently proclaimed. 

Political slogans occupy what space is left by the commercial products 

and these are overwhelmingly in honor of the governing party of Mexico, 

as in "Cheran Con Echeverria." Stores, mostly small general stores, 

but including shops, barbers, butchers, etc., have proliferated greatly 

since 19b0, and are far more in evidence today than the photographs of 

Beals* monograph would indicate for the earlier period.

Most startling of all is the existence of television aerials 

poking from the tops of many of the homes. The town is now electrified,
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with many homes tapped into the power lines and equipped with lights. 

There is even a telephone located in the plaza, although it is the 

only one in town. Taxis clutter the main square and a few private 

cars and trucks belonging to residents are usually in evidence. There 

is a continuous stream of outside traffic through the town and buses 

run through on a half hourly schedule going ultimately to all parts of 

Mexico. Residents and visitors can be seen embarking and disembarking 

at all hours of the day with bundles and bags.

The people walking through the streets have a very different 

appearance than those shown in Beals* photographs. Men dress ex

clusively in European clothing, that is to say, largely in Levis or 

slacks and sports shirts with windbreaker jackets. Serapes are still 

in evidence and while most men wear shoes or boots, many still wear 

huaraches. I have seen only one man dressed in the traditional cal- 

zones that were apparently ubiquitous in the earlier period. Since 

much of this clothing is bought used at the border from the United 

States, one is sometimes startled to see such things as university 

sweatshirts or bowling jackets of United States sporting circles.

Women, by and large, retain customary dress as described for 

19l|0, but a few of the younger women wear modern dress ranging all 

the way to mini skirts and slacks in the case of a very few sophisti

cates* There even exists a small group of young people whose dress 

approaches that of United States college students, running to bell 

bottoms, peace symbols, and peculiar headgear. Older school children 

tend most strongly to modern dress including, on the occasion of the



Dia de la Bandera, one girl in an elaborate United States style cheer

leader’s costume.

Passing out the other side of town past the Pemex station and 

heading to Paracho, the highway comes, on the edge of town, to the 

recently constructed INI center. This is built in the typically Mexi

can modern architecture common to government buildings of today. 

Gleaming white convoluted arches of reinforced concrete form a most 

remarkable contrast with the Cheran of 19li0, and even with the Cheran 

of today! The pens for animals at the “Posta Zootechnica" are far 

more impressive than any building in Cheran proper.

The over-all impression for one who comes seeking the Cheran 

of 19U0 is one of considerable and obvious change. Barring the house 

type and the women’s dress, there is little superficially to indicate 

that this is not a Mestizo town rather than what has been traditionally 

described as among the most conservative of Tarascan communities. To 

examine this change, we want to begin in this chapter with an analysis 

of the town as described by Beals.

The Arrangement of Data

The work done by the Tarascan project was arranged in terms of 

the categories used by the Yale Cross-Cultural Survey. In bending 

this data to my purposes, I am using a problem-oriented system of 

arrangement based on Wolf’s analysis of the characteristics of the 

closed corporate community. The object is to examine the closeness 

of fit of this Cheran of 19h0 to the criteria which define the kind 

of community we wish to examine. In doing this we unfortunately, for
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traditional ethnographic purposes, omit the consideration of categories 

of information not pertinent to the problem at hand. What is presented 

here is not a complete summary of the material gathered by Beals but 

only those portions which seem to speak to the issue.

Although in later chapters we will examine at length the theo

retical aspects of the factors we are examining here, where some brief 

explanation is in order, this will be offered where necessary in the 

context of presenting the material. In a general way, the items all 

pertain to the question of mechanisms by which closure is maintained 

within the community or conditions outside the village which are con

ducive to the closed state.

This is fundamentally a reinterpretation of the characteristics 

of the enclave as considered by Spicer and Wolf, broken down in such 

a way as to make them testable in the context of a single community. 

Since the overwhelming defining feature of the type is its defensive 

posture vis-a-vis the larger society, the principal focus is on dis

covering these at the two points in time —  Cheran of 19h0 and the 

Cheran of today.

Cheran as Closed Corporate Community 

Environmental Isolation

Isolation is not only a social characteristic of the enclave 

but a precondition for its formation. To some extent, we are testing 

whether or not it is also a condition for its continued existence and 

survival, since over its history we want to contend that the isolation 

of Cheran has altered considerably. Beals insists repeatedly that
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prior to the time of his study, Cheran has been one of the most iso

lated of all the Tarascan region. What does he mean by this?

Isolation has many facets but most of them we will deal with 

as isolating features of the community itself. In the present instance, 

what we mean and what I suppose Beals to have meant are questions of 

physical isolation and accessibility that affect the relative ability 

of persons within the community of Cheran to be reached by outsiders. 

This is largely a quantitative problem of the number and types of con

tacts rather than a consideration of the exact character of the inter

action, a problem of the ease of contact regardless of the motivation 

for contact.

What was the extent of physical isolation for Cheran in 191*0 

and the years immediately prior to that date? We will follow Beals 

and disregard the new highway completed in those years as too recent 

to have materially altered the situation. Even so, there exist con

siderable contradictions in an examination of the isolation of Cheran.

Beals comments that Cheran is approximately equidistant from 

the large towns of Patzcuaro, Zacapu, and Uruapan. This is true in 

a strictly geographical sense and, before the highway made access to 

Zacapu and Uruapan much easier than the trail to Patzcuaro, was true 

in a practical sense as well. Passable foot or mounted trails con

nected Cheran to these distant centers and to the surrounding Sierra 

towns.

Cheran was not at that time a major trading center but did 

boast a small number of men who functioned as "arrieros," carrying
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small quantities of goods from town to town on the backs of burros. 

Another such group existed who were called "viajeros," whose primary 

distinction from the arrieros seems to have been that they made longer 

journeys trading in distant towns, Beals speaks of considerable 

hazards involved in such trade, primarily sickness and robbers, The 

point we hope to make here is that only a relatively few men of Cheran 

made extensive journeys outside the immediate area, primarily because 

of the difficulty of travel.

Storekeepers are reported to have made journeys to the large 

towns for supplies but again only in very small quantity and not very 

frequently. The market in Cheran was small and only an adjunct to 

the market in Paracho. Traveling traders and such stopped off in 

Cheran only as a by-product of their trip to the major market of 

Paracho.

Given the factors of distance from major towns and the rela

tive difficulty of travel on donkey trails, the important result was 

the limitation of traffic to and from Cheran. Cheran was not cheek- 

by-jowl with a large urban center and so not subject to a continuing 

influence from such a locus of change. This is purely a spatial mat

ter. Accessibility, that is, the difficulty of travel in the Sierra, 

similarly limited the extent of contact that might otherwise have 

occurred even in the face of considerable distances.

The agents of change likely to infest Cheran at this point 

were only a relative handful of small traders appearing at infrequent 

intervals and not remaining in contact for any long period. The men
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of Cheran likely to have extensive contact with the outside were also 

limited in number and limited in the extent of their contact to the 

encapsulated life of the trader.

The greatest anomaly in the over-all picture of limited contact 

was the report by Beals of the large number of men who had gone to the 

United States or to the north to work as field laborers. In this case, 

sheer physical isolation does not seem to have been an important fac

tor. As we shall explore later, population pressures for new sources 

of work may have begun to operate at this early date, but it is also 

possible that, considering the over-all difficulty of the journey to 

the United States, a few miles more or less of extra foot travel makes 

little difference in the likelihood of attempting it. If there were 

good and sufficient pressures operating to encourage the undertaking 

in the first place, then the slight extra difficulty would not be a 

major factor.

Obviously, at this point, we do not have any sort of perfect 

isolation operating as a function of difficult terrain and distant re

move, but rather a kind of limiting influence. Men travel in both 

directions but not with the kind of frequency, regardless of motiva

tions, that one might assume would otherwise occur.

We must also raise in this treatment the problem mentioned 

earlier of desirability. Prior to the highway, Cheran was not on the 

main road to any of the large centers. The main highway in the region 

is that running from Morelia through Patzcuaro, Zacapu, Zamora and on 

to Guadalajara. As West notes, the Camino Real may once have run
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through the town but not after the major road was completed (West 19U8). 

Uruapan was connected to Patzcuaro in the late 1800's by rail and con

nections to the market crops of the Tierra Caliente around Apatzingan 

were made through this line and not along the difficult mountain 

trails that served Cheran. There was no good reason for these main 

trade connections to touch upon Cheran because of its inconvenient 

geographical location. Cheran might reach out to these centers occa

sionally for trade but they did not reach out to Cheran.

In spite of these difficulties of access and location, other 

.nearby towns such as Paracho did, however, maintain considerable con

tact with the outside. Principally, these served as market centers 

for the region of the Sierra and their contact was sufficient to render 

them as recognizable Mestizo towns at an early date. Isolation is a
i

factor in the conservatism of Cheran but quite clearly not the only 

one.

Features of Closure

Corporateness - Communality. The structural features of 

closure are closely intertwined and mutually reinforcing to an extent 

that makes their separation into discrete categories somewhat diffi

cult. One aspect can only be understood in the light of the others, 

but for analytical clarity we will attempt to treat them as distinct 

and definable.

In this corporateness aspect, we are referring primarily to 

the idea expressed by Wolf that one of the characteristic ways in which 

the enclave maintains itself is to invest control of major resources,
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principally land, in the community as a whole, thus preventing indi

viduals from freely disposing of the fundamental resources of the 

community. In a more general way, the concept refers to a centralizing 

of the locus of decision-making in the corporate entity rather than a 

dispersal in the membership. Some such control is, of course, a 

defining characteristic of the idea of a society itself, but the point 

made here is that the tendency is exaggerated and formalized in the 

enclave to serve its defensive focus.

In the Cheran of 19l|0, land was the principal and perhaps only 

critically valuable resource. All cultivable land in Cheran was 

privately owned and there is no indication that it has ever been 

otherwise. This also applies to house lots within the town. The 

land was completely inheritable and alienable. It could be passed on 

and bought and sold freely. The only prohibition noted by Beals is 

that it was expected that land sold would first be offered to local 

residents before it could be sold to outsiders. He mentions also that 

sales must be regularized by being recorded by the Municipio but there 

is no indication that this was other than a formality insuring against 

subsequent disputes concerning ownership.

In fact, from his observation that there were only a very few 

outsiders living in Cheran, we can surmise that the prohibition against 

land sales operated more effectively than his comment would seem to 

indicate. There is no mention anywhere in the monograph of any ex

tensive or indeed any ownership of land whatsoever by outsiders.

For our present purpose, the important aspect of the land 

tenure system in the Cheran of 19U0 is not the pattern of ownership
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but of use. Land was used under corporate supervision. That is to 

say that the basic pattern is one of yearly rotation of the fields 

planted, low (that is, the plain below Cheran) one year and high (the 

plain above Cheran) the next year. The schedule for this round of 

harvest was set by the town as a whole through the agency of the 

municipal government. This is very necessary as the fields are com

pletely unfenced and animals are turned out to graze in the harvested 

plain by a certain date set by the town. The individual fields were 

not worked communally nor their product devoted to communal use, but 

the timetable was determined collectively and the land that reverted 

to common pasture was free to all after the harvest. Some nearby 

towns today have a system of a particular plot of land being set aside 

to be worked by all, the products of which go. to the support of com

munity-wide functions and functionaries. But Cheran had no such system 

in 19b0, nor has it one today.

Forested, uncleared land in the hills around Cheran was com

munally owned and permission of the town was required in order to 

clear a patch for farming or to cut wood for other than personal use. 

Land here belonged essentially to whoever used it, granted the prior 

permission of the town, and could not be owned privately. Except for 

the few men who made shakes or charcoal, this was not a fundamental 

resource of great economic importance in 19l|0.

Formally, communal control of resources in Cheran was limited 

to the timing of harvest activities and the use of the "Monte." 

Practically, however, the fact is that land in Cheran seems to have



been limited to the use of community members and not sold to outsiders. 

This is presumably a function of the injunction to sell land first to 

community members, who, given the limited land base of the community, 

were almost certain to buy. One could add to this as well the isola

tion factor suggesting that land in Cheran was not of great interest 

to outside buyers even had such prohibitions not functioned,

Surplus-Consuming Subsistence Economy

This is a fundamental point in Wolf's treatment of the CCC. 

Given the need for the enclave to restrict the contact of its members 

with the greater society, it is especially important that their basic 

economic interests do not depend on an involvement with that outer 

group. To this end, the enclave is typically a subsistence-oriented 

agricultural group which does not produce a substantial surplus that 

might be thought of as an attractive resource to the outsider, or 

which (potentially) is investable by community members in the outside. 

To the extent that such a surplus does exist, the enclave maintains 

mechanisms for its consumption, internally reinforcing its own soli

darity by this reinvestment, and preventing the dangerous potential 

of economic linkage with uncontrollable external elements.

The Economy of Cheran. To consider the problem of the disposal 

of surplus, it is obviously first necessary to consider the evidence 

for the existence of surplus and the means of its production. That 

is, unfortunately, not an easy task, for much of the economic infor

mation contained in the Beals1 monograph is not in a form appropriate 

to our interests. While the range of economic activities is covered
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and considerable detail is given for cost accounting analysis, there 

is no quantitative information available as to the numbers of persons 

engaged in the various activities. Judgments are usually given in 

terms of "a large number,” "a few,M etc. This is not intended as a 

criticism of the monograph but simply an observation of the unfortunate, 

for our present purposes, wide range of variation in anthropological 

interests resulting in uneven data collection. As already noted, iqy 

own investigations are even more sharply focused than those of Beals.

The economy of Cheran at this point was a money economy with 

all transactions taking place in terms of currency values. Even where 

barter took place, Beals reports that values were reckoned on a peso 

basis and in in-store transactions, where something is sold before a 

purchase is made, payment for the item sold is made in money and then 

handed back for the purchase. While this was true in a general way, 

it is to be noted that Beals emphasized that maize, or rather the costs 

of production of maize, was not thought of in money terms. "Only the 

wealthy sell maize, and only the poor or improvident buy it" (Beals 
19U6: 66).

Maize was, with very few exceptions, a subsistence crop con

ceptualized in terms of a year's supply of food for the family. This 

is emphasized by Beals' report that laborers during the harvest refused 

cash payment in favor of a quantity of maize, even though the money 

value of the maize was less than the wage offered. Wheat was grown as 

a cash crop, but the figures provided by Beals show this as providing 

only a very small return, primarily because wheat was never grown on
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land that would produce good maize. Relatively few men grew wheat and 

apparently these were only that handful of men who had sufficient land 

to produce a surplus of maize.

Figures are not available as to the number of men who existed 

entirely at the subsistence level as maize farmers, but it is observed 

that virtually all persons with access to land, regardless of other 

occupations, farmed. Beals suggests in several places that most per

sons were indeed subsistence farmers. Maize land did produce a sur

plus, in many cases above the amount required for family consumption, 

but this was not a true surplus in the sense that it was sold for the 

replacement of essential tools and goods needed by the farmer. It 

was, instead, what Wolf has called a "replacement fund" (Wolf 1966).

In maize farming, as practiced in Cheran, there was little 

suxplus to be consumed, so that the problem of limiting its reinvest

ment was relatively simple. If, indeed, the majority of families were 

engaged primarily in this kind of activity, as Beals implies, then the 

possibilities of the maintenance of closure in this regard are rela

tively straightforward. A problem in this analysis arises, however, 

in the consideration of the extent to which other kinds of more 

profitable and productive activities were carried on in 19U0.

Beals lists a great many kinds of production, processing, and 

service occupations that were represented in Cheran, some 6U in all.

He suggests that no man had but a single occupation, which clarifies 

the nature of the multitude of possible profitable activities. Only 

a very few of the possible choices were in any way a full-time
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alternative to farming. With few exceptions, all men had some land 

that was farmed to supply their basic food needs but most also carried 

on some limited sort of sideline occupations to supplement the cash 

aspect of their economy.

Using a family of five as his basic unit, Beals provides some 

estimates as to the limited surplus involved in the subsistence- 

oriented economy of the Cheran of 19h0. For basic foodstuffs —  maize 

primarily, but also vegetables and fruits —  he suggests that such a 

family requires two pieces of land, which can be farmed in rotation, 

of something over a hectare apiece. This will yield little or no cash 

surplus but will provide the basic subsistence described. He then 

goes on to suggest that such a family will on an average basis expend 

something in the neighborhood of $00 pesos in cash during the course 

of the year. It is to be noted that at another place, he gives figures 

as to the average size of land holding and the number of pieces —  an 

average of approximately 2.9 pieces of land comprising somewhere in 

the range of five to six hectares. This is an average figure from 

very incomplete records, but is enough to suggest that many families 

could not provide the necessary cash from their land and that even 

those who did, could have little beyond the necessary amount. In 

short, the likelihood of a large cash surplus was minimal.

It is probably true that the plethora of subsidiary occupations 

was directly keyed to the production of consumable cash for necessary 

expenditures, given the limitations of the land. Figures given by 

Beals for the profit made from these enterprises, which run from



shakemaking, tule mat weaving, hat making as major enterprises to minor 

household activities such as candlemaking and baking, seem to indicate 

again a limited ability to generate surplus. In general, the return 

from any of these activities was a peso a day or less. Beals notes 

that at one point, the highway construction crewmen were paid at the 

rate of a peso a day and this was regarded as a very high wage. Beals 

does not translate these into any sort of yearly return because most 

of the trades are very sporadic and an estimate of return based on the 

day rate would very probably be inflated. Even continuous work at the 

peso a day rate, which was not at all possible, would yield an amount 

far short of $£00 peso cash requirement without any consideration of 

obtaining the basic maize subsistence.

In general, the picture that emerges is that of a majority of 

Cheran residents gaining their primary subsistence from the products 

of their land, supplementing this with some cash income from the 

growing of cash crops (where sufficient land is available for this), 

and sporadic and part-time occupation at one or another tasks. It is 

difficult to visualize any possibility of substantial surplus being 

generated in this typical pattern.

Stratification and Differential Accumulation

The assumption of the model for the enclave is that there 

exists a basically equalitarian social structure as a concomitant of 

the economic leveling process. Economic accumulation in the hands of 

a few poses a danger to the stability of the structure by presaging 

the possibility of reinvestment and the movement of decision-making
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power from the communal locus into the less controllable hands of 

individuals. As we have noted, there seems to have been little room 

for economic stratification in Cheran if the means for its achievement 

was the existence of surplus production. But it is still necessary 

to examine the indications of social differentiation as a reinforce

ment of our contention.

- The diversity of occupations was given expression in the Fiesta 

of Corpus when the larger groupings were formally involved in the 

arrangements for the celebration. Commissions were named for "mule

teers, the travelling merchants and storekeepers, the agriculturalists, 

the shakemakers, the boardmakers;" several for each barrio. Other 

occupations took part but not as formal organized groups. Beals pro

vides no explanation as to the manner of the organizing nor as to the 

determination of the membership. The panaleros or honeygatherers, for 

example, played the most important part in this fiesta, yet it is 

obvious that that was by no means a full-time occupation. Ultimately, 

everyone was an agriculturalist and yet this was a recognizable sepa

rate category for the fiesta.

There would appear to be no continuing formal organization 

that tied these trades together in anything resembling a guild or 

cofradia. The relationship activated only at this time of year for 

the single occasion of the fiesta and did not in anyway, judging by 

Beals* report, represent an example of.an occupational stratification 

system. Diversity of occupation existed, with an apparent pattern of 

specialization, but there seems little to differentiate the occupations 
in terms of economic return or prestige.
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There is a suggestion in Beals' monograph that landless day 

laborers were held in some disdain. He particularly mentions two water 

carriers who were avoided socially by town residents and who lived in 

a very precarious existence indeed. This was not a general sort of 

class division, however, since he notes that virtually all men at some 

point hire out for help on their neighbor's lands. If there were a 

class distinction between laborers and landowners, it could only have 

applied to the relative handful of completely landless men who lived 

only by their labor.

If we accept Morton Fried's definition of stratification or 

the stratified society as "one in which the members of the same sex 

and equivalent age status do not have equal access to the basic re

sources that .sustain life," then Cheran in 191*0 was not stratified 

(Fried 196?: 186). The only formal restrictions in Cheran in regard 

to land and monte, the basic resources, were in terms of limitations 

on their use by non-community members. This is not the basis for 

stratification but a reinforcement of the closure, a basically equali- 

tarian pattern. As noted, a "rich" man was not significantly better 

off than a poor one.

As a final note, we can observe that given the character of 

Cheran today (that we will examine later), there is some tendency to 

believe that "commerciantes," primarily storekeepers, would also have 

represented some sort of locus of economic power in 19U0. Beals' map 

of the town shows some U6 individual commercial establishments. These 

included some 19 "tiendas" and 13 meat shops. As Beals notes, however.
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the business done at these tiendas was very, very small, so small as 

not to attract Mestizo storekeepers. At another place he observes 

that the capital required to start a store was also so small as to 

suggest the miniscule size of the enterprise. There are, as we shall 

see, such stores in Cheran today, usually located in the front room 

of a house and containing only a handful of goods with a very limited 

clientele. Though such an enterprise had then great potential for 

differential accumulation, it had apparently not been realized in 19b0 

and produced then an income essentially equivalent to other enter

prises in the town.

All of this is not to suggest that all statuses within the 

community were absolutely equal and that there was no road to prestige 

and social standing, but only to deny stratification in the sense of 

differential access to resources. Cheran very probably fitted Fried’s 

definition of a "rank society," i.e., "one in which positions of valued 

status are somehow limited so that not all these of sufficient talent 

to occupy such statuses actually achieve them" (Fried 1967: 109). 

Moreover, we want to suggest that the mechanisms for achieving such 

differential status involved a further reduction in possible inequali

ties in differential accumulation.

Leveling Mechanisms - The Consumption of Surplus

An important, indeed essential, aspect of the enclave is some 

sort of mechanism or mechanisms for the reinvestment of surpluses in

ternally, thus reinforcing the corporate character of the community 

and restricting the possibility of external involvement and control.



Generally these take the form, in the Mexican instance, of a church- 

centered civil-religious hierarchy, and this was at least residually 

true for the Cheran of 19U0.

Carguero System. In 19li0, the carguero system in Cheran was 

not quite the classic Middle American version one encounters in com

munities such as Cancian's "Zinacantan" (196£). It was at this time 

already in the process of decay and decline in importance. There are 

many indications in Beals* work that the system had been far more 

important in the life of the town previously, and that its influence 

in 19h0 was to suffer a mortal blow in the disbanding of the cabildo, 

the governing body for the mayordomia organization.

Disregarding for the moment this crisis in the system, we can 

briefly describe the mayordomia organization as it existed at that 

point. There were some 13 cargos or mayordomias (the words are appar

ently interchangeable) in Cheran, some six of which were under the 

direct control of the cabildo, one belonging to a private individual 

and the others pertaining to particular professional or occupational 

groups. They varied in the elaborateness of the responsibility 

associated with each, and the expense incurred by the carguero. Each, 

however, was the responsibility of a single individual or carguero 

for the period of a year.

The cabildo was made up of men who had successively occupied 

the offices of Prioste and Colector, offices directly associated with 

the church. Beals does not say so, but it is not unreasonable to 

assume that, as in most other parts of Mexico, these men must have at
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some point assumed one or more mayordomias before occupying these 

offices. There is, however, no real indication of a hierarchically- 

arranged step system of "passing" cargos in order to achieve this 

highest level.

There was another office at this time, apparently associated 

with the cabildo, in that its holder was picked by them, but outside 

the "step" arrangement. This was the "Kenji," who was a sort of care

taker for the church and an aide for the other church officials. He 

served for one year but did not move on to membership in the cabildo.

These higher offices were "offered" by the cabildo but the 

mayordomias in general were in such great demand that there was a 

waiting list for receiving them. This is the crux of the decline of 

the cabildo because either in fact, or at least in the minds of many 

persons in the community, the cabildo was insisting on "selling the 

saints," that is to say, soliciting bribes from would-be careueros.

In one case, this is reported to have amounted to an expense of $2£0 

pesos.

At the same time, it is well to note that at least one Saint 

in one year was not taken by anyone and did not leave the church. In 

general, however, it would appear that the Saints were much sought 

after as the principal mechanism for establishing prestige and standing 

in the community, though Beals suggests this was not a conscious move. 

On most occasions, they were sought for special reasons as a result of 

a manda, that is, as the result of a vow. For example, if a child is 

cured of an illness or some other special favor is received from the 
Saints, then a mayordomia will be undertaken.
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Beals suggests that participation in the religious and social 

life of the community constituted, after basic necessities of exis

tence, the most important consumption motive for the people of Cheran.

He suggests also that it was not framed in terms of "conspicuous con

sumption" but as a social duty with a tendency for the more expensive 

of the mayordomias to be undertaken by the richest men.

The mayordomias varied considerably in expense. The highest 

direct cash cost was apparently arount $500, with additional consump

tion of time and homegrown foodstuffs added. The lowest cost only 

$15 to $20. At the highest level, the mayordomia amounted to a 

community-wide fiesta paid for by the carguero and at the lowest, 

simply the required cash for candles, new clothes for the Saint, and 

a mass. Obviously, as noted, only the richer men could undertake the 

more elaborate cargos since an expense of $500 was approximately a 

year's cash income for a typical Cheran family of some means. If we 

add to this the bribes required in order to get the cargo assigned by 

the cabildo, the economic leveling effect of the carguero system is 
apparent.

There is in Beals' discussion an apparent pressure on the rich 

to make such expenditures from fear of envy and the accusation of 

stinginess. The welfare of the community was bound up in such obser

vances and was regarded as a duty of those who could affort to undertake 

them.

Civic Fiestas and Secular Offices. Many of the major fiestas 

of Cheran in I9I4O were not the responsibility of cargueros at all.



but were administered and organized by the municipal government. Even 

though the specific occasion for the fiesta was a religious one (the 

Patron Saint, etc.), the character of the observance was one of enter

tainment and commercial endeavor.

On these occasions, the costs were spread rather evenly through 

the community. Commisionados were appointed for each barrio to collect 

from each household some small amount —  one or two pesos, perhaps.

In general, this cannot be regarded in the same light as the mayor- 

domia system, for here the expense did not fall heavily on one indi

vidual, Only a minor drain was put on the pocket of any single house

hold. There were, however, aspects to these coirmunity-wide fiestas 

which allowed, again, the differential display of wealth and its con

sumption for the general betterment.

Bulls had to be provided for riding on some occasions and the 

ownership of such animals was an acceptable form of ostentation. Many 

of the fiestas involved the hiring and maintenance of dancers and this 

was often undertaken by individuals of wealth on the assignment of 

the municipio. In the same involuntary way, other posts of responsi

bility involving some expense might be assigned to men of means for 

other aspects of the fiestas —  the castillo, etc.

The system of appointing commissioners extended outside the 

fiesta cycle to include many aspects of community life. Special fund 

collections such as repairs to water supply systems or public building 

repairs would be put in the hands of appointed commissioners. There 
is no indication that, in general, any of these involved any invest

ment by the man commissioned beyond the use of his time.
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A special version of this commission system applies to a kind 

of corvee labor reminiscent of the repartimiento. Special projects, 

again, either within a barrio or on a community-wide basis, would 

require two or three days labor from eligible men. Beals estimates 

that, between these forms of communal labor and the other sorts of 

commissions, each man would contribute something like II4 days of labor 
annually to the community. But, again, for our purpose, it is impor

tant to note that the commissions were unevenly distributed. Only 

men of means were called upon to undertake the more expensive commis

sions (such as sponsoring a moro dancer) and though he does not say 

so, it is reasonable to assume that the more menial kinds of labor 

commissions were not forced upon these same men of means, but rather 

on men who were not able to undertake the more expensive forms.

Formal elective office or appointments in the municipio should, 

in theory, fall into the context of public service involving the 

officeholder in considerable expense. Generally, the officers of the 

municipio received no pay, although a few received various pre

requisites in the form of fines and fees. Two factors mitigate against 

the image of public civil service as a great hardship. The first is 

that it was by no means a full-time effort for most of the officers, 

who would generally be engaged, as normally, in their regular work.

The second, regrettably, is the not-infrequent occurrence in Mexico 

of exploitation of public office for gain through the mordida system. 

We can only say that on the face of it, public office ought to con

stitute a form of surplus consumption, draining the pockets of
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prosperous men, but Beals does not tell us whether it was profitable 

or expensive*

The remaining principal surplus-consuming activities involved 

in the web of interdependence among kin and fictive kin will be more 

properly considered in the next section. In sum, to this point we 

have been trying to show that there was little surplus to be con

trolled in Cheran and that it was principally absorbed through a system 

of secular and religious community services. These are regarded in the 

light of duties for those who are able to undertake them and fall most 

heavily on those who are in possession of potentially reinvestable 

surplus. By reinvesting in this way in the welfare of the community, 

the individual gained standing within the context of the community 

while at the same time being prevented from involving the structure 

in outside influences.

Interdependence and Equalitarian Leveling

Along with the network of individual to community relations 

involved in the previously discussed surplus-consuming activities, 

there existed, as well, a number of interpersonal networks which had 

important bearing on the maintenance of the enclave. These were 

principally kinship and compadrazgo obligations and organization.

It is in the context of these that the principal activities of daily 

life were organized; it was on persons so connected to the individual 

that the greatest reliance and obligations were placed.

Kinship. Kinship terminology in Cheran, as Beals found, varied 

very little from "standard Mexican usage." He attempted to elicit
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distinctive Tarascan terms but found that, in general, these were for

gotten and unused. He also suggests that the Tarascans had little 

interest in such matters as these. In a general way, what can be said 

about kinship and the family for Mexican peasants in the rest of 

Mexico remains true for the people of Cheran.

There were no corporate kin groupings such as calpuli, and the 

residential unit is the nuclear family, although in some cases ex

tended families occurred. Neolocality in post-marital residence was 

the general rule, although it was often preceded by a period of patri-

local residence while the new couple obtained sufficient land and>
means to establish an independent household. There was no rigidity 

in this and it appears to have been a purely economic matter since 

Beals also reports that if more land were available or more room in 

the household compound, matrilocality would occur in this initial 

period.

This residential family was the fundamental economic unit in 

Cheran. Beals emphasizes, for example, that a mayordomia could not 

be undertaken unless a man was certain that his family unit approved, 

since the effort involved the participation of everyone at some stage 

or another. For our analytical purpose, we want to emphasize that 

both production and consumption took place principally in the context 

of the family, but with considerable involvement with more distant 

bilaterally-reckoned kin.

If one were to construct concentric circles of interdependency, 

the first would be the family unit, exercising precedence in a primary
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way. If interdependence is to be reckoned in terms of mutual rights 

and obligations, particularly in regard to labor and financial aid in 

periods of stress and need, the next step beyond the nuclear family 

would include parents and married children. Siblings, particularly 

male siblings, also had important relationships. Beals stresses that 

an ideal pattern required brothers to come to each other's aid to an 

extent not otherwise required outside the nuclear family.

Beyond this existed the general circle of bilaterally-extended 

kin, with the terms primo and tlo being applied where the relationship 

was vague. The two terms were used on the basis of relative age in 

relation to ego. All determinable kin were addressed by appropriate 

kin terms then as today.

Of primary importance to our treatment is that all of these 

kin, in varying degrees, had claims on and obligations toward ego. 

These were principally manifest in terms of special "labors," which 

were not generally manifest in terms of ordinary daily work but ex

hibited: during extraordinary events such as life crises —  weddings, 

births, etc. The obligation to attend such gatherings and to assist 

with labor in their celebration or observance was basic. Beyond the 

labor, it was expected that the closer kin would, on the occasion of 

large and elaborate celebrations, contribute some part of the food 

and drink necessary for the occasion. At no point could any of this 

be regarded as a major expense but the obligation was a continuing 

and frequent one.



There were, however, two major expenses connected directly 

with the kinship network. These were house roof and wedding celebra

tions. Both could cost the family concerned nearly as much as a major 

mayordomia, without considering the extensive contributions of kin. 

Beals indicates that the house roofing fiesta was the result of, or at 

least influenced by, pressure from relatives and involved, as did the 

wedding celebration, the honor and standing of the family as a whole, 

The roofing fiesta was the lesser of the two, costing perhaps no more 

than 1^0 to 200 pesos while a wedding ran as much as 5>(X) pesos. The 

former fell on the head of the household while the latter was the 

responsibility of the father of the groom.

In the implicit functional analysis of Beals, it is apparent 

that attendance at and contribution to the mayordomias and secular 

fiestas of kin constituted an affirmation and reinforcement of the kin 

ties that existed. The implication is strong that the man who failed 

to honor the life crisis undertakings of his relatives would find 

himself without support for his own. This is particularly serious if 

we consider that it is doubtful that any nuclear family could muster 

the manpower and resources necessary for these events without such 

peripheral aid. It also emphasizes the difficulties likely to be en

countered by an outsider seeking to be accounted a full member of the 

community, considering that such a person would lack this necessary 

element of support in both secular and sacred civic obligations.

Compadrazgo. The nearly universal system of godparent rela

tions in Mexico existed in Cheran in 19li0 and was judged by Beals to
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be "fully as important as kinship . . (Beals 19U6: 102), There is 

no need here to describe such a well known phenomenon except to point 

out its emphasis in Cheran and its relation to our schema.

In Cheran, compadres were taken on four principal occasions: 

baptism, confirmation, crown, and marriage; although others do appar

ently occur. Beals suggests that virtually every adult in Cheran 

would have from 10 to 1$ compadres, with most having 2£ or more. As 

to the relative importance of these, Beals suggests "The obligations 

of ’compadres* of baptism are as great or greater than those of rela

tives, with the exception of the immediate family (parent-child and 

possibly sibling obligations), while those of other classes are at 

least equal to those of cousins" (Beals 19b6: 10h).

Compadrazgo in Cheran today creates lifelong reciprocal rela

tions between the godparents and godchildren but perhaps more impor

tantly for our analysis, it extends the web of mutual aid implied by 

the normal kinship relation. The principal obligations here as in 

actual kinship are expressed in terms of attendance, labor, and other 

aid on the occasions of life crisis. Compadres, like kin, must 

respond to requests for such aid and can expect themselves to receive 

assistance when required.

This pattern of reciprocity was the ideal norm for compadre 

relations in Cheran in 19U0. The analysis of Beals’ informant indi

cates that the usual, or at least the expected, thing was that 

compadres would be of relatively equal socioeconomic status. There 

is some suggestion that periodically a compadre would be chosen who
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was wealthy or powerful, thus establishing a sort of patron-client 

relation, but this was not specified as occurring nor anticipated.

There is also no indication that compadres were sought outside the 

community for such purposes as cementing trading relations. In Cheran, 

it would appear that compadrazgo served much the same function as 

kinship.

In terms of the maintenance of the enclave, both kinship and 

compadrazgo serve two obvious functions. In a negative economic sense, 

they are surplus-consuming networks in that a member of the community 

is subject to a continuing drain on his resources to aid his kin and 

compadres in their ritual and secular celebrations. There is a further 

drain in the expectation of the people, so related that a man will give 

as elaborate weddings and house roofing fiestas as he can afford. 

Conversely, the web acts as an economic backstop, providing a legiti

mate expectation of aid when required and thus reinforcing the 

necessity of giving so as to insure the possibility of receiving. To 

some extent, it puts a floor under economic failure and a ceiling on 

economic success; presumably the maintenance of good standing in such 

a relationship is an important consideration in all decision-making.

Costumbres» Contributing to and reinforcing the larger and 

identifiable social institutions we have been discussing is a rather 

vague area Beals and the people of Cheran call "Costumbres." In 

effect, this is to be regarded as an area of sentiment and value, 

backing up the structural aspects of closure. It is, in its most 

general aspects, simply an affirmation that the lifeway of Cheran is



a good and proper thing, and, by implication, that the lifeways of 

others, to the extent that they differ from those of Gheran, are not 

good or proper.

This ranged from the choice of women1s rebozo coloring (a 

distinctive blue striped pattern worn by all) through marriage by 

robbery (El Robo) to a presumably characteristic world view not ex

plicitly defined by Beals. These things were valued as being the 

distinctive, perhaps defining, aspects of being a citizen of Gheran. 

Fundamentally, every aspect of the enclave so far discussed is rein

forced by some such value loading. Rich men were brought to make the 

appropriate contributions partially, at least, because to not do so 

was to invite accusations of "stinginess," in effect, not to live up 

to some valued conception of the "good" citizen of Gheran. To support 

one’s relatives in their life crisis was not so much done for the 

economic advantage we have described, but because it was a "proper" 

manner of behavior —  costumbre.

While this pattern of sentiment reinforced the kinds of be

havior appropriate to the maintenance of the enclave on the part of 

the people of Gheran, it also had important effects in limiting move

ment from Gheran to other locations and, equally, movement into 

Gheran of outsiders.

Such a simple matter as choice of clothing marked the citizen 

of Gheran off from his Mestizo fellows when he chose to venture into 

large urban centers. Obviously, such superficial aspects of social 

identity can and are changed in the process of assimilation but
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initially, at least, they act as a barrier. Language is far more im

portant on an enduring basis, for the mono-lingual Tarascan speaker 

is clearly blocked from participation in the larger society on all but 

a limited and localized level. Food preferences, choice of Saints of 

particular importance, and all the minor aspects subsumed under the 

concept of "costumbre" marked off the man of Cheran in the Mestizo 

setting and most probably set off some sense of unease as he moved 

through a subtly "wrong" environment.

In the same way, this pattern of sentiment and propriety made 

difficult the acceptance of the outsider in Cheran itself. There is 

no intention here to suggest that any such pattern is ultimately pro

hibitive of participation in either direction. Our point is that in 

Cheran in 19li0, in addition to the other factors mentioned, it added 

to the ability of the enclave to maintain some sense of solidarity 

and retarded free movement and assimilation. As with most of the 

other factors being considered, this phenomenon is obviously not 

limited to the concept of the enclave but is one of the social mecha

nisms it shares with the society it so closely resembles.

Boundary Maintenance

In general, what we have so far described are those aspects 

of the Cheran of 19h0 which have some bearing on the maintenance of 

an enclaved condition, primarily in terms of social mechanisms which 

appear to be critical in preserving a satisfactory but closed social 

system. These can be addressed in another light, by the way of
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summary, in terms of the preservation of boundaries. VJhat we mean to 

consider at this point is the situation of the man of Cheran who, if 

in spite of all pressures toward the enjoyment of "the rewards of 

shared poverty," did, in fact, seek his satisfactions outside the 

community.

As repeatedly noted, his first problem was in getting anywhere 

else due to physical isolation, although this was not insuperable.

More important, in all probability, was his lack of knowledge of the 

potentialities of other places. He had little idea of the workings 

of other than his community since he had not likely traveled to any 

great extent and had, in 19U0, never had the advantage of education, 

and was in all probability completely illiterate. So even where to 

go was not an easy and obvious decision.

Given the sort of economic system we have been describing, he 

had no funds sufficient to allow him a start in any important way in 

the outside economy. He could not start a- business or even maintain 

himself for very long while seeking some niche in the Mestizo world.

He must work almost from the moment he arrived, and at what?

The man of Cheran was primarily a subsistence farmer and this 

was not, and is not, a marketable skill. In fact, we want to contend 

that again, in all probability, the man of Cheran had no particularly 

valuable skills and must seek work on the outside at the lowest levels 

of unskilled labor in an economy which had a superabundance of un

skilled labor.
In seeking this lowest rung on the socioeconomic ladder, all 

of the problems invoked earlier in the mention of costumbres came to
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the fore. He might very veil not speak the national language at all 

and certainly did not speak it veil. Not only was he ignorant of many 

of the "costumbres" of the world he sought to enter, but was probably 

uncomfortable with those he saw. Protections and comforts provided 

by the familiar did not exist and the likelihood of failure was not 

offset and supported by a backstop of helpful kin and compadres. As 

Oscar Lewis has documented, it is not an easy world in the lowest 

strata of Mestizo Mexico and there has always been an almost complete 

absence of the security represented by the enclave (Lewis' 1959)• The 

end apparently is that, like the fictional "Juan the Chamula," he did 

not stay (Pozas 1962). There was no lack of men in the Cheran of 19h0 

who forayed out into the world for temporary work, as witness Beals* 

suggestion that a great many had been to the United States, but there 

is also every reason to believe that few if any settled outside Cheran. 

Between 19lt0 and 1950, census figures show a completely "natural" 

population growth rate. That is, the increase in population is exactly 

accounted for by the balance of births and deaths (Aguirre-Beltran 

1952). Obviously this does not necessarily mean that absolutely no 

emigration or immigration occurred during this period, but does seem 

to suggest persuasively that it was not an important factor and that 

the boundaries were, in fact, being maintained.

Beals indicates that exactly two persons had immigrated to 

Cheran and regarded themselves as permanent residents. Both were from 

nearby towns —  Aranza and Chilchota. There were, in addition to 

these, six transient outsiders temporarily resident in Cheran, not, 

all in all, an overwhelming influx.
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Goodness of Fit

In this chapter, the object has been to indicate the extent to 

which Cheran at the time of Beals’ study conformed to the character

istics suggested as defining the closed corporate community. Although 

we will return to this theme in the following pages as we compare 

Cheran as it appeared to me with that of this time, at this point let 

me sum up the extent of fit.

Basically, at this point Cheran did appear to resemble closely 

the ideal of such a community, but one that was showing some signs of 

movement away from that pattern. The most obvious change that appears 

to have begun at this time was the weakening of the mayordomia system 

with, as we shall see, a serious range of effects on the ability of 

the enclave to maintain itself.

Another major anomaly was the apparently high number of men 

who had gone outside the community to the United States for work. 

There does not appear to have been any detectable effect of this in 

terms of the development of economic stratification caused by the 

introduction of unusual and unconsumed wealth from this source. How

ever, one can assume that this introduction to an alternative lifeway 

would come in time to have important effects.

The road, of course, had just come to Cheran at this time and 

will in our later treatment figure importantly in the discussion of 

change. At this point, however, its effects were as yet negligible, 

even though it is anomalous for an enclaved community to have such 

easy access to the outside world.
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In most other respects, as of 19l*0, Cheran closely fits our 

expectations. To some extent, this may be an illusion as a result of 

the fact that the data presented by Beals refers to ideal types. That 

is, that there is little quantitative confirmation of actual be

haviors and a heavy reliance on statements about expected behavior.

Vfe do not know for certain the extent to which expenditure on mayor- 

domias met the levels described in either the amount of money spent 

on each or the frequency with which they were undertaken. We can only 

extrapolate from the apparent results, which, in this case, indicate 

the absence of differential economic accumulation. However, this too 

is based on primarily subjective appraisals by informants. There is 

not much in the evidence to suggest the possibility of such differen

tials being produced by the limited resources of the subsistence 

farming base of the community, and this is the foundation on which 

the other statements must rest.

The extent of corporate control of basic resources is limited 

but apparently effective, in that land remained unconcentrated in the 

hands of the few and certainly was not in fact available to the out

side. Little surplus was produced and that little was effectively 

controlled through a mayordomia system reinforced by civic services 

and obligations. The system does appear to have contented its mem

bers with the "rewards of shared poverty" and produced a minimal in

volvement with the outside. Satisfactions were sought only within the 

context of the community structure and membership was effectively 

limited to those defined by the web of kinship and compadrazgo rela

tions .



Further criticism of this picture and an appraisal of its 

reality will emerge as we consider the events leading to the condition 

of Cheran today. We start, however, our controlled temporal comparison 

with something that looks very much like a closed corporate community.
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CHAPTER U

CHANGING CHERAN: THE DECLINE OF ISOIATION

Having suggested isolation as an important factor both for our 

model and in our consideration of the Cheran of 19U0, we want to begin 

our treatment of modern Cheran with this topic. New elements have 

made their appearance in the environment of the community which con

stitute pressures on, if not actual breaches of, the isolated con

dition. In Chapter 6, we will make some attempt to describe important 

changes in the structure of Cheran itself, which are presumably linked 

to the factors we will describe here, and to others not strictly mat

ters of simple isolation.

The Road

The single most important factor in bringing change to Cheran 

has surely been the road. The increased accessibility provided by the 

road underlies all the other elements that we will touch upon by pro

viding the basic means for increased communication. Several of the 

forces that we will describe could not exist at all without the road 

and all would be diminished in their effectiveness without it. Before 

the coming of the road, Cheran was, as noted by Beals, among the most 

isolated of Tarascan communitiesj and after its completion, whatever 

may be said about the cultural integrity and closure of the community, 

it is by no means geographically an isolate.
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The road, completed shortly after Beals’ stay, .is a good high

speed highway. Two paved lanes are well maintained and seemingly well 

engineered for the traffic load carried. It is a relatively typical 

example of major highways in Mexico in being designed for relatively 

light (by American standards) usage. Given the limitations of invest

ment possible for the government of Mexico, such standards seem far 

more appropriate than the usual United States pattern.

While movement on the highway is light by American standards, 

it is in obvious and remarkable contrast to what must have previously 

passed along the trails of former years. There is a relatively con

tinuous flow through the day and much of the night. Little of this 

traffic is directly concerned with Cheran but is directed to and from 

the city of Uruapan and the rich agricultural areas of the Tierra 

Galiente below Uruapan. There are, of course, numerous private pas

senger vehicles but the characteristic sight is the open or stake

bodied truck of some seven to ten ton capacity. These are usually 

gaily painted, often with landscape scenes presumably from the driver's 

patria chica. Almost all bear mottos painted on them, frequently of 

a religious nature and still more frequently of a romantic character.

These ubiquitous elements of Mexican life would surely bear 

study in themselves that cannot be undertaken here. Traveling in 

Mexico, one gets a definite impression that the arrieros and tamemes 

of earlier days have been replaced by modern nomads of the truck with 

a distinctive life style of their own. Cheran is not a major stopping 

place such as is often found where clusters of the truckers come
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together for comida or the night. In Cheran, the most direct and 

obvious influence of these new elements is the existence of several 

businesses directly oriented to their service. On the highway there 

is a Pemex station and a tire repair shop, both of which seem to 

derive their principal trade from the trucks. Just off the plaza is 

also an electrical and mechanical repair business. One of the tiendas 

located across from the Pemex station, just where the road leaves the 

town for Uruapan, seems to do a considerable business in refrescos and 

the like, owing both to its proximity to the gas station and to being 

set back far enough from the road to allow trucks to pull over safely.

The highway and the bulk of the traffic flows down Zaragosa 

Street, which bypasses the central plaza. The old route down Consti- 

tucion passes along the western edge of the plaza and, while obviously 

less direct, still carries a good portion of the total. As in most 

Mexican communities, the plaza has the highest concentration of busi

ness and vendors of all sorts, and some of these continue the theme 

of direct service to truckers and other travelers that we are develop

ing as an obvious element of change associated with the road. Some 

six bus lines serve Cheran, although La Flecha Amarilla seems the most 

frequent, and "La Flecha" is used as a generic term for buses of 

whatever persuasion in Cheran. The schedules vary during the day but 

an average there seems to be one pulling in from one direction or the 

other every 1$ minutes. This is by no means isolation1

Along the western edge of the plaza are five businesses veiy 

directly dependent on the road. Four of these are permanent stands
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selling refrescos, beer, cigarettes and oddments of fruit and candy. 

While patronized by local people, of course, they do a brisk business 

with vehicles that stop and, through the windows, with passengers in 

the buses which pull up directly in front of them. The other enter

prise is a sort of snack table selling cooked food, usually caldo or 

menudo and tortillas. This, too, does a large part of its business 

with the travelers, although probably most is done with townspeople 

passing through the plaza. The largest tiendas are located around the 

plaza and these, too, do a good deal of business with truckers and 

other travelers in minor items such as cigarettes and beer.

In sharp contrast with other Tarascan towns along this and 

other highways, there is little or no orientation toward the tourist 

trade. Gheran, as we shall see in the next chapter, does maintain a 

considerable amount of manufacture of items, such as maracas, salable 

to tourists. However, there are no shops on or off the highway which 

sell these items. Only once have I seen such items for sale and that 

was a few embroidered blouses hung outside the Pemex station.

Paracho, just a short distance away, is overwhelmed with 

tourist shops and displays in the market selling all manner of wood- 

products, some of which are made in Gheran. Further down the highway 

near Uruapan is the town of Capacuaro which, while it has no shops, 

does a brisk business in embroidered belts and crude wooden furniture 

sold by people standing along the highway. There are persons in 

Gheran who are aware of this anomaly and talk of setting up some such 

enterprise, but to date no one has done so. Tourists, then, while
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potentially important to Cheran, as witness the flourishing of Paracho, 

are not presently an influence beyond their limited patronage of the 

refreshment enterprises mentioned. There is one very small posada or 

inn having five rooms and charging five pesos a day, but its standards 

are such that it could in no way attract anyone other than its present 

clientele of traveling peddlers and the like. Only if tourists happen 

into Cheran during one of the major fiesta markets, are there likely 

to be goods that will attract their purchase —  pottery from Patamban, 

straw mats, etc. However, unlike the items sold at some stalls in the 

Paracho market, these are not strictly tourist items at all but goods 

aimed at local consumption, and no one aims his sales at this tourist 

market.

There is one more element in the general area of consideration 

of simple traffic flow through Cheran. It is difficult to pin down 

the extent of its importance, but some mention should be made of the 

probable influence of the continuing presence of outsiders, however 

briefly, in the streets and tiendas of Cheran. Obviously, most of the 

people seen daily are from nearby towns or at least the general region 

of Michoacan. But persons from all over Mexico and foreign countries 

do indeed show up periodically, drinking a refresco and chatting with 

whoever is willing to chat.

American tourists, Brazilian students, Italian scholars, a 

geographer from Louisiana and Chicanos from Los Angeles, all appeared 

in the plaza at one time or another during my stay. I am excluding 

for later discussion the wealth of persons who now come to Cheran for
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some direct purpose, such as the officials of state and national 

governments; and am mentioning only those who stop briefly in the 

plaza, as I want only to emphasize this continuing presence of out- 

landers. It stands in remarkable contrast to the conditions that must 

have prevailed before the coming of the road. Although only a few 

(principally the operators of the road-dependent business) talk di

rectly with these strangers, everyone in Cheran has seen them or pre

sumably hears of them and whatever it is they have had to say or the 

peculiarities of their dress or their remarkable actions. I am not 

suggesting that the people of Cheran can be called in any way cosmo

politan as a result of all of this, but there can be few who believe 

that outsiders have tails or any of the other parochial assumptions 

about the unknown outside. In this, as in many other aspects of 

change that we will discuss, a world larger than that usually circum

scribed within the definitions of the closed corporate community is 

becoming visible and to some extent familiar to the communeros of 

Cheran.:

The Wheels of Cheran

Transportation in and around Cheran today, as in 19h0, is 

basically on foot, with burdens being carried on the ubiquitous burro. 

There are a few horses and a few wagons occasionally to be seen, but 

burro backs are by far the most common means of transport. Most of 

this takes place in a limited radius around Cheran, defined by the 

extent of the fields being worked and, in its furthest common
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extension, by the distances traveled in the monte in the collection 

of resin, firewood and the making of charcoal.

There continues to be some considerable longer distance use 

of animal transport to and from Cheran in situations where roads are 

not available. Products exchanged with the lake region travel over a 

trail from Erongaricuaro which is not passable to vehicles, and several 

of the nearby smaller communities are without roads or, as in the case 

of the tenencia Tanaco, the roads are unreliable and often impassable. 

As we shall discuss later, the INI people place very high on their 

list of developmental priorities the construction of "routes of pene

tration," and it is likely that in the near future there will be some 

sort of motor road connecting all of the Sierra communities to the 

main highway that passes through Cheran.

With the highway a new pattern of transport has been embraced, 

at least for longer distance travel, in Cheran, and that obviously is 

the automobile. Ownership of such vehicles is however very limited 

at present, and most that are seen on the streets belong to resident 

outsiders: the priest, the doctor, the school principal, the mis

sionaries and of course the small fleet of trucks and jeeps maintained 

at the INI centro. The town government of Cheran has a single official 

vehicle, a large International carryall, which is in constant use by 

the members of the presidencia. This vehicle is virtually omnipresent 

and is the object of some humor by the people of Cheran for its re

markable endurance and state of disrepair.
There are only two privately owned passenger vehicles that I 

could discover. One, a pre-war sedan, is owned by one of the larger
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land owners and the other is an old Renault owned by a member of the 

family that operates the largest general store in town. The Renault 

is up on blocks and I cannot recall ever having seen the other being 

driven. If these vehicles have any significance it is as items of 

personal prestige.

As with most commercial matters of property and wealth, there 

is some confusion over the number of trucks owned in Cheran. We will 

discuss the problem at greater length in terms of attempts at a com

mercial census, but will indicate it now to clarify the matter of the 

trucks. There are two locally-owned rather large trucks which I have 

observed and whose owners are known to me. One of these trucks is old 

and apparently rather unreliable and the other is relatively new and 

well maintained. This last is operated in conjunction with a bodega 

or warehouse that was created with the help of the Agro-Pecuario 

organization that we will describe later.

A principal informant, in the course of a block-to-block map

ping of commercial enterprises, identified three other persons as 

owning trucks but only on one of these was further information obtained. 

This one.is owned and operated by a man who has a soft drink distribu

torship for Cheran and several surrounding towns. The trucks are all 

apparently available for hire for hauling in Cheran and in other nearby 

towns, with the larger store owners being the principal users. Indi

vidual farmers apparently only very rarely have occasion to haul 

sufficiently large amounts of goods over long enough distances to make 

the use of the truck economical. Goods which can be profitably hauled
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in bulk are purchased by the store owners and resold in smaller quanti

ties to the people of Cheran.

The remaining type of vehicle owned and operated by the people 

of Cheran is surprisingly enough the taxicab. There are eight to ten 

taxicabs, all older American-made sedans which are based in Cheran.

They are, I am told, largely owned as an investment by wealthier men 

who hire drivers to operate them. Some are, however, apparently owner- 

drivers . The standard arrangement is approximately 20 pesos a day for 

a permanent driver or 20 percent of the takings for those who operate 

them on a part-time basis. This is quite a high wage by the standards 

of Cheran.

These cabs cluster just off the plaza on the corner of Consti- 

tucion and Zaragosa next to the bus stop. The buses run only along 

the main paved highway, so the cabs are principally used to reach the 

villages accessible by road but not serviced by the bus. Probably 

the largest amount of this traffic is to and from nearby Nahuatzen, 

and serves as a connection for Nahuatzen and other communities to the 

bus lines. Taxicabs are often employed for trips to Paracho and even 

to Uruapan. This last function is apparently a matter of economy.

The more persons packed into one, the lower the per capita fare and 

travel becomes less expensive than bus fare. A truly amazing number 

of people and bundles are to be gotten into the cabs.

It is very hard to sort out the cabs which belong to Cheran 

because they are never all there at one time. Drivers going to 

Nahuatzen or Paracho stay there until they pick up fares heading back
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to Cheran or to another town. Cabs in the plaza at any given moment 

may be owned and operated in Paracho and have arrived in Cheran on 

this described basis. Only in the more remote towns, such as Urapicho, 

will the cabs simply turn around and return because the prospect of a 

fare is limited. The drivers are almost all younger men.

"La Flecha"

The taxicabs introduce the theme of the extent of travel by 

the people of Cheran that has its main expression in the buses. As 

already noted, Cheran is served by several lines with frequent arrivals 

and departures. These are all second class buses since the first 

class or "lujo" buses do not stop in Cheran and the third class or 

privately operated local buses, found in Uruapan and other populous 

centers of Mexico, do not reach Cheran.

The service is frequent, reliable, fast and, most important, 

relatively cheap. A round trip to Paracho, about five miles away and 

the most important nearby market town, is only two pesos. Uruapan, 

the principal administrative market center for the region, about UO 

miles away, costs only seven pesos for the round trip. Paracho is 

reached in minutes and it is only about an hour to Uruapan. Zamora 

and Zacapu, the other nearby large towns, are reached in about the same 

time for about the same cost as Uruapan.

In a community where, as we shall see, 20 pesos is a good wage 

indeed, an investment of seven pesos for transportation is no small 

matter and travel to places as distant as Uruapan are not undertaken 

lightly or daily. The most common, indeed, daily use of the buses is
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to Paracho and its market. The buses allow passengers to carry small 

bundles and will stow larger burdens in the luggage compartment with

out special fee. The most characteristic passenger boarding the bus, 

particularly in the mornings, is a woman with some such burden heading 

for the market in Paracho. Many men, of course, also engage in such 

activity, but women are preponderant. Normally boarding the bus in 

Cheran will be several such persons, but only rarely have I observed 

more than one or two going any further than Paracho. Of course, not 

all boarding at Cheran are local people since, as we have noted, many 

come in from Nahuatzen to meet the busline. The largest traffic of 

this kind is on Sundays when the major market is held in Paracho.

Many persons do, however, go further than Paracho, principally 

to Uruapan but also to Zacapu, Zamora and even to Morelia, the state 

capital, for a wide range of purposes. Probably most important are 

the persons in Cheran who manufacture goods for sale in these larger

centers. There are 1$ separate workshops of various sizes that make
(

wooden articles: toys, tops, maracas and yo-yos. Much of this is

sold in Paracho but some is marketed directly in the larger towns. 

There is at least one man who regularly buys up such regional wood- 

products and takes them to the border towns of the United States.

There are also six makers of brooms and brushes who periodically can 

be seen boarding the buses with bundles of their products to be sold 

in the larger towns. In addition, there are two guitar workshops but 

their products are probably almost entirely sold directly to the 

tourist shops of Paracho.
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Cheran itself, as vre have noted, has no market at all for 

tourist products and even items such as brushes and brooms produced 

in quantity cannot be sold here. There are then a number of house

holds who depend directly on outside markets for their livelihood and 

reach them principally through the bus. An undetermined number of 

persons, only two whom I have encountered, buy these products and 

market them elsewhere as some part of their livelihood. Such selling 

expeditions seem often to be two-way, for example, the man who goes 

up to the border brings back items such as used clothing for resale 

in Cheran.

It is, of course, impossible to describe definitively the 

entire range of use made of the buses by the citizens of Cheran. Sub

jectively, it would seem that at almost any hour of the day at either 

of the two stopping places, people from Cheran are coming or going. 

Searching for a man to interview often resulted in being told that he 

had gone to some other town. The movement.is clearly heavy and various 

in its purposes and obviously in sharp contrast to the conditions that 

existed before the coming of the road and the buses.

Very many purposes underlie travel from Cheran, but all, to 

some extent, represent a shifting of focus and dependency away from 

some conception of an autonomous village to an involvement with the 

greater Mexican society represented by the points of travel. Paracho 

has always been an important market town for Cheran and other communi

ties of the region, but it is now reached more frequently and easily. 

Other more distant places have taken on new importance and familiarity.
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Uruapan is probably the principal large city visited by the 

people of Cheran and acts as a general administrative and market center 

for the entire region. It is for this reason that it was the original 

site for the coordinating center that INI established in the Tarascan 

region. The range of purposes for travel there and to Zacapu and 

Zamora, the other principal centers, is large. I can only suggest a 

few examples from my own experience to indicate a range that I cannot 

exhaustively describe.

There is a considerable traffic of official visitation on the 

part of members of the town government and a corresponding activity on 

the part of factions opposed to this group. During a political crisis 

to be described later various representatives went to Morelia for 

support and even to Mexico City. In the normal course of events, town 

officials travel to Uruapan to visit government offices concerned with 

schools, electrification, water resources and the like. One official 

at the tenencia of Tanaco is in almost constant movement from one town 

to another acting as a kind of political go-between for an embryonic 

pan-Tarascan political movement. Other than commercial purposes, such 

travels are probably the most frequent over longer distances. We will 

have more to say about the relative independence and isolation of 

political affairs in the next chapter.

All sorts of goods and services are regularly obtained from 

outside Cheran necessitating trips to these locales. Political meet

ings, for instance, were announced by leaflets obtained in Uruapan. 

Medical attention is sought in Paracho and, in rarer instances, at
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the hospital in Uruapan. Large purchases of manufactured goods such 

as a tractor or a television set are necessarily made by travel to 

the larger centers where they are obtainable. Absurdly minor in im

portance but indicating the relative ease and familiarity of such 

travels, I have run into people from Cheran attending the movies in 

Uruapan.

A matter of movement from Cheran of particularly great impor

tance to our analysis are those people who seek, on a regular basis, 

to find work elsewhere in Mexico or in the United States. This, how

ever, will be reserved for more complete comment in a later section.

Cheran as Market Center

As already noted, the principal market for the immediate region 

that includes Cheran is at Paracho. Markets in Mexico have always 

represented a pattern of at least local and regional interdependence 

that belies the independence and closure of our model; and this 

obviously remains true in what we have said of the participation of 

the people of Cheran in the Paracho market.

The market of Cheran is, as in most Mexican communities, 

located in the central plaza. There is no daily market of any great 

importance. The permanent stands of the refresco vendors are always 

there as is the cooked food table. Usually there will be a few per

sons situated on the walks of the plaza or in the portales areas that 

surround it selling small amounts of fruits or vegetables. Quite 

often there will be a vendor of the dried whitefish minnows from Lake
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Patzcuaro. All of this is very minor and clearly local in its focus.

The market day for Cheran is Saturday as it was in 19b0, but again it 

is not a large or important regional market. It is, for example, no

where nearly as large as the daily market in Paracho. It is apparent 

that, as in 19b0, many of the vendors who appear in Cheran on Saturday 

are bound for the major market in Paracho on Sunday.

The Octava Market

Although not maintaining an important weekly regional market, 

Cheran does have quite massive markets associated with fiesta observ

ances . We will discuss the use of communication media in another 

context but note now that these important fiestas are announced on 

the radio from Uruapan by Cheran and other communities in the Sierra. 

Presumably most people know when the important fiestas are to be held 

but the radio broadcasts give formal notification, invitation and some 

description of the proposed activities. Although there are several 

fiestas of some importance in terms of market activity in Cheran, the 

most elaborate that I observed was associated with Octava in April,

It is from this that our map of the distribution of vendors is taken 

(Fig. 3).

This market began to build up on a Wednesday, reached a peak 

on Sunday, the day of the Fiesta, and lingered for another two days 

before dispersing. During this time, there was some degree of turnover 

of vendors and variation in the total numbers at any given time. At 

the height of the activity there were between 200 and 2£0 individual
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displays of goods of all kinds. As noted on the map, the vendors 

spread out of the Plaza east for a block down Constitucion and for an 

additional block south down Melchor Ocampo. The section of Consti

tucion north of the plaza between the major federal school and the 

church block was occupied during this time by a carnival.

The carnival, a traveling group, was remarkably elaborate for 

Cheran and its presence speaks eloquently to the accessibility of 

Cheran, both in terms of the problem of getting all of this equipment 

to the town and the obvious expectation that a great many persons from 

the surrounding area would be drawn to the fiesta. There were two 

large ferris wheels, two merry-go-rounds and a car ride in the way of 

large equipment. These were complimented by a profusion of shooting 

galleries, football machines, coin pitches, and the like completely 

filling the block and spilling over into the plaza.

In the market, the largest single number of vendors were those 

with pottery of various types. There were, some 80 individual displays 

of pottery, mostly from Patamban and La Canada but including some from 

the Lake Patzcuaro region. Even though there are generally some pot

tery vendors in Paracho and a few periodically stop in Cheran for the 

regular market days, it is obvious that most such household wares are 

purchased on these special fiesta market occasions. Although a wide 

variety of types were being offered, the most numerous were water 

jugs and a kind of flat platter or tray commonly used for warming 

tortillas. No study was made of the matter but there is a very charac

teristic type of water jug used in Cheran almost exclusively and it



would seem that there is a tendency for such exclusivity in other 

villages where the characteristic jug is of other types. So far as I 

was able to determine, no pottery is made in Cheran.

The largest group of items offered were foodstuffs of a variety 

of types. These were concentrated principally along the eastern and 

southern sides of the plaza. Fruits and vegetables predominated in

cluding tomatoes, onions, chiles, peanuts, garlic, oranges, limes, 

beans, canteloupes, watermelons, grapefruit, cabbage, bananas, and 

carrots. Corn, as we shall see later, is the only crop of significance 

grown in Cheran and virtually all of the described items come from 

elsewhere. In general, the principal sources are La Canada and the 

tierra caliente around Apatzingan.

Fish were offered from two widely divergent sources. From 

Patzcuaro came two varieties of dried whitefish, small dried minnows 

and large filets of the full grown fish. This type of dried fish is 

very frequently available during the regular Saturday market and is 

almost always present in Paracho. More unique was fresh fish.brought 

by truck on ice from Playa Azul on the Pacific Coast. The vendors, 

themselves from Playa Azul, intended to continue visiting markets in 

the region until their supply ran out. The vendors of several other 

foods such as oranges, cantaloupes and watermelons were also selling 

their goods from the back of trucks and were moving from market to 

market.

Another type of foodstuff present in large numbers were items 

for immediate consumption. The regular stands were supplemented by a
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number of vendors scattered around the plaza. Items for sale included 

hot roasted ears of corn, many varieties of candy, wheat bread with 

honey, fruit juices, caldo, tamales plus small portions of the other 

items such as small paper cones of peanuts. These were largely local 

residents.

Not associated with the carnival were a few independent vendors 

of amusement. Cheran boasts its own football machine located next to 

the taxi area. In addition to this, there was a stand supplied with 

a number of "Viewmasters," devices for looking at stereoscopic slides 

which were in heavy use by children. There was also a display of comic 

books set along a bench which could either be purchased or rented for 

a brief read and that, too, attracted many children. Not strictly in 

the category of amusement (except perhaps my own) was a group of men 

who can only be described as "Snake Oil" peddlers. Three young men 

with a truck set up a table, complete with microphone and loudspeakers, 

next to the Presidencia to peddle medical remedies, but only on the 

single day of the fiesta proper. Their equipment included bottles 

holding what purported to be human intestinal parasites and anatomical 

charts of the human body such as are found in schoolrooms.

Their pitch, though rapid-fire and difficult for me to follow, 

seemed to include all of the classic ruses of the type. Dreadful 

descriptions of internal disorders, miraculous cures effected by their 

product, prices lower than obtainable elsewhere (supposedly), half 

price for the first three purchsers, etc., etc. They did a remarkable 

business in two or three different remedies and then moved on. It is
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notable that many of their customers were older people, particularly 

women, and that several young men stood about making jokes and en

joying the show without purchasing any of the nostrums.

Perhaps as many as 20 vendors at one time or another were 

arranged around the inner walk of the plaza selling sundries• These 

stands closely resembled small dime stores of the U.S. pattern, their 

stock, mostly plastic, consisted of a profusion of such things as combs, 

wallets, purses, mirrors, switchblades, plastic toys, cheap rings and 

necklaces, ballpoint pens, harmonicas, and the like. Of all of these, 

by far the most numerous were molded plastic toys for children j balls, 

cars, soldiers, dolls, etc. All of these displays were relatively 

large.

The last large category is clothing of a number of types. As 

noted elsewhere men’s dress in Cheran is exclusively catrin, that is, 

consisting of manufactured slacks or levis in combination with sport 

shirts and the like. During the market, the clothing displays featured 

mostly such garments with very few items of feminine attire. Chil

dren's clothing of catrin types were also being sold. There were 

several displays of sombreros of the fiber types made in Patzcuaro 

and almost universally worn by the men of Cheran. There were, in 

addition, several large displays of shoes. These were mostly boots 

and rough work shoes of the kind worn by most men in Cheran. Women's 

shoes were largely non-utilitarian, cheaply made dress shoes pre

sumably purchased for special fiesta occasions. Children's shoes 
tended to also be of this non-utilitarian type. Women, it is to be
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noted, often go barefoot in Cheran, while most men wear shoes or 

boots.

One very large display of clothing illustrates a change in the 

type of marketing in the area, made possible by the road and focusing 

market activity on the easily accessible towns like Cheran. A panel 

truck equipped with folding tables and its loudspeaker system was 

brought by a young man from Zacapu. He was the owner of a clothing 

store there but traveled to all of the larger fiesta's markets with 

this equipment, and because of the good roads, able to reach the mar

kets without leaving his own store for more than a brief time.

There are many vendors today of manufactured goods, such as 

clothing and sundries, originating from the larger towns at some con

siderable remove, and the quantity of merchandise they can bring is 

much larger. Even basic foodstuffs are sold, as noted, by the truck- 

load rather than in the limited quantities dictated by burro transport. 

The small vendor is by no means absent, even though he probably now 

arrives by bus, but his share of the market activity is now much 

smaller than before. Beals talks in connection with storekeeping, 

of economic activity being too small to attract the Mestizo merchant. 

This is no longer the case.

Reflected in other matters that we will discuss, but indicated, 

again, in the market, is an increased dependency of the people of 

Cheran on the outside world. This has obviously always been the case, 

to some extent, in the typical Mexican pattern of craft specialization 

in a regional group of villages. Pottery in Cheran has always come
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from elsewhere, for example. The point of emphasis is the emerging 

pattern of reliance on machine-made goods originating ultimately in 

the major urban centers of Mexico. Local pottery is used in food 

preparation and serving but so are enameled pots and glass and china 

crockery. Huaraches are made locally but most men wear shoes. The 

basic necessities of life are no longer entirely or even largely 

locally made.

The Tiendas

Two themes introduced in the discussion of the market, find 

their most complete expression in an examination of the tiendas (small 

general stores) and other commercial enterprises in Cheran. Beals 

provides a map showing the distribution of specialists in 191*0 (191*6: 

10). Examination of this map shows the existence of the following: 

Stores - 19 Carpenters - 2

Meat Shops - 12 Hatmakers - 2

Mills - 3 Restaurants - 3

Shoemakers - 2 Inns - 1

Since Beals seems to imply that there were more men engaged 

in minor manufacturing than the list seems to cover, we can assume 

that he indicated only the more substantial workshops operating more 

or less permanently for hatmakers, carpenters and shoemakers. The 

meat shops in 19l*0, as today, were not open every day but only on 

those occasions when the operator had managed to slaughter an animal, 

and the shop remained open until the meat was sold. The stores
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(tiendas) are not described as to size but elsewhere Beals indicates 

that they were generally small. Presumably, all but five or six of 

the stores indicated were of a type still operating today, where the 

"store" is simply a rude counter set across the doorway of the front 

room of the house and open only unpredictably at the convenience of 

the operator.

The great majority of these enterprises were located around 

the plaza and in a three block strip immediately south of the plaza. 

There are no stores at all shown for Patricutin, the barrio lying on 

the west side of the barranca, and none east of Zaragosa, which com

prises the larger part of two of the remaining barrios. This pattern 

of concentration is continued today but with greater emphasis on clus

tering along the two major North-South streets, Zaragosa and Conmercio.. 

Today, however, while more sparsely distributed in the outlying areas, 

no barrio is without some tiendas. The total range of commercial 

activities in Cheran today will be discussed further in Chapter 6.

Here, developing our theme of isolation, we will deal only with those 

retail enterprises which illustrate a pattern of economic involvement 

and dependency.

In 19l|0, as noted, Beals indicates only 19 tiendas, most or 

all of which were very small indeed. My survey of commercial enter

prises indicates 59 functioning tiendas and four which have been 

recently closed. This is in addition to nine Estanquillos or small 

stands which sell general merchandise in front of houses here and 

there. Of the tiendas, some 20 are noted as small and most of these
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are only intermittently open, a pattern presumably comparable to that 

of 19U0, This group includes all of those that are closed.

The remaining tiendas are more or less permanently open and 

consist of at least one room devoted entirely to the display of mer

chandise. The largest of the stores are located on or immediately 

adjacent to the plaza, and approximately half of the total number of 

all stores are concentrated in the commercial area defined by the two 

main streets plus the plaza. Although some cloth and articles of 

clothing are sold, particularly in the larger tiendas, there are four 

rather large "Tiendas de Ropa" also concentrated in the central com

mercial area. These retail commercial enterprises comprise a portion 

of the over-all economic life of Cheran which is, I think, particularly 

illuminating.

These are "general" stores in the sense conjured up by the 

classical United States country store. In the largest of these stores, 

a complete inventory would occupy several days and comprise several 

hundreds of separate types of merchandise. Faced with this profusion, 

no attempt was made at such an encyclopedic recitation in the course 

of interviewing. Before going further with attempts to deal with 

these stores, it is probably well to describe some field difficulty 

encountered in gathering economic data*

A rather extensive questionnaire was prepared at one point 

during the field project which sought to describe exhaustively such 

matters as credit, buying patterns and the like and some attempt to 

describe the individual operators in terms of background, compadre
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relations, etc. Two local young INI promotors were recruited to help 

with the administration of this instrument and reported considerable 

lack of success. My own attempt failed as well, even when done with 

store operators with whom I had friendly relations. By failure I mean 

a refusal to answer many of the questions, most dramatically demon

strated, in one case, by tearing up of the questionnaire and being 

ordered off the premises. A major storekeeper who was a principal 

informant told outrageous lies with great humor, as both of us were 

fully aware that they were lies. Subsequent and more gradual inves

tigation revealed, by and large, the reasons for this problem.

I was, as earlier noted, rather closely identified with the 

INI center in the minds of many of the people and was also frequently 

to be seen in the company of the officials of the municipal government. 

This appears to have, in this instance, produced the feeling that ny 

information would end up in the hands of the authorities, despite all 

of ray assurances to the contrary. Those who did come to trust me in 

this matter made plain that there were serious problems with both 

taxes and fines that would arise if information of the sort I sought 

were to fall in the.wrong hands. The volume of sales and total worth 

of businesses was consistently underestimated when a response could 

be obtained at all. One case that subsequently became possible to 

investigate showed that the original estimate of the value was less 

than a tenth of the true worth. Another serious problem appears to 

have concerned the fact that many of the stores sell alcohol and only 

one of them has a license to do so.
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So much, then, for the quantitative survey approach. I have 

no doubt that more extensive preparation in the course of a longer 

field investigation could achieve the ends sought, but in this matter 

and in virtually all others, I was thrown back on key informants for 

the bulk of my data, supplemented by my own observations. I became 

closely familiar with two of the store operators and knew reasonably 

well the operations of two others, and have had some limited oppor

tunity to visit most of the remaining enterprises sufficiently to lead 

me to believe that what is said of those I know, is at least reason

ably true of all.

First, it seems clear to me from the number and size of the 

stores that they serve a larger clientele than is defined by Cheran 

alone. This is an extension of the earlier theme that Cheran is in 

some sense to be considered as a developing commercial center similar 

to Paracho. The nearby towns, while not as exhaustively surveyed as 

was Cheran, do not have anything approaching the number of stores, 

particularly those of large size as is possessed by Cheran. This is 

surely true of Aranza, Urapichu, Nahuatzen and Tanaco, towns which I 

have had occasion to visit.

Impressionistically, I would suggest that there are far too 

many stores to be devoted to and supported by the trade generated in 

Cheran itself. This view is reinforced by informant’s statements.

One of the stores which I came to know well does depend for a large 

part of its trade on other communities. Seme of this is in the form 

of individual purchases, but perhaps more important is the kind of
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middleman or wholesale trade conducted by these large Cheran enter

prises. Smaller storekeepers in nearby towns are apparently supplied 

to some extent not by the larger towns but indirectly through Cheran. 

One of the store operators spoke of a trade carried on with more 

isolated communities in which they brought local products, foodstuffs, 

wood-products, and crafts, into Cheran and traded them for the manu

factured goods available at the stores.

It is to be noted here that, as was true in Beals* day, trade 

is conducted on a monetary basis and not through barter. The trade 

mentioned above is surely managed in the same way as smaller trans

actions. I have observed the sale to a storekeeper of two eggs. An 

evaluation was made and an appropriate amount of centavos passed to 

the seller, whereupon the seller then made a purchase and the centavos 

passed back to the storekeeper. The point is that, all transactions 

are made on a cash reckoning basis in the store context although, as 

we shall see later, land and its produce does not seem to be thought 

of in this way.

The market position of the Cheran stores seems to be a function 

of their accessibility to the lines of distribution of desirable manu

factured goods, and a similar accessibility to those towns which are 

not directly on the road. The trade with other towns, storekeepers 

and individuals is, I think, almost entirely in terms of such non- 

locally produced goods. Part of this surely takes place in terms of 

the necessity of passing through Cheran to reach the buses and other 

more distant markets, placing Cheran in an advantageous position



indeed. To the extent that other towns depend on Cheran, the nature 

of the trade involves Cheran in still wider patterns of dependency 

based on reliance upon outside suppliers.

Consumption patterns have surely altered, both for Cheran and 

the whole Sierra region, in the direction of participation in national 

norms. The stores stock little other than maize that is locally pro

duced and, as suggested, the range is as wide as would be found in 

any small urban store of the same type. Most obvious and most numerous 

on the shelves are canned goods and processed packaged foods. Most 

staples are sold unpackaged from bulk stock; staples in this case 

being such items as cooking oil, lard, flour and the like. This 

situation differs little from that of 19lt0 except in terms of the 

variety of such goods sold and stocked. What is more impressive is 

the wide range of items of a less utilitarian character. Clothing, 

hats, shoes, yard goods, shirts, underwear, shoelaces, lace, ribbons, 

etc., are in most stores and of course in great profusion in the 

tiendas de ropa. In general, stores stock everything from horse col

lars to transistor radios, religious statuary, phonograph records and 

crepe paper for globes. Globos are worth a passing mention perhaps. 

They are made by children in the area and are essentially Montgolfier 

hot air balloons with an attached candle, presumably incredible in

cendiary menaces, as they frequently float off into the monte and can 

be counted on to burst into flame with great regularity.

All of the goods mentioned, and there are many more, must 

necessarily be supplied from sources outside Cheran and the
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storekeepers are therefore dependent and involved with the outside to 

a much greater extent than most persons. Most indicative of all the 

items sold, as to the frequency of the contact and its apparent re

liability, are the rapidly consumed cigarettes, refrescos and beer.

All of the larger stores do a brisk trade in beer and refrescos and 

none has refrigeration, depending in all cases on blocks of ice sup

plied with the drinks. Deliveries are on a sufficiently frequent 

enough basis that blocks of ice usually last from one delivery to the 

next. In fact, it is a rare day when there is not a delivery truck 

of one sort or another to be seen in Cheran, with the beer and refresco 

vehicles appearing most often,

Some storekeepers apparently make trips to the larger towns of 

Uruapan and Zacapu to obtain supplies, but by and large they depend on 

the delivery trucks. They are also to some extent dependent on the 

wholesalers and dealers for credit arrangements. One storekeeper 

pointed out that lesser brands whose items are not popular give credit 

most easily, while products which are in great demand do not. In the 

only case where I was able to develop a fairly complete picture of 

operations, the storekeeper spoke of his relationship with a "patron" 

in Zacapu who advanced credit and was prepared to make occasional loans 

for the bulk purchase of goods. Some such arrangement is probably not 

uncommon since loans are not readily obtainable in Cheran except in 

terms of ruinous interest. I have heard of loans being made at 20 

percent monthly interest1
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As we shall examine further in Chapter 6, the storekeepers of 

Cheran are inextricably involved and dependent upon the larger sur

rounding society. To some extent, we shall suggest that this has 

broken them entirely free of the leveling and interdependency associ

ated with the closed corporate community model. For the present, we 

want only to emphasize the lack of isolation in their dealings. Beals 

suggests that the stores of 19l|0 did only a very small business, so 

small as not to attract outsiders. This is surely no longer true.

A good example is the bodega operation supplying feed, fertilizer and 

the like. Its success has been sufficiently great that another such 

store has opened which, I am told, is owned by a priest from another 

larger town. There are few other such examples but it is not because 

the possibility of trade is limited, but more probably because of the 

difficulties of obtaining property in overcrowded Cheran and a con

tinuing reluctance on the part of the people to sell to outsiders.

In general, in this chapter we have sought to illustrate a 

sampling of the range of contact that exists between Cheran and the 

larger society which seems to belie the condition of isolation presumed 

necessary for the condition of enclavement. Basically, however, we 

have so far discussed only something in the way of patterns of move

ment, with only small reference to the effects and processes of change. 

We have begun to indicate a pattern of increasing economic involvement 

and dependency which we will amplify further, but I want now to move 

on to some consideration of the forces of change that have influenced
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Cheran since the building of the road. In a very real sense, all of 

these items are consequences, at least in their intensity, of the basic 

breach in isolation represented by the road and its more immediate 

effects as discussed in this chapter.



CHAPTER $

CHANGING CHERAN: THE AGENTS OF CHANGE

The road has breached isolation and a movement of peoples and 

influences is clearly in existence, and has been for some years. In 

this chapter, I want to continue the examination begun in the last but 

I will focus on more formal and enduring presences which seem to have 

had, or are likely to have, important influence on the adaptations of 

Cheran. Most of what will be described are organizations and indi

viduals who are consciously and actively dedicated to some alteration 

in the quality of life in Cheran, but we will consider as well some 

more subtle and no less effective factors. Whether active change 

agents or unconscious forces, all are to some great extent direct 

consequences of the accessibility that has characterized Cheran since 

19U0.

The Protestants

Curiously enough, Beals makes no mention of the existence of 

Protestants in Cheran or of missionary activity. Still, a missionary 

couple had been resident in Cheran for some time before his study was 

made. These American missionaries, who have been more or less con

tinuously resident in Cheran since before 19h0, came originally as SIL 

(Summer Institute of Linguistics) Bible translators to prepare a
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Tarascan grammar and ultimately to translate the New Testament in 

that language. The formal grammar was produced elsewhere but the 

missionaries stayed on in Cheran and have produced a number of trans

lations in Tarascan language: some chapters of the Bible, a primer,

a life of Jesus, etc.

They presently occupy a rather extensive compound on the north

eastern edge of the town, with a print shop, blacksmith, and other 

sorts of equipment useful to the people of Cheran. It is a somewhat 

difficult task to gauge the range of activities undertaken by these 

people and their impact since it was not possible to talk with them 

at any length. They are well known in Cheran and in many surrounding 

villages, and are generally spoken of favorably in terms of their 

ability to speak the Tarascan language fluently. They have also appar

ently been instrumental in lending some degree of technical aid to the 

town, an example being the installation of water pipe to replace the 

trough system described by Beals. They have evidently devoted con

siderable effort to inaugurate innovative agricultural projects in the 

area, but with very limited if any success. Currently, their opera

tions are focused not on Cheran where they are based, but on villages 

in La Canada where they are engaged in similar agricultural improvement 

efforts and they are rarely to be seen in the streets and fields of 

Cheran.

Involved with the question of the impact of the missionaries 

as change agents is the matter of evangelization or conversion of the 

Folk Catholics of Cheran to the Protestant sect they represent. If
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this is a gauge, then the level of influence has been of very limited 

degree although, considering the difficulties that must be involved, 

not inconsiderable. The figures for Cheran in the I960 national census 

show 79 persons identifying themselves as Protestants, including pre

sumably the two missionaries themselves. No exact figure was obtained 

for the present size of the group, but it is considerably smaller than 

this I960 figure. Informants suggest there were never in recent years 

more than 60 or 70 and this figure has dropped substantially because 
a man with a very large family has withdrawn from the church. This 

schism was apparently a result of a dispute between the missionary 

and the disgruntled parishioner over the running of the church.

There is a chapel on a hill in the northwest corner of the 

town. This is of quite modern construction and, while it is repre

sented as belonging to the congregation, it is always referred to by 

my informants as belonging to the missionaries. Services are conducted 

primarily by a local lay preacher and, consistent with the linguistic 

orientation of the missionaries, these services are conducted in the 

Tarascan language. There is little said one way or another by the 

people of Cheran about the Protestants who, in this sense, do not seem 

an important group either as a divisive element or as a moving influ

ence on others. Outside of the missionary compound, I encountered 

only one parishoner, a young man, and this was in the context of a 

fiesta where his father, who was like almost everyone else a Catholic, 

told me of the great tolerance represented by the fact that he allowed 

his son to be a Protestant. What the general characteristics of the



converts are I cannot say. Somewhat perjoratively, one informant sug

gests that the Protestants are those who work for the missionaries in 

one capacity or another and their families. Numerically, this would 

account for most of them, but lacking further information it is hardly 

conclusive. Protestants are also reputed not to drink which, given 

the amount or ritual, festival, and social imbibing characteristic of 

much of Cheran, must limit their social interaction considerably and 

serves to reinforce the impression I have that they are relatively 

isolated as an enclave within an enclave.

As we shall see later, the civil/religious hierarchy, typical 

and presumably necessary to the closed corporate community, is on the 

decline in Cheran. Still, the existence of a substantial group of 

persons who have withdrawn from it entirely is not without significance. 

Protestants are not the most popular people in town, but they are still 

in the town. Whatever economic and social sanctions which one can pre

sume to operate in the ideal enclave to suppress such deviancy are 

either inoperative or totally ineffective in this instance. The 

Protestants probably have little to do with the processes involved in 

the opening of the community, but they are surely a symptom of the 

failure of traditional restrictions. How they have managed and are 

managing to maintain themselves in the face of their isolation would 

make an intriguing study itself, unfortunately outside the scope of 

this project.

For Protestants, kinship obligations and rights in regard to 

non-believing kin must be strained, as witness the aforementioned
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dialogue between father and son. Compadre relations are non-existent, 

obviously, and participation in most social activity of the town in 

the form of weddings, baptisms and the frequent fiestas is unlikely 

given the overwhelming religious overtones of all such occasions, not 

to mention limitations on drinking and dancing, which are the principal 

expressions of festivity. The resulting isolation argues strongly for 

the possibility of maintaining economic independence outside the 

mutually supporting network denied to these people. Alternatively it 

argues, as informants suggest, a dependence of an economic as well as 

a spiritual character on the mission establishment. Substituting a 

patron/client relation, as we shall see later, is indeed an alterna

tive to the pattern of compliance with the requirements of kin and 

comrauneros in other kinds of instances.

Service Agropeouario

This title is the name of an organization operating in Cheran 

and other Sierra towns which is dedicated to innovation and improve

ment in the agricultural techniques of the Tarascans. It is a direct 

outgrowth of the earlier efforts of the missionaries resident in 

Cheran, but is presently independent of their support or participa

tion. These are agents of change in the strictest sense of the word 

as their announced intention is some wider reaching improvement in the 

economic quality of life in the Sierra. The data concerning them 

comes from two annual reports and interviews with the founder of the 

organization (Twining 1967, 1969).
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The work of this group began in 196U but has really only gotten 

into full stride since 1968. Its impact, while potentially very great, 

can hardly be assessed realistically after so limited a period of 

operation. Broadly speaking, the goal is to raise farm activity from 

a subsistence-oriented one-crop economy (maize) to a pattern of diversi

fied and profitable market farming. Programs to accomplish this range 

from the establishment of a farm supply store through introduction of 

potatoes as a cash crop to intensification of maize farming to bring 

it up to a profitable yield level. A major focus is additionally the 

opening of lines of credit to allow of investment in the new tech

niques. To discuss this and the similar programs of INI agricultural 

engineers, it is necessary to introduce the present farming pattern 

in Cheran. Much of this information was supplied by Howard Twining 

in the course of our discussions, and supplemented with informant's 

statements and the analysis of the INI agricultural engineer.

Cheran appears to have retrogressed since 19h0 in the matter 

of market crop orientation. Beals describes a considerable amount of 

wheat being grown at that time. This is no longer true. In the year 

of my study, no wheat at all was being grown and in previous years it 

was apparently only grown under the urging of the missionaries, who 

sought to introduce improved strains of the crop. At present, only 

maize is grown, with a few farmers sowing some beans among the maize.

A very few houses have vegetable plots but this is very uncommon, 

probably because most households have a few chickens or a pig and 

these, never confined, denude the gardens. Maize, given the size of
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plots and the techniques used, is fundamentally an unprofitable crop 

and is grown for food, not for sale. It is sold, however, and this 

as we shall see is a complex affair.

Servicio Agropequario began with the idea of introducing blight 

resistant potatoes into the Cheran area as a cash crop. This work 

began with the testing of several varieties of seed potatoes by the 

missionaries working with the Rockefeller Foundation agents engaged 

in this research. It was demonstrated that, properly cultivated, the 

yield per hectare of potatoes far exceeds, as a marketable crop, the 

return from maize (Tables 1-3). It is not, however, a matter of 

universal acceptance on the part of the farmers of Cheran, even though 

the Servicio has gone to extraordinaiy lengths to entice them into 

this form of cultivation.

People in Cheran do not eat potatoes, at least not in any 

quantity or as a staple. Like wheat, potatoes are intended to be 

sold. Corn in the eaves of the house is a measure of security for a 

family as this is the staple item of diet. So long as there is ade

quate corn, a family is safe even though cash income may be minimal. 

This sentiment is often expressed by the people of Cheran, and is 

buttressed by the fact that they do not customarily think of the costs 

of raising corn in terms of cash and labor input, but solely in terms 

of the adequacy of the yield for household needs. We will later deal 

with the attempts by Servicio and INI personnel to point out that the 

average Cheran farmer actually loses money, if his efforts and invest

ment are translated into what return he could earn by the same amount
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Table 1. Seasonal cost of potato cultivation with fertilizers for 

one hectare.

(pesos)
A. Land Preparation

Clearing......................... . U0.00
Plowing ...........................  130.00
Cultivate (double) . . . . . . . . .  130.00 300.00

B. Sowing
Seed (200 kgs. at 1.U0) . . . . .  2,800.00
Planting ...........................  180.00 2,980.00

C. Fertilization
U39 kgs. sulfate of ammonia........  373.15
217 kgs. triple superphosphate • . . 271.15
80 kgs. sulfate of potash ........  8U.8O

F r e i g h t ...........................  72.90
2 applications . .  ................. 120.00 922.10

D. Labor
First Cultivation .................  60.00
First Clearing ..................... 120.00
Second Cultivation ................. 60.00
Second Clearing ................... 120.00 360.00

E. Chemicals
Blights and Infections ..........  . 500.00
Insecticides and Fungicides . . . .  300.00 800.00

F. Harvest
Picking ..................... . . .  250.00
Sacking ...........................  U30.00 680.00

Total Cost 6,01*2.10

Yield: 12,000 kgs per hectare at .80 9,600.00

All figures provided by INI
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Table 2. Cost of maize cultivation without fertilization 

oxen.

(pesos)
A. Land Preparation

Clearing ............  . . . . . . .  hO.OO
P l o w i n g ............   120.00
Second Plowing . . . .  ............  10$.00
F u r r o w i n g .........................  75.00
S e e d i n g ...........................  75.00
Covering...........................  75.00
S e e d ................   15.00

B. Cultivation
First Weeding ..................... 120.00
Second Weeding................... . 90.00
Clear with Machete................. 60.00

C. Harvest
Picking ...........................  100.00
Degraining..................   35.00
Transporting .......................  U5.00

Total Cost per Hectare 

Estimated yield: 1$00 kgs at .88

and with

U80.00

270.00

180.00

930.00

,320.00

All figures provided by INI
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Table 3. Cost of maize cultivation with fertilizer and with use of 

tractor.

(pesos)
A. Land Preparation

Clearing................... .. . . . hO.OO
Plowing ...........................   100.00
Cultivate ................. . . . . '  60.00 200.00

B. Planting
Hybrid Seed .......................  20.00
Fertilizers .......................  U35«25
Planting and Applications........  60.00 3>l5.25

C • Cultivation
First Weeding .....................  60.00
Second Weeding . . . . . . . . . . .  60.00 120.00

D. Insecticides ............. . . . . . . .  70.00 70,00

E. Harvest
P i c k i n g ...........................  60.00
Degraining.........................  60.00
Transportation ..................... 50,00
Insurance .........................  60.00 230.00

Total Cost per Hectare 1,115.25

Estimated yield: 2000 kgs at .88 kg 1,760.00

All figures provided by INI
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of wage labor. The fundamental point is that this translation is not 

customarily made by the people of Cheran.

The growing of potatoes is somewhat held back, then, by the 

reluctance to depend on a return which will enable people to buy corn 

rather than growing it directly. There are other problems also. One 

is a simple dubiousness as to the actual results of such an innovative 

project as compared to the claims of the innovators. Demonstrations 

conducted by the Servicio overcomes this to some extent but, still, 

most people have not undertaken the growing of potatoes, however per

suasive the figures • The most fundamental problem is one of unfamil

iarity with the necessary techniques and the larger investment in money 

and labor that is required.

Using figures prepared by the agricultural engineers at Cheran, 

one thing is immediately obvious (Tables 1-3); the cost of cultivating 

a hectare of potatoes is over 6,000 pesos, much of which is actual cash 

outlay. This is compared to unfertilized maize cultivation, the tra

ditional technique, which is figured at less than 1,000 pesos, little 

of which is actual cash outlay. Perhaps not prohibitive, but certainly 

discouraging, is the much greater amount of labor involved, as also 

reflected in the number of operations required in potato cultivation. 

Assuming that money is on hand for undertaking these costs, it is a 

considerable act of faith to make such an investment.

Perhaps equally as important as these considerations is the 

fact that the money is generally not available. There are few families 

in Cheran who will have this much cash or the much larger amount that
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would be required if more land were to be cultivated, This raises the 

problems of credit, both the problem of obtaining it at all and the 

rate at which it can be obtained. This is another and perhaps the 

most critical area of effort by the Servicio. An initial effort was 

made in terms of providing seed potatoes free, the only stipulation 

being that an equal quantity should be returned when the crop was har

vested. However, this, which met with some considerable success, runs 

into the problem of cost in actual cash outlay for insecticides and 

fertilizer, which is the highest single cost item. Bank credit is not 

easily arranged for peasant farmers in Mexico, and the Servicio ulti

mately has managed to obtain a small grant of funds which are used as 

collateral for bank loans to farmers. This is coupled with an effort 

to formally legalize land titles which can then be used as collateral 

for such loans. But, the problem is a continuing one and by no means 

resolved at this time.

The major program of the Servicio, as a means to the end of 

improving farm yield, is the establishment of farm supply stores.

The first of these was established in Cheran but there are now several 

in operation in other Sierra communities. In each case a store is 

established and a manager trained, with the ultimate aim being the 

withdrawal of the Servicio from outside management to a self-sustained 

operation of a local character. This switchover has been accomplished 

at the Cheran center.

The stores are designed in the first instance to provide basic 

farm supplies to the farmers at a relatively low price, taking
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advantage of quantity buying and operating at a relatively low profit 

margin. They stock seed, fertilizers, insecticides and the like —  

items which are not easily available in Cheran but are essential to 

the improved growing programs. Additionally, they are meant to serve 

as centers for the dissemination of information as to the uses of 

these materials with (ideally) the operator of each center acting as 

an extension agent to demonstrate proper techniques. Under the direct 

administration of the Servicio and through the use of its small staff 

of volunteers, such a program has been and is being carried out. 

Whether it can be self-sustaining is, however, open to question once 

the local operator becomes autonomous. In at least one instance, the 

Servicio has encountered some problems with one of their dealers 

raising prices to higher levels rather than depending on large volume 

sales. Apparently this can be countered by the introduction of com

peting centers if necessary.

Obviously, the ultimate aim of this pro pram is not continued 

participation by the Servicio, but a self-sustaining and higher level 

of agricultural sophistication revolving around the farm centers. It 

also engages in demonstration growing and, perhaps most important, 

assists anyone who seeks to use the new crops or methods in learning 

appropriate techniques. As mentioned, they further attempt to provide 

the credit to make this possible. The most successful aspect has been 

the Farm Centers themselves which are, at least in terms of the indi

vidual operators, prosperous enterprises. The switchover to the new 

methods is not at this stage clearly a success, although the sales of
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the centers would suggest that considerable usaee is being made of 

the fertilizers and improved seed. Some attemot to form cooperative 

groups to undertake these innovative programs has also been made, both 

by the Servicio and by INI. At present, the Servicio has only one 

such group in Cheran, growing fertilized maize.

Aside from the potato and Farm Center projects, the Servicio 

has sought to increase corn production by the use of fertilizers 

(see comparative figures). The problems here are fundamentally the 

same as with the potato enterprise in that major difficulties seem to 

revolve around the problem of initial higher investment and the obtain

ing of credit to sustain it. In Chapter 6 we will deal further with 

this problem as it exists in Cheran. Since there is considerable 

overlap between INI agricultural efforts and those of the Servicio, 

we will reserve some discussion of such matters as livestock improve

ment to that section, as the INI effort is the more massive.

The INI Centro Coordinador

On the northwest corner of town, in the area of expansion 

known as La Colonia and on the road to Paracho and Uruapan, is the 

recently completed facility of the Institute Nacional Indigenista, 

responsible for the Tarascan region. It hardly seems appropriate here 

to launch into a discussion of the nature of the INI organization in 

Mexico as a whole, and so I will deal only with the local Centro. Its 

policies and programs do reflect those of INI as a whole, as described 

in an excellent work by Aguirre-Beltran, Regiones de Refugio (1967).
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Mention has already been made of the startling physical con

trast of the INI buildings to the architectural pattern of Cheran 

itself. There is a large central office building for the staff and 

for conferences and meetings. This is connected by arcaded walkways 

with a small building currently used to house unmarried male staff and 

a series of large houses for the principal professional staff and the 

unmarried female staff. This leads on down a hill to the Posta 

Zootechnica with its elaborate pens for animals and barns. Close at 

hand to this is a large garage and storage shed for the INI vehicles 

and farm and earth-moving equipment. There is also a large clinic 

building, a small auditorium, and a recently installed Tarascan troje 

which is used as a restaurant for the staff. The whole is bordered 

on the south by fields in which INI agricultural experiments and 

demonstrations are conducted. This complex of buildings is directly 

at the edge of town bordering a row of Tarascan houses and only a few 

moments stroll from "downtown" Cheran.

Physical plant includes trucks, jeeps, tractors and a large 

roadgrader. Exact figures are not available but I gathered that the 

operation for the entire region is operated on an annual budget of 

approximately 1.5 million pesos. This, by American standards, is an 

extremely low figure indeed for such a range of responsibility.

The very location of the centre in Cheran is a matter of seme 

interest, as it is in contradiction to policies suggested by Aguirre- 

Beltran in his mentioned work (1967). Theoretically, such centers 

should be located in larger towns which act as administrative and
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market centers for an entire region. Uruapan would be an appropriate 

location and indeed the center was temporarily based there until the 

construction of the current facility, the point being that the Centres 

are meant to act as coordinating bodies and mediators between the 

target populations and other governmental agencies and units, and 

ought, therefore, to be located in proximity to central hubs of such 

activities. The year of operation before my arrival, the director 

and much of the staff maintained residence in Uruapan partly, at least 

in the case of the director, for this reason.

The director, who arrived at about the same time as I did, 

reversed this policy and insisted that the staff maintain residence 

in Cheran itself, to increase their accessibility and involvement in 

the affairs of the region. Prior to this, most professional staff 

were commuting to work by bus, indicative of the ease of travel. The 

director was, I am sure, trying to alleviate an important problem which 

existed at this center and which I have had occasion to observe at 

BIA facilities in the United States. This is a problem of distance 

between staff and the local population, amounting to almost complete 

isolation outside of official functioning. It is particularly acute 

in Mexico because many of the young professional staff are there as 

part of a kind of national service for a period of only a year. They 

are, to say the least, not particularly dedicated to the communities 

they serve but yearn for the day of release from what they consider 

to be decidedly undesirable situations. However, this is by no means 
true of all of this class of professionals and is far from being true 
of the director and other more permanent staff.
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Before entering into a discussion of the activities of the 

Centro, I want to make some comment on its place in the community of 

Cheran, exclusive of its expressed purposes. Glancing at the organi

zational chart (Fig. U) it is to be noted that there are a number of 

positions at the "peone" and "promotor" level. Theirs are essentially 

unskilled jobs and local people are used exclusively. I do not know 

exactly how many of the total are from Cheran but they comprise a sub

stantial number, at least over 20 as laborers and several more as 

promotores of one sort or another. The peones, and I think the pro- 

motores as well, receive a wage of 20 pesos a day, which is quite 

substantial for Cheran, particularly as it is steady work. ' The first 

impact of the Centro to be noted, then, is as a source of employment 

of a particularly desirable kind.

For those who work at the Centro and for the town in general, 

there is an exposure to a rather remarkable range of people who have 

occasion to visit the center. This includes high government officials 

of all sorts, students from Mexico City, Italian anthropologists, 

Brazilian students and a playwright and group of actors from Mexico 

City making use of the INI auditorium. One is forced to wonder what 

influence a laborer*s report to his friends about the rehearsal of an 

avant-garde play must entail.

Naturally enough, the presence of such a large group of persons 

in Cheran entails benefits of a very direct kind to businesses of all 

kinds whose services are necessarily employed by the Centro personnel. 

The presence of a particularly highly priced brand of cigarettes in
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the tiendas I attribute to this influx of the affluent. If something 

is to be made of the opportunity to observe alternate life styles, 

the people of Cheran have an unequaled set of models of middle and 

upper class Mestizo Mexicans to observe in their every detail, with 

servants in the households perhaps best placed of all.

Much else that can be said of indirect kinds of influences is 

best commented upon in the context of INI operations. In this regard, 

however, it is to be borne in mind that Cheran is in the unique posi

tion of having the Centro right there in the community. Its personnel 

are always visible and more available to the people of Cheran than to 

any other community. Its personnel live there and, at least some of 

them, involve themselves as individuals in local affairs. One of 

them played a major role in the political upheaval that swept the 

existing town government out of office and into at least temporary 

exile, although this was much against the wishes of the Centro.

In general, the goal of INI and of the Cheran Centro specifi

cally can be said to be an attempt to decrease the isolation of the 

indigenous communities, and further their integration into the life 

of the greater Mexican society. This is thought of almost exclusively 

by field personnel, at least in terms of economic concerns, and an 

attempt is made to ameliorate the more conspicuous and obvious dis

parities in the quality of life in the indigenous areas as compared 

to general Mexican standards. This theme is reflected throughout the 

organization of the Centro and the programs which it emphasizes.
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Roads and Construction

As we have hopefully shown, the existence of a good motor road 

has far-reaching implications in the life of the peasant community and 

this is the belief of the INI program as well (as witness their empha

sis on "routes of penetration"). There is the hope and intention of 

making all of the Sierra communities accessible by some sort of re

liable road. The centro, at the time of my study, was engaged in 

building a road from the highway to Tanaco,- the tenencia of the 

municipio of Cheran. Also underway were negotiations for a similar 

project at nearby Urapicho. As noted in the table of organization, 

the centro has a permanent staff headed by a civil engineer devoted 

to this kind of project.

Obviously Cheran is already linked to the road, but Tanaco has 

only an unreliable trail, often impassable to vehicles in bad weather. 

The INI road is not paved but it is a well-graded dirt road which 

should remain usable in all but the rainiest part of the year. The 

thing is accomplished by a rather complex coordination of local, 

state, federal and INI resources which is typical of the INI role.

It is perhaps best characterized as pragmatic opportunism coupled with 

a strong self-help emphasis. INI supplies the skilled design and 

supervisory personnel for the actual construction, and plays the role 

of organizer in bringing together other contributions. The community 

is required to put up unskilled labor and, where possible, funds for 

materials. Funds for materials and pay for skilled machine operators 

and the like are sought from state and federal coffers where that is
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possible. Construction equipment is also sought on this "where avail

able" basis but local community "pick and shovel" effort is substituted 

when no equipment can be had, as INI's own gear is spread rather 

thinly.

In this as in most other states, nothing is done unless the 

community concerned supports the effort and contributes substantially 

to its accomplishment. This is where the promotores become of impor

tance since it is they who are expected to explain and encourage the 

villagers to this end. Higher level officials, particularly the 

director, also spend considerable time traveling to the villages to 

explain and lend credibility to the efforts of the promotores. It is 

not by any means a simple process to achieve the necessary consensus 

in the villages, and negotiations frequently drag out for some time.

The road construction projects have no direct significance or 

impact on Cheran except in the sense that as more and more towns are 

connected with the main highway, they become more accessible to Cheran 

and this may increase in the long run its role as market center. The 

construction section is also concerned with other matters although the 

roads seem to be their major emphasis at this time. In much the same 

manner as described for the roads, they encourage and direct the 

building of water systems (agua potable), although generally with less 

direct supervision as there are officials of other government agencies 

who take primary responsibility for this. The same is true of the 

construction of new schools or the addition of classrooms to existing 

schools. Cheran has serious problems with its water supply, but the
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steps being taken to remedy this are more profitably discussed in 

terms of the political organization of the town, as the cooperative 

project is a major factor in recent events in that area.

Pigs, Potatoes and Profits

Three sections of the Centro —  agriculture, zootechnica and 

economics —  can all be considered together as they are all, in their 

various ways, concerned with matters of economic improvement in Cheran 

and the Sierra. All are focused on the same problem which the H I  per

sonnel characterize as "monocultivation.” This is the problem we have 

already begun to explore in that the economy of many, perhaps most of 

the people of Cheran and other communities, is still based on maize 

cultivation. This, as noted, is a fundamentally non-profit subsistence- 

oriented kind of undertaking. The aim of the three sections is some 

new forms of economic enterprise with higher return.

The principal projects being actively promoted are the fat

tening of pigs, and the growing of fertilized maize and, as with the 

Servicio, potatoes. The figures already given are those used by the 

H I  personnel to demonstrate the virtues of fertilized maize and 

potato cultivation. We have already touched upon the major problems 

encountered by the Servicio in these matters, and these remain true 

for the H I  programs. There is remarkably little cooperation between 

these two groups although their aims are very similar* There are, 

however, important differences in the approach and ultimately the 

success of the two efforts.



The Servicio program tends to emphasize individual enterprise 

and deals primarily with individual farmers in a very direct way. INI 

programs tend to focus on the approval of whole communities and the 

involvement of the whole group in the undertaking. They obviously 

have the weight of being an official government agency and their per

manence, given the facilities of the Centro, is far more guaranteed 

than that of the Servicio. They have greater resources and, perhaps 

most importantly, they have more direct and reliable pipelines to banks 

and other institutions of the greater society.

A community meeting which I attended is typical of the INI 

approach. The ground having been prepared by promotores, a delegation, 

including most of the professional staff and the director, arrived to 

address a gathering of the whole town. The principal speaker was the 

director and the theme struck was a heavy emphasis on youth and a 

brighter future for tomorrow —  the idea being that children would no 

longer be satisfied with the life that most of the people knew and 

that the means of sustaining even that life would not be available 

given the rising population. What was wanted in this case was an 

allocation of community funds to provide credit to a number of pig- 

fattening cooperatives. The money in question had been raised to re

furbish the town hall. Other projects were suggested but this was 

the main emphasis. It was backed by a series of speakers, including 

an economist and a veterinarian, who provided figures showing the 

remarkable profits to be made. Heavy emphasis was put on the fact 

that the INI people would do everything in their power to assist in 

the matter, backed by personal guarantees from the director and his
staff



There was considerable debate exhibiting, it seemed to me, a 

certain suspicions feeling that it all sounded good but was it really 

likely to work out? Frankly, I credit the fact that the group finally 

voted to accept the proposal to the obvious sincerity and persuasive

ness of the director and to the support of the town officials. This 

town was, by the way, something of an anomaly since it would appear 

that most of the land was owned by one man and the majority of the 

people were landless.

No exact figures were obtained for the costs of pig-fattening, 

but it apparently involves a high return in a period of about five 

months• The idea is to purchase young pigs and fatten them over the 

five month period for resale. This involves the same problems of 

credit as does the potato project. The INI efforts along this line 

are limited to one group in Cheran. These men, ten in all, formed a 

cooperative group to grow potatoes and raise pigs. They were all 

landless or nearly so and very poor. They, rented land and with credit 

from INI, apparently made a great success of their first year. This 

has, among other things, resulted in their being asked for a doubled 

rental rate for this year. They were very enthusiastic about the 

whole business and presumably constitute an effective demonstration 

for others in the town. Certainly the pig-fattening has been taken 

up by others in the town without INI help. One relatively rich man 

of my acquaintance who can afford to finance his own operations has 

done this since the INI demonstration.

In all of these projects, the INI programs emphasize the for

mation of cooperative groups. This is apparently to facilitate the



granting of credit which is arranged by INI. INI personnel visit the 

bank with the farmers and present arguments on their behalf which is 

surely more likely to succeed than the farmers attempting to deal with 

the banks on their own. Where credit arrangements have fallen through, 

INI has also gone ahead on its own to grant credit from its own rather 

limited funds. Unlike the Servicio, the INI people operate no store 

but do stockpile fertilizers, seed, etc., at the Centro for sale to 

the farmers at low cost.

In other relatively minor efforts, the INI Centro has sought 

to operate demonstration fields of its own, promoting a variety of 

crops. It has also made some attempt to interest people in the grow

ing of fruit trees as a market crop but with little success. One 

remarkable item which was the source of some amusement in Cheran was 

the importation of a prize bull whose services are available to local 

farmers at a low fee. This bull is at least twice as large as any

thing ever seen in Cheran. Cattle raising., by the way, is still 

largely a matter of raising oxen for plowing; thus, meat and dairy 

cattle are not presently very significant.

Another economic program potentially of considerable signifi

cance is the encouragement of craft projects. This, again, has no 

immediate impact in Cheran itself since no efforts are being concen

trated there. Cheran has, in fact, several shops already engaged in 

the kind of production INI seeks to promote elsewhere. The object is 

to develop, again using the cooperative model, shops devoted to the 

manufacture of finished wood products, specifically furniture of



various kinds. Success has already been achieved in a limited and 

special market in that several centers have been encouraged to produce 

"Mesabancos" or schoolroom desks. The purchase and distribution of 

these is handled through INI, and they go to supply the rapidly grow

ing school construction programs in the area. In this, as in the 

other projects, the major problem, other than simply convincing the 

villagers that it is a workable idea, is the provision of credit to 

enable them to begin. The shops in Cheran at least have a considerable 

range of electrically driven power equipment which is clearly costly.

In line with our theme of the closed corporate community, it 

is to be noted that all of these economic efforts involve the people 

of Sierra with the greater society. The products are designed to be 

sold outside the community and the materials and money that make their 

production possible is provided from outside sources entirely. The • 

strains on local interdependence are obvious, as is the integrating 

intent of the INI programs. Men who engage in this kind of activity 

have their first economic loyalties, if no other, to the cooperative 

groups of which they are members and beyond that to their extra

community purchasers and suppliers. This will be a major theme in 

our final discussion of the direction and processes of change in the 

Cheran of today.

Medicinas and Matasanos

At the centre in Cheran is a large and modern clinic building 

staffed with two medical "pasantes," a nurse, and a number of medical 

promotores. By pasantes, I mean doctors who have just completed their
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medical training and are serving an obligatory year in the INI centros. 

There is another medical post in the Sierra staffed with a pasante, 

and the over-all program is directed by an established doctor. All 

of these medical personnel move about from their bases to several 

medical posts manned by promotores in other locations.

The purpose of the medical center is twofold. The more obvious 

feature is the simple provision of medical treatment to the sick.

More importantly, in the long run, is the emphasis on medical educa

tion both in terms of training promotores and an over-all approach to 

improved sanitation and health practices. This involves cooperation 

with local governments and other agencies in the promotion of a potable 

water supply as the single greatest effort, but including such matters 

as instruction in the building of sanitary latrines.

Illness in Cheran has apparently a relatively predictable 

quality according to discussions with the medical personnel. In the 

coldest months, November through February, there is a very high inci

dence of respiratory ailments such as bronchitis, pneumonia, etc.

The doctors attribute this to inadequate clothing and housing for the 

severity of the climate. It is certainly true that the typical troje 

is a drafty affair and when I have found a sheepskin overcoat necessary 

most people of Cheran are wearing windbreakers and rebozos as their 

outer garments. In any case, respiratory ailments are apparently the 

most common diseases in Cheran. They are followed by another rather 

predictable category.

In May through July there is a rather severe problem with the 

water supply. There is an agua potable system but in this dry part



of the year little water comes through the system. The people turn to 

alternate sources such as standing pools in the barrancas where 

clothing is washed. But at various points garbage is dumped into the 

same barrancas. Use of these unsanitary water sources gives rise to 

what the doctor described as water-related illnesses. These include 

gastroenteritis, dysentery and typhoid. It is also at this period, 

and apparently for the same reasons, that intestinal parasites of 

various kinds become a common affliction.

There are a few homes in Cheran which actually have water 

piped in. This is of very recent occurrence and is limited to few 

because there is a fee involved for installation and a use charge, 

while water from the public spigots is a community-borne expense.

Water is often carried in ten-liter cans of the kind used for olive 

oil and the like in the tiendas. Two of these connected by a yoke 

make a much more efficient hauling system than the traditional jug.

• In the opinion of the doctors, there is top little bathing and washing 

of clothing in Cheran and this contributes to many diseases, including 

apparently a very high incidence of genital infection particularly 

dangerous in childbirth. In a very important way, a reliable water 

supply seems to be the key to improved health conditions in Cheran.

Figures were obtained for clinic visits at the Cheran facility 

and these reveal a number of aspects of health and its treatment. It 

confirms first of all the opinion of the doctors that respiratory 

diseases are by far the largest number of complaints, i.e., 80 out of 

a total of 166 visits are ascribed to that category. Of the total
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number of visits, $3 are from Cheran itself but this represents the 

largest number from a single town, demonstrating (if it needed demon

strating) the advantage of having the clinic located in Cheran to the 

people of Cheran. If we are to accept the principle enunciated by the 

centre, that the young are those most likely to desire change, the 

figures there are useful confirmation. The figures show that 71 per

cent of those visiting the center are under 30, and U2 percent are 

under 12. Obviously, there is a much heavier commitment to the use 

of such modern medicine on the part of the young, higher than their 

relative disease rate alone would warrant.

This introduces the topic of the difficulties involved in the 

alteration of health habits in Cheran. In this area of planned change, 

as in all of the others, change is not an automatic and unresisted 

process. Suggestions as to habitual patterns of seeking medical aid 

and the range of views regarding its value were made by one of the 

doctors. These were supported by comments of one of the Servicio 

group involved in giving medical help, and further supported by infor

mants' statements. Interestingly, the gist is that the free and ex

cellent treatment at the INI centre is rather low down on the list of 

preferred resources.

Folk medical beliefs were not an area of major concern for my 

study. Beals gives considerable information on the existence of 

curanderos and their practices but notes that they were uncommunicative 

and this continues extremely so today. There is also considerable dis

cussion of this in the excellent work covering the entire region by



Aguirre-Beltran (1952). My information is simply that there are indeed 

curanderos in Gheran and that whatever else may be said about them, 

they form a topic upon which I found it virtually impossible to gain 

any information. Even my most friendly and cooperative informants 

said little and hastily changed the subject, saying on more than one 

occasion that it was not a good thing to talk about. Curanderos and 

witches are presumably not the same thing but the mention of curers 

always seemed to be construed as an inquiry about witches.

Information on curanderos, then, is derived entirely from 

statements by the clinic staff and from Servicio personnel who, as 

noted, were involved in the giving of medical help. They suggest that 

most people in Gheran prefer to seek help first from the curanderos 

before any other resources. This cannot be universally true in the 

case of some younger and more "progressive" persons in the community. 

They, at least in my presence, seemed to find the idea embarrassing 

and typical of the older people.

Next in order of preference is the clinic run by the nuns 

associated with the Catholic school. This has no doctor but only a nun 

who has some training as a nurse. Apparently, however, more people 

visit this facility than they do the infinitely better equipped and 

staffed INI clinic. If sufficiently ill, many will visit doctors in 

Paracho, again in stated preference to those at the INI clinic. All of 

this is apparently a reflection of some reluctance to use the clinic. 

Informants suggested to me that the people believed that the treatment 

at the centro was very bad. More than one made use of the humorous

1U9
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phrase "matasanos" which, aside from being a pun, tends to carry the 

meaning of “quack.1* The supposed explanation offered by two informants 

is that the young doctors have not yet learned their trade. It is 

better to go to a man who knows what he is doing rather than to stu

dents.

Discussions with one of the INI doctors revealed a probably 

more meaningful set of causes for this attitude, although the youth 

of the doctors is surely a factor. The pattern in Cheran is not an 

unfamiliar one in areas where doctors are in some form of competition 

with local curers. Essentially, there is a somewhat higher death rate 

than might be expected for INI patients. This is, however, a function 

of the patients being in extremis by the time they arrive at the 

clinic. Patients are taken first to the curandero and if they do not 

respond to traditional treatment, they may then be brought as a last 

resort to the clinic. Their death then confirms the original belief 

that the doctors are incompetent. Also, there is a tendency for the 

curers to refuse cases of extreme seriousness, particularly things 

like accidents where severe injury has occurred. Here again, a selec

tion process operates which puts cases of dubious potential for sur

vival in the hands of the clinic, leaving the record of the curandero 

clean. It is, in fact, a clear-cut example of the self-fulfilling 

prophecy. No figures were available but the doctors believe that 

attendance at the clinic is increasing, so that these unfortunate views 

of the quality of treatment are presumably being overcome.
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The other remaining important area of INI effort is the edu

cation section, but since this is inextricably involved with the school 

system, it is best discussed in that context. INI has other more 

subtle kinds of programs and effects, other than those noted, chiefly 

concerned with its role as mediator between the villages and the 

greater society. INI and its promotores are involved in diverse 

activities such as helping to organize the taking of the national cen

sus. During the election period, voting commissioners seeking to 

register voters called first at the INI center to enlist INI promotores 

in the effort. For Cheran, in particular, there is a tendency to deal 

first with INI matters linked with the national government.

Members of the town government have called frequently on the 

INI personnel, particularly the director, for help in resolving impor

tant problems. Questions of how funds from the Ejido of Resineros 

(shortly to be described) can be used are brought here. The advice 

of INI personnel is sought out as well concerning: problems of ob

taining help in school and other construction; the completion of the 

renovation of the presidencia; or the construction of the new water 

reservoir. It would seem that INI is perceived as an important re

source to the people of Cheran, and particularly as a link to the 

federal and state government agencies. As a resource, it provides 

everything from the use of a truck to lending its political clout in 

influencing other agencies.

Like the Servicio, the INI centro has not been in operation 

long enough for its full significance to have emerged for the people
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of Cheran. Some of its immediate effects have been introduced here 

and others will be discussed in the next chapter. In the long run,

INI is obviously there to stay and the simple fact of its choosing to 

locate itself in Cheran may be the single most important element in 

its influence on that pueblo.

Schools in Cheran

Education was not an important topic in the study of Cheran 

in 19U0 and, in fact, no such category appears anywhere in the organi

zation of Beals' monograph. The reason is not difficult to discover, 

in that in 19U0 there was only one school. Beals mentions one of the 

teachers who was able to hold classes only at night owing to a lack 

of classroom facilities and who devoted most of his daylight hours 

helping Beals and his group with their survey. He never tells us 

anything about the organization of the school. Aguirre-Beltran's work 

shows that in 1950 the school referred to on Beals' map had two 

teachers and 100 students (1952: 330). In his discussion of the life 

cycle, Beals does make some mention of education, suggesting that 25 

percent of the boys received some schooling and that none of the girls 

attended at all. The school was noted as providing only four years in 

the total program and, while some few parents sent their children on 

for higher education, he suggests that no more than "2 dozen" had done 

this (Beals 19h6: 175).

More interestingly, he makes some appraisal of the impact of 

this limited education. The impact was essentially nil in the sense 

of equipping a child to deal with life in the traditional patterns of
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Cheran. "If his education is effective, however, and is put to use, 

it is by moving out of the basic pattern of Cheran" (Beals 19li6: 175). 

He goes on to elaborate by suggesting that: "If he stays in Cheran

he tends to become an exploiter rather than a producer, or to occupy 

a position where he furnishes some liaison between the rest of the 

population and the mestizo world" (Beals 19li6: 175). Beals deplores 

this as an ineffective sort of program designed more for national pur

poses and ill adapted to the life style of Cheran. I want to suggest 

that I tend to agree up to a point with the effects of education as a 

force for integration, but I am unable to deplore this result. The 

schools are indeed an important influence for change but can no longer 

be categorized as producing only "exploiters” or marginal men, since 

their influence is now too widespread for such a judgment.

In 1950, again according to Aguirre-Beltran, there were three 

schools: one federal, one state, and one Catholic. They had eight

teachers and a total enrollment of 285> students (1952: 330). Today 

there are four schools with a total enrollment of 1,580 students, with 

Ul teachers. Population has, of course, increased dramatically since 

19li0, but the school attendance has increased even more dramatically. 

The population of Cheran in 191:0 was 3,388, with no more than 100 

students attending school, or slightly below three percent of the total 

population in school. By 1970, the population had increased to 7,901:, 

with a school attendance of 1,580, or slightly less than 20 percent of 

the total population. The latest census figures are not fully avail

able at this time, but it is probable that a reasonable number of
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children of school age are not in school, but nothing like the propor

tions that must have existed in 19U0. This impressive takeoff in the 

quantity of education being provided began somewhere in the 1950-1960 

period, with the completion of the large —  15 classes —  federal 

school in the center of town, and was augmented in just the last year 

by the completion of the INI directed school, also large (10 classes).

The last published census figures for I960 show only a limited 

but obviously growing impact of the enlargement of the school system.

At that time, out of a total population six years and older, of 5,81*8, 

l*,05l are shown as not having completed any years of schooling at all; 

1,756 are shown as having completed from one to six years of school, 

with only 129 or slightly over six percent completing the entire six 

years available in primary schools. As in 191*0, there are only a 

handful with more than six years of education —  1*1 to be exact, and 

some of these are presumably the resident teachers and other non- 

Cheran-born persons (Mexico 1963).

When the new census figures become available, it should be pos

sible to demonstrate precisely the increment in years of school 

attended, but at this time it can only be assumed. Obviously, more 

and more children are going to school and staying longer as facilities 

have become available, and greater numbers of new teachers have placed 

increased pressure on the people to bring about faithful attendance. 

The present schools are already seriously overcrowded and efforts are 

underway already to build more classrooms and a secondary school.

This exposure of children to education may indeed turn out to be,



in the long run, the single most devastating blow to the maintenance ~ 

of a closed community, and it is clearly an influence in that direction^ 

Hopefully, there will be published sometime in the near future a study 

being conducted by a Mexican anthropology student from the University 

of Veracruz focused on the school system in Cheran. Conversations 

with this student were very helpful in my more limited observations.

There is some degree of difference between the four schools. 

With only 191 students, the smallest is the school operated by the 

church, and it is the only one with more girls than boys. In all 

schools combined, boys outnumber girls by 85>U to 726 or percent to 

U5 percent, while the Catholic school has 76 boys to 11$ girls. This 

is to be contrasted with Beals‘ statement that no girls at all attended 

school in 19li0.

The church school was built with locally collected funds and, 

alone of the Cheran schools, charges a fee. Special rates are given 

for families with more than one child attending. The school is in

corporated into the federal system, and it must observe federal 

standards and use the federally stipulated textbooks and patterns of 

instruction. Like all of the other schools, classes run from "prepara

tory" through the sixth grade. Instruction is provided by seven 

teaching nuns. Although no figures were obtained, impressionistically, 

it would seem that this is the richest of the schools. The children 

on the Dia de la Bandera, when all of the schools marched, were dressed 

in uniforms and led by an elaborately costumed flag bearer with the 

most ornate flagstaff of all. Certainly there is more cost for parents 

than in any of the other schools.

155
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By contrast, the poorest of the schools would seem to be the 

state-affiliated one located, perhaps not entirely coincidentally, 

in the poorest barrio-Paricutin. It seems the most overcrowded and 

poorly equipped of them all with classes meeting outdoors during my 

visit there* It has nine class groups with one of the teachers, the 

director, being INI trained, while the others were supplied by the 

state. State support appears to be minimal, with most expenses having 

to be met by the community itself. In this, as in all the others 

except the church, there is doubling up of classes, particularly in 

the lower grades.

The newest of the schools is under relatively direct INI 

supervision and all of its ten teachers are INI-trained and paid.

The building, in contrast to the other schools, is quite modern, of 

the pre-fab style common to many schools in the United States. The 

largest is"the federal school located directly across from the church 

school in the center of the town. This has l£ teachers and the state 

school suffers greatly from overcrowding. On its grounds, a new set 

of classrooms is under construction being financed entirely by locally 

raised funds. It seems, in fact, customary for local communities to 

raise most or all of the money for new classrooms. All of the schools 

can be located on the map (Fig. 2) and it is.generally true that they 

draw their students from the barrio of their location. The church 

school draws from the whole town,,and the largest federal school has 

a larger area of responsibility than the others.

Some general observations can be made about schooling in 

Cheran. Without exception, the facilities are inadequate as to space
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but most especially as to equipment. Speaking from American standards 

of judgment, based on experience gained during a study of a Navajo 

school (Castile 1968), they have no equipment at all. The rooms are 

barren and overcrowded, in many cases without blackboards or posters 

or the usual bright paraphernalia associated with grade school class

rooms in the United States. Books are in very short supply and in 

most classes for most subjects, only the teacher has a copy of the 

book being used. There appeared to be nothing at all in the way of 

such equipment as tape recorders, film projectors and the like. The 

only piece of such gear noticeable was a combination record player/ 

public address system at the largest federal school. The one thing 

that does seem universally provided at all schools is a complete set 

of instruments for a drum and bugle corps and a national flag.

The drum and bugle corps is but a single manifestation of an 

important characteristic of the schools. They serve for the students 

and for the town as a whole as, in a real sense, "priests of national

ism." The schools all bear names of patriotic significance: General

Casimiro Lejo, Jose Morelos, Federico Hernandez Tapia, and even the 

church school is called Colegio Hidalgo, mixing patriotism with re

ligion. In the largest federal school, each classroom has a name of 

a national hero and each room is adorned by a painting done (by a 

former student) of that hero, Bniliano Zapata, for example. The 

school day includes flag raising ceremonies with bugles, the national 

anthem, and the like.

This influence is not limited to the classrooms, as the 

teachers act as a resource for the promulgation and interpretation
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of nationalism in the town. The director of the largest school, in 

particular, plays a role bordering on official interpreter of the 

rites of the nation. It is through the efforts of the schools that 

many of the streets have been renamed, always in the direction of 

patriotism; thus, Ccmercio to Independencia, Escondido to Francisco 

Villa, Descanso to NiXos Heroes, and new streets named on the same 

principle such as $ de Mayo. The schools provide many useful func

tions in such areas as the preparing of the official maps of the town, 

and exert their nationalizing influence in such contexts. Official 

national holidays and festivals such as Ginco de Mayo invariably in

clude organization and participation by the schools and school chil

dren.

The most impressive manifestation of this was the observance 

of "Dia de la Bandera." This year the pattern of the Mexican flag 

was slightly changed and this was made the occasion for elaborate 

ceremonies as the old flags were destroyed and new ones distributed. 

This event involved the marching of the entire student body of the 

various schools to the central plaza led by the inevitable bands and 

carrying their flags. In the plaza, there was a considerable crowd 

of adults but nothing like the numbers which turn out for more tra

ditional religiously-oriented fiestas. The town government and a 

number of INI dignitaries were the principal speakers with the presi

dent saying only a few words. There was singing of the national anthem 

and a pledge of allegiance, all done with much solemnity.

The point of the whole affair was the burning of the old flags 
and the awarding to each school and to the president of new ones.
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A sort of giant egg cup filled with kerosene was the instrument of 

destruction, and each school sent forward a flag bearer to hand over 

the old flag which was then burned by the president to sounds of a 

bugle. The whole affair was as moving as it could be made and clearly 

under the supervision of the director of the largest school. One of 

the young people who received the new flag had tears in his eyes at 

this climactic moment. The watching adults took things less seriously, 

breaking into loud laughter when' one of the rockets set off during the 

ceremony exploded in a nearby house compound.

It is relatively difficult to assess the full range of impact 

of the school system on the community of Cheran. Obviously, it is a 

continuing influence promoting closer ties with the mythos if not the 

reality of the greater Mexican society, both for the adults of the 

town and most especially for the children. In the school they learn 

necessary skills that enable them to take some role in the greater 

culture but, perhaps more importantly, they are brought under strong 

and continual influence to accept the values of that society and to 

feel a part of it through their participation in its ritual. This is 

the direction of influence, but whether it has the desired result is 

not clear.

Certainly, there are clear signs that education is positively 

valued by many, perhaps a majority, of the people of Cheran. One of 

the most important factors in the political upheaval observed during 

my stay was a dispute over the allocation of community funds. This 

was a question of priorities as to whether the presidencia should be
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renovated or whether work should be advanced on the new secondaria 

being constructed. The victorious majority faction was the group 

which argued for the secondaria which, while clouded by the vagaries 

of local politics, still must indicate something about the strength 

of educational values.

Work is also going forward on new classrooms for the large 

federal school, using principally money collected from the parents of 

school children and depending on volunteer labor from the same source. 

There is a formally organized parents1 association which participates 

to some extent in school affairs. For example, in the ceremonious 

awarding of prizes to various athletic groups at a public gathering, 

they were responsible for soliciting the donation of the prizes and 

their award. However, I suspect this group acts primarily as an in

strument of the school director to organize community support under 

his leadership.

Education is clearly valued and supported in substantial 

fashion by some rather large number of persons in Cheran. This is 

not, however, to say that the overwhelming emphasis on the educational 

process preached by the schools is by any means universally accepted, 

and, indeed, the present degree of acceptance may be relatively recent. 

One of my informants, a young man presently employed as a peon by INI, 

spoke very bitterly of the attitude of his parents and those of their 

generation. He pictures them (as does Beals) insisting that nothing 

is to be gained in schools that will help a man in working in his 

fields. This young man and, he insists, most others of his age group
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were pulled out of the school at or before the fourth grade because 

their labor was needed in the fields. Perhaps there is reflected here 

a generational difference in attitude which has relatively sound eco

nomic foundation. Although we will discuss land and population in

crease at a later point, this young informant made the observation 

that having been taken out of school, there was not enough land now 

to support him and he had not sufficient education to find a good job 

elsewhere. He feld indeed betrayed by his parents on both counts and 

he was determined in no uncertain terms that his younger brother would 

go on to finish school.

There is evidence that such an attitude is not entirely a 

thing of the past. Teachers complain that one of the biggest problems 

is attendance. This is a particularly severe problem around the time 

of harvest when the labor of the children is needed, and many parents 

with more distant fields take up temporary residence at the fields. 

Children miss classes for such things as fiestas as well but this is 

regarded as inevitable. Examination of class sizes shows a decline 

in number of students, particularly after the fourth grade, with a 

dropoff in number of girls being most severe. Many of the preparatory 

through third grade classes have double sections, each with as many 

students as found in the higher grades. In one of the schools there 

are 1*8 girls in the first grade but only four in the sixth.

The realities of the utility and appropriateness of education, 

in other than an ethereal sense, will be discussed in a later section 

in terms of employment opportunities within Cheran and the seeking of
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work on the outside. As Beals suggested, education which serves no 

purpose and has no applicability is worse than useless. In order to 

make the education meaningful, the educated are pushed in certain 

directions of change, both in terms of their role in Cheran and their 

attitudes and expectations concerning the greater society.

A final note on schools concerns the role of INI in the edu

cational system. One of the schools, as noted, is essentially INI- 

staffed and run. The state school has as well an INI-trained director. 

Where the INI staffing differs from the others is that the INI maestros 

are bilingual and are generally locally recruited persons trained as 

teachers by INI. The director of the largest federal school comes 

from Paracho and is bilingual but he does not employ the skill in 

classroom situations. None of the non-INI teachers other than he 

are bilingual.

The head of the INI educational section is a local Cheran man 

and has his home in Cheran. His responsibilities as head of the sec

tion cover the entire region, but he is obviously an important in

fluence on the schools in his own home town. He serves as a living 

example of the possibilities of education since his degrees were 

gained largely by his own efforts at a time when such levels of train

ing were essentially beyond the realm of possibility in Cheran. His 

family was not particularly well-to-do, although he has now constructed 

one of the most modern houses in Cheran for himself and his parents«
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The Global Village

Somewhat different than our other categories of consideration 

as agents of change is the influence of what are often called the 

media. Here, we are not dealing necessarily with purposeful and.con

scious agents of change, though this is a factor in the operation of 

the communications media blanketing Mexico, and, in some McLuhanish 

sense, the world. What we are talking about are newspapers, magazines, 

radios, television and the like. That these have some influence on 

Cheran is a function of a number of factors including bilingualism, 

literacy, the road and electrification, all in themselves now develop

ments in Cheran.

Most important of these is the decline of monolingualism and 

the increase in literacy. Aguirre-Beltran, in 1952, puts Cheran in 

that category of towns where 90 percent of the people speak only 

Tarascan. This, however, does not appear even at that time to be an 

accurate judgment when compared with the census figures (Aguirre- 

Beltran 1952). Although the figures for monolingualism were not 

available to me, the census does show that in 1950 some 1,168 persons 

could read and write and only 3,013 were illiterate in Spanish. Thus, 

something like 27 percent were literate and this makes no reference 

to the certainly larger number who spoke and understood the national 

language. The I960.census figures show that U5«bl percent spoke only 

Spanish with U1.7U percent being bilingual and only 12.80 percent 

being monolingual in Tarascan. Also in I960, literacy had increased 

to the level of 3U.66 percent. Today, although the recent census
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figures have not yet become available, I would subjectively judge both 

of these trends toward assimilation to have increased still further 

(Mexico 1963).

Informants suggest that only a few very old people speak only 

Tarascan and perhaps a few of the women. I am frankly somewhat dubious 

about the figures given in i960 for those who speak only Spanish, 
again on a relatively subjective basis since it seemed to me that 

virtually everyone could speak Tarascan, even if they did not habitu

ally do so. This, of course, does not involve any judgment as to 

the fluency with which either language is spoken. School teachers cite 

as a problem the fact that children speak Tarascan at home and that 

their Spanish is bad to non-existent. This may be a problem, but the 

language of conversation that I noted in stores, markets and in all 

types of public intercourse was Spanish. This was always true when I 

was involved in the conversation but also true in casually overheard 

discussions going on around me. The only times I heard Tarascan being 

spoken at length was overheard conversations between women in the 

market, and one old man who came into a store and dealt entirely in 

that language. This was the occasion for the storekeeper informing 

me that there are a few such old people.

Obviously, literacy is a function of the increase in the num

ber of persons obtaining some education, since reading and writing in 

Spanish is a major focus of the early years of school. Bilingualism 

is also an obvious result of this process but complicated further, I 

would suspect, by the number of non-school attending adults who have
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had occasion to learn Spanish. This, it would seem, is a function of 

the extent of contact with monolingual Spanish speakers brought on by 

the decrease in the isolation of the town. A factor here, of course, 

is the utility of being able to speak Spanish in situations, which are 

increasing in frequency, of outside employment, or local employment 

which deals heavily with the traffic of Mestizos through Cheran.

Given, however, ability in the national language, many channels 

of influence from the outside become at least potentially important. 

This, coupled with electrification and the access to Cheran offered by 

the road, has resulted in a flood of media contacts. Literacy, of 

course, is reflected in the range of printed matter seen in Cheran. 

There is a daily delivery from Morelia of a newspaper —  La Voz de 

Michoacan. The vendor of these papers estimated that he normally 

sells 100 copies of the paper in Cheran. It is not possible to say 

accurately how many persons actually get to read this paper, but in 

an economy like that of Cheran, a paper gets passed around. A copy 

is usually lying about in the larger tiendas and is read by many per

sons .

In Paracho, other newspapers and some magazines are available, 

but no such newsstand as exists there is in operation in Cheran. I 

saw no tienda in Cheran that stocked either magazines or books. This 

is not to say, however, that such do not exist in the town. Old maga

zines can be seen lying about in tiendas and on occasion someone will 

be seen lounging about and perusing one of these.. One of my informants 

had, in fact, quite an extensive library, primarily of Mexican history
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and that largely of a political character. This man is, however, very 

politically active and is surely atypical. Still, it can be assumed 

that, given the relatively easy access to Uruapan where there are 

large book stores, others may have similar collections. Reading is 

not, I think, a major preoccupation in Cheran.

There is one kind of literature that is available in Cheran 

and that seems to have a wide circulation. These are comic books of 

the familiar "Superman" variety. Some of these, however, such as 

"Los Supermachos" are directed at adult audiences. This particular 

example is intensely political, but others are romantic and some, 

government sponsored, tend to be instructive.

In spite of the relative paucity of literature, there seems 

considerable conviction of the ability of the people of Cheran to read 

reflected in the posters and advertisements that plaster the town. 

Every store in town is heavily decorated with painted advertisements 

on the walls and posters on the interior which are largely dedicated 

to soft drinks and cigarettes. Almost equally abundant are the 

political slogans, primarily of PRI but including the other parties. 

Public meetings are announced by printed posters produced both by the 

presidencia and by opposition elements. Voting instructions and lists 

of candidates are similarly announced by the posters and handbills 

that periodically appear.

Electronic communications of all types seem likely to be of 

even greater influence than printed materials. The latest census asks 

whether households have either radio or television but this
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quantitative material is not yet available. Every tienda has a radio 

which is usually playing and very many homes have them as well. Young 

men can be seen wandering about with transistors and impressionisti

cally I would suggest it is impossible for anyone living in the town 

to get through a single day without being exposed to a radio whether 

he owns one or not.

The bulk of programming seems to be musical, running heavily 

to ranchero and what I think of as "orchestral-mariachi" sorts of 

songs. There is, however, a good deal of United States style rock, 

in many cases, directly translated from English versions. Also, there 

is frequent news broadcasting and a great deal of soap-opera/adventure 

serial fare. Government-sponsored programs are frequent with in

struction of all sorts and announcements exhorting people to vote and 

the like. As noted earlier, there is some considerable use of the 

radio for local announcements such as the announcement by Cheran of 

one of its fiestas, inviting one and all to attend. As I discovered 

when I advertised for my lost dog in Patzcuaro, the rates are quite 

low.

Television is not as ubiquitous as the radio but does exist 

in some numbers in Cheran. I have encountered only four but am told 

that there are more. A television set is a considerable investment, 

costing something like twice the price asked for similar equipment in 

the United States. Those who possess the sets, sometimes on the 

occasion of especially important broadcasts, charge a small fee to 

let others watch. On the occasion of the World Cup Soccer matches.



one television owner had upwards of 20 people crowded around his 

set.

The World Cup matches are probably a good example of the close 

connections established between the people of Cheran and the events in 

the outside world. Cheran has its own soccer team which plays matches 

with other towns at a field located just below the INI centro. On the 

days that the World Cup was being broadcast, particularly when Mexico 

was playing, there was conversation and excitement about the games 

everywhere in the town. The young men know who Pele is and scoff 

good-naturedly at the lack of U.S. soccer prowess.

There is also a regular weekly showing of movies in Cheran. 

Nearby Paracho has a daily movie schedule and many young people of 

Cheran attend these films. The film fare is mixed but runs heavily 

to westerns and other adventure films. Many of the films are American- 

made with Spanish subtitles printed in. One film which I saw in 

Paracho, and which was attended by about 20 of the young people of 

Cheran, concerned the difficulties of a poor widow in marrying off 

her four daughters. Judging by the house and clothing, this "poor" 

woman was richer than the richest man in the state of Michoacan. The 

four suitors of the daughters were a doctor, a lawyer, an army officer 

and an architect. "Indios" appeared in the film, behaving ludicrously, 

attempting to pay the lawyer for his services with a chicken. The 

surprising thing is that everyone seemed to enjoy this film immensely 

and laughed uproariously at the antic of the "Indios."

There is a purely local manifestation of the electronic revo

lution in the form of the "sondio." Sondios are simply record players
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hooked up to a large loudspeaker which is suspended from a pole perhaps 

20 feet high. There are at least four of these and probably more.

For a small fee, announcements can be made over these and, most pecul

iarly, record requests are played and dedicated to individuals. United 

States radio fans will experience a curious sense of deja vu remi

niscent of "now for Franky from all the gang down at East High. . ." 

etc. It is hard to escape the sound of these instruments but they do 

not play very often except in the mornings and evenings.

Loudspeaker systems are indeed an important factor in Cheran. 

The presidencia possess one and make public announcements over it.

On one occasion, a lengthy harangue was given on the virtues of the 

townspeople who had volunteered to help with the rebuilding of the 

presidencia. The federal school has one as well and uses it in much 

the same way as a means of communication. Vendors passing through the 

town often have them and drive through the streets touting their wares, 

before fetching up in the plaza for the presumably gathering crowd.

All of these announcements take place entirely in Spanish as does, 

obviously, the programming of the national media.

A monolingual Tarascan speaker who held himself aloof from • 

any of his bilingual neighbors could probably maintain a fairly 

thorough lack of awareness of the Mestizo world. No one else can.

The media have leaped any barriers that might have existed in the 

past separating Cheran from the larger society and now bring any 

individual who chooses to read or listen into direct contact. Given 

the radios and sondios, it is in fact not entirely a matter of choice,
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but unavoidable. National political figures, international sports 

figures, the Vietnam war, the Beatles, all of these are familiar to 

some citizens of Cheran and potentially knowable by all. The global 

village of McLuhan has its boundaries running through the streets of 
Cheran.



CHAPTER 6

THE OPENING COMMUNITY: LAND AND LABOR

Our treatment of the Cheran of today has, until now, focused 

on some depiction of the penetration of isolation and the kinds of 

influences being brought to bear on the community. In this context, 

we have obviously made some indication of the adjustments and adapta

tions undergone by the structure of what was once, in the recent past, 

something approaching our model of the closed corporate community.

In this chapter, we want to approach more directly an appraisal of the 

present condition and orientation of some of the basic patterns of 

village life.

Land and Population

Adequate land is an obvious requisite for an economy supposedly 

based on subsistence farming of maize. In the absence of a sufficiency 

of this basic resource, change in the direction of alternate means of 

livelihood is inevitable, regardless of the orientations and desires 

of the persons affected. The problems encountered by Beals in gather

ing accurate information about the precise size, number, and value of 

pieces of land remain in the Cheran of today. We can, however, as did 

Beals, make some judgments about the land situation from records and 

statements of informants sufficient to indicate the broad outline of 

the problem. In other nearby towns, Cheran is regarded as rich and as
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having a great deal of land but, as we shall see, this cannot be a 

reflection of reality in Cheran, but is perhaps an indication of the 

still worse condition of other towns.

In 19U0, Beals examined partial tax rolls which "show only 

303 farmers, although most men in town own some land. The total par

cels listed number 759 with a total area of 1,9U3;> hectares" (Beals 

19L6: 60). The total population in 19h0, as indicated by the census, 

was 3,607 which, taking an average family size of five (true at least 

in the I960 census) would indicate something in the neighborhood of 

670 "jefes de familia" who should, if Beals* impression is correct, 

have some amount of land. It is difficult to believe that at this 

point, half of these family heads were landless in the absence of sub

stantial amounts of alternative livelihoods. It is probably more 

likely that the land registered for tax purposes is a substantial 

underestimate, which is true in a number of instances that Beals was 

able to investigate. It is also noted that the average holding was 

2.5 pieces of land totaling, on average, 6.U1 hectares (Beals 191x6: 

60). A government official pointed out to me that land sometimes con

tinues to be registered in the name of a person long deceased or who 

has passed the land on to other hands to avoid transfer fees. It is, 

therefore, possible that more persons actually own the land in ques

tion but in smaller parcels.

Part of the problem in making statements about land holdings 

in Cheran is that many men today, and in Beals’ time, do not calculate 

their holdings in hectares but in "medidas" of seed needed to sow the
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plot in question. Probably most important, however, is a desire to 

avoid where possible taxes and fees associated with registering the 

land. In this, the problem is not unlike the general reticence and 

secrecy encountered in regard to the commercial survey.

Inquiries made in the tax office during my own study yielded 

very similar results to those made by Beals. The records today show 

1,11U parcels of land registered to $69 owners. One or two pieces 

is the most common holding, with the largest being some 15 separate " 

parcels of land. The size of the properties was not available for 

all, but the official in charge estimated that by far the vast major

ity were of one hectare or a fraction thereof. He estimates the total 

amount of land registered at 2,000 hectares, which is surprisingly 

close to the amount reported by Beals. This consistency in size is 

somewhat difficult to interpret in the light of evidence, suggesting 

failure to register land; perhaps it simply illustrates a consistent 

ability to evade scrutiny.

Since 19h0, the population haa more than doubled to a figure, 

unofficially provided by town officials as a result of the 1970 census, 

of 7,90b persons. Using the same rule of thumb for a family of five, 

this yields 1,580 heads of family of which only 569 are shown offi

cially as having any land. Granting the inaccuracy of the official 

land figures, this indicates that something closer to two-thirds of 

the families have no land, as opposed to the approximately one-half 

reflected in Beals * figures. Those who are indicated in the official 

account as having land are also shown to have smaller amounts of land
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than indicated for 19UO —  the same amount of land having been broken 

into smaller parcels and into more numerous hands.

Whatever the actual amount of hectares of cultivable land 

available in Cheran, it would seem very likely that it is substantially 

the same today as it was in 19k0. Informants, shown Beals’ maps of 

Cheran lands, agreed that this was an accurate depiction of the present 

situation, and town officials were sufficiently convinced of the 

accuracy to request copies. Cheran1s boundaries appear to have fluc

tuated in minor fashion in conflicts with bordering towns, but no 

acquisition of land of any size appears to have occurred. Given the 

topography of the surrounding area, there is little possibility of 

expanding farmland over most of the territory because it would involve 

terracing the sides of hills and mountains, a technique not in the 

Cheran repertoire. "Joyas” or small cleared patches currently called 

"desmontes” are made in the hills in useful spots, but probably in no 

greater numbers than they were in 19U0, Another limiting factor is 

distance from the town that must be traveled to work fields success
fully.

The indications are that while the population of Cheran has 

doubled, the land base has remained fixed. This view is supported 

by agricultural experts of the Servicio and informants. This has most 

important consequences as a pressure for change in the fabric of 

Cheran. Beals repeatedly insists that most men have some land and 

virtually all have enough to grow sufficient maize for their consump

tion needs.
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Today in Cheran there is considerable talk about the lack of 

land and the numbers of persons who have sufficient land for their 

needs. The INI potatoes and pig growing cooperative group, it is to 

be noted, was made up entirely of landless men. One of my principal 

informants, himself without sufficient land to feed his family, spoke 

often and at length about the commonness of the situation among young 

men of his acquaintance. Examination of the official figures would 

suggest that only something over a third of the men have any land.

This is surely too low an estimate, but it is difficult to arrive at 

any precise figure. The most probable reliable suggestion is that 

made by an agricultural expert of many years experience in Cheran,

He concludes that of the adult males in Cheran, fully $0 percent have 

insufficient land or none at all. However, many of these, he suggests, 

stand to inherit land or have some full-time support, such as the mer

chants. Only 25 percent have no land, no prospect of land and depend 

entirely on work for others as peons.

The existence of a severe land scarcity is indicated in other 

ways as well. In recent years, Cheran has been involved in numerous 

land disputes with neighboring towns. The withdrawal of its tenencia 

to Paracho was such a dispute. There is currently a border argument 

with the town of Carapan. The importance of these land quarrels is 

evident in the vehemence of arguments presented and the reputed resort 

to force in the past. I was permitted, on one occasion, to accompany 

an armed group of Cheran men patrolling in the disputed area on the 

alert for wood poachers.
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Any reliable estimate of land prices is difficult to come by 

but there is general agreement that the prices are very high indeed. 

Again, taking our figures from estimates made by Servicio personnel, 

a hectare of average land is probably worth something in the neighbor

hood of ^000 to 6000 pesos. This figure apparently fluctuates very 

widely. In a discussion of the system of "empeno” or lending money 

secured by land use rights, the usual loan amount is about 1000 pesos 

on a hectare so that presumably the hectare is valued at some multiple 

of that figure.

None of the land, so far as I was able to discover, is in the 

hands of persons outside the conmunity. I was told that whenever, land 

comes up for sale, there is always someone in Cheran itself willing 

to buy. The town itself, in the sense of the residential area, has 

expanded considerably, thus consuming some portion of formerly useful 

farmland. The principal area of expansion is directly to the south 

in an area across the barranca now called "La Colonia." The high 

hill, the side of which is shown in Beals’ map as a quarry, is now 

largely covered with residence in spite of the absence of a street 

and the steep climb. Basic street patterns remain the same but the 

farthest extensions are now virtually as solidly built up as the center 

of town (see Fig. 2). All of this, of course, is primarily important 

in terms of its reflection of the growing population of the town and 

the pressures this puts on land, both residential and farm. In the 

town, house plots have obviously taken on much greater value than 

before. Here again no absolute data can be presented but one informant
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who has extensive holdings claimed to have offered as high as UOO 

pesos a square meter for building land. This would bring the price 

of a 10 m by 20 m plot to 8,000 pesos. This man also speaks of having 

paid 2f>00 pesos for a lot in the 19$0's and this he regards as a great 

bargain worth much more today.

Land is still the standard of wealth in Gheran even if it may 

be an unrealistic opinion. I believed and, in fact, still believe 

that the largest store owners have probably the largest income of any

one in Gheran. However, when discussions of wealth arose, informants 

invariably phrased it in terms of people who had much land. Again, 

basing our remarks on observations of the Servicio, there are probably 

somewhere between 20-30 men in the town who can be said to have pros

perous farms. That is, they have holdings of good land of 20-25 hec

tares scattered, of course, in pieces. There is probably no single 

piece of land larger than five hectares. The existence of such large 

holdings, of course, further reduces the potential number of men who 

will have sufficient land for family subsistence needs.

There exists a sort of irreducible minimum holding, below 

which it makes little sense to farm at all. Beals estimated, and it 

remains true, that sufficient maize for the yearly needs of a family 

would be provided by a piece of good land of slightly more than a 

hectare. This is misleading in that, given the alternate field system 

used in Gheran, any farmer must have two such holdings, one "high" and 

one "low." Land is not fenced and a farmer cannot cultivate land con

tinually in the same plain because of the use of that land in off
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years as communal pasturage. A single holding of a hectare will pro

duce only enough for family use in alternate years and two parcels of 

less than a hectare farmed in alternate years cannot provide the 

necessary minimum.

A major aspect of the land problem in Cheran is the same sort 

of thing that the BIA recognizes as a major problem on American Indian 

reservations under the rubric "heirship" (Keeler 1961). As Beals 

describes, there is an absence of any rule of primogeniture and appar

ently a general tendency to divide all property more or less equally 

among children regardless of sex or age. The result of this, in Cheran 

as well as on the reservations, is fractionation of land holdings.

This is obviously reflected in the figures we have seen of the reduc

tion of the typical size of land parcels held, and must bring many 

family heads ultimately to the point of having insufficient land for 

subsistence. The remedy for this is surely purchase of additional

land and hence the continued liveliness of the Cheran land market but,
\.

inevitably larger and larger numbers must find themselves in the posi

tion of having no land at all, if the land base remains, as it appar

ently must, constant.

Land is, however, the common measure of wealth and it seems 

likely that to possess land is still regarded as the safest and most 

expectable manifestation of prosperity. Corn in the house is still 

an important factor for many in conferring a sense of security. Labor 

on the new water reservoir has a constant work force of IjO to $0 men 

though it is rewarded only by payment in the great currency —  corn.
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Many men, such as storekeepers, have land but do not work it them

selves. In general, they arrange to have it farmed "a medias" —  that 

is, a sharecropping arrangement where half the crop goes to the owner. 

It is perhaps an indication of the scarcity of land that there appears 

to be no lack of takers for this most unadvantageous system.

In the absence of the latest census figures, we cannot say 

what percentage of the population is still primarily engaged in agri

cultural work. That it is declining is certain, but how far has it 

gone? It seems likely that farming is still the single largest occu

pation in Cheran and if peons or men who make their living farming 

%  medias "are added to the land owning group, it is still very probably 

a majority of the population that is economically active. The I960 

census shows that 8I4 percent of those economically active identified 
agriculture as their principal pursuit. The amount of change in 

Cheran in terms of prosperity was pointed out by two principal infor

mants as having been most noticeable since I960, and this must be 
associated with a decline in the percentage of those engaged primarily 

in farm work for reasons we have stated.

If land is owned, farming remains an attractive occupation; 

attractive for reasons of traditional concepts of security already 

mentioned but also because the costs, given the ownership of land, 

are very low. In spite of the efforts of change agents, most farming 

is still done in exactly the way that Beals describes it and using the 

same equipment. Seed carries over from year to year and the basic 

implements are very simple. The wooden plow faced with a steel tip
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is still preferred for most operations, even by those who own or have 

access to modern plows. Most men must hire a team of oxen in any case 

and the plow can be hired as part of this arrangement. Tractors with 

steel plows are used for initial ground-breaking and ground-turning 

by those who can afford them, but most probably continue with the tra

ditional oxen. As noted in consideration of comparative costs, the 

critically attractive feature of the traditional methods is the very 

low actual cash outlay. Even hired harvest workers are generally paid 

in corn rather than cash.

The product of the land is, of course, corn, and Beals suggests 

in several places that corn is not bought and sold. New pressures 

have been introduced which today tend to create a cash market in com. 

There is a system of selling what amounts to c o m  futures, called "a 

tiempo.” The influence of the road is again noticeable because the 

principal operators of this sort of arrangement are truckers who will 

contract to buy corn for delivery after the harvest. This is, how

ever, a council of desperation since figures supplied by the Servicio 

suggest that the price offered is something like half of what could 

be obtained at the peak of the market. CONASUPO, a national agency, 

tends to stabilize the corn market, offering somewhat lower than the 

highest price and buying corn and selling it back at somewhat below 

the highest asking price. Many families sell corn at lower prices to 

purchase cash necessities and then must buy corn later at higher 

prices. The cash market in corn is a boon to the truckers and prob

ably to the larger, more prosperous farmers and storekeepers who can 

ride through the rise and fall of prices. But to the marginal farmer.
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the system is simply one more factor increasing the precariousness of 

farming.

In traditional Cheran, one factor which might appear super

ficially to be an alternative or supplement to agriculture is animal 

husbandry. The people of Cheran do have cattle and sheep as well as 

the pigs already discussed. Is this an important factor in the eco

nomic life of the community? One agriculturalist passing through the 

area thought that it was ideal country for dairying, but this is not 

an emphasis in Cheran animal husbandry. The Servicio has made an 

attempt in a "Heifer project" to encourage milk production, but with 

as yet, limited success. Cattle in Cheran are raised principally for 

oxen to pull the plows. Incidentally, these are really not "oxen" 

because animals are not generally castrated due to the frequency of 

loss through infection after the operation.

Cattle are generally slaughtered for meat only when they are 

old and useless or seriously ill and likely to die, so that meat pro

duction is a secondary consideration. As Beals has noted, cattle, 

and sheep as well, tend to be a kind of savings investment by pros

perous people and not a productive enterprise. Such men still provide 

the riding bulls used in Cheran festivities. Today the official 

registry suggests that no one owns more than four cattle and that 

there are not more than 200 in total. Fodder is not grown in Cheran 

so cattle are generally given purchased fodder brought in by truckers 

from Zamora only when they are working in the harvest.

The registry again shows that there are only eight or nine 

persons who raise sheep, and these are in herds of no more than 20
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animals and are the typical Spanish-derived morenos. They are raised 

for their wool which is sold primarily to the serape makers of 

Nahuatzen and are penned on land plots to gain the benefit of manure. 

Sheep are generally attended by a boy hired for the purpose while 

cattle roam freely. Attempts to improve the breed and the productivity 

of wool have been unsuccessful because the rams are not kept separated 

and the influence of stud animals is diluted.

The major economic significance of current livestock practices 

is essentially a negative one. The animals are not an important ele

ment of production and their unrestricted communal grazing prevents 

some kinds of agricultural enterprise. For most people, fencing is 

prohibitively expensive and, therefore, the livestock rule out the 

growing of alternate crops which do not mature at the time the farmed 

area is thrown open to grazing. The shooting of all animals in Cheran 

would make economic if not cultural sense as an alternative to fencing.

Faced with limited land and an expanding population, tradi

tional modes of subsistence farming are becoming rapidly unreliable 

and unsatisfying for an increasing number of persons. There are many 

other factors involved in the change of a community of this kind pro

viding opportunities for change or inducements to change, but in the 

land/population ratio lies an ultimate necessity for change. The con

tinued existence of such a community depends on a reduction in popula

tion either in terms of a stabilization of the birth/death ratio or by 

means of a pattern of migration (see, for example, Butterworth 1970). 

If this is not achieved then there are two other alternatives 

reflected in the policies of the change agents concerned



with Cheran. The first is change in patterns of agricultural exploita

tion so as to increase yields and productivity of the land. This is 

the entire focus of the Servicio Agropequario and a major concern of 

INI, expressed in alternate crops, such as potatoes, in pigs and in 

improved cultivation of the traditional com.

Regardless of the sophistication of cultivation, the potential 

of the land is ultimately finite. Very probably Cheran could today, 

using the most sophisticated methods, easily support itself and perhaps 

even sustain a continued population increase in a condition of some 

prosperity. This would almost certainly require concentration of the 

land into a few relatively large holdings to facilitate efficient 

exploitation, and require fewer persons to work it. This is a well- 

known pattern in many parts of the world suggesting that increases in 

productivity up to an economically viable level have a tendency to 

squeeze out rather than benefit the subsistence farmer.

The second alternative to population control, other than in

creasing agricultural productivity, is the development of new forms 

of economic enterprise not based on direct exploitation of the land. 

This is the direction that the INI programs move when they attempt to 

encourage furniture manufacture and the like, and is a tacit admission 

of the ultimate necessity for alternatives to agriculture. Such 

alternatives, however, involve far more change in traditional coimunity 

patterns than does a simple boosting of maize yields.
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Population and Migration

In spite of what was said earlier about the preferences of 

Cheran people in regard to medical help, it is fairly obvious that 

the growth of population is strongly correlated with improved health 

conditions. Personnel at the INI centro engaged in economic improve

ment work joked with the doctors that the doctors were the cause of 

all their troubles. This is very nearly true, as we have already 

suggested, in terms of pressures on the land. More medical aid of 

all kinds have become increasingly available and health conditions, 

in terms of such matters as water supply and the control of epidemic 

diseases, have continuously improved.

The growth of the Cheran population could, of course, be due 

to in-migration, but apparently it is not. The census figures are 

for the whole municipio so that some of these are presumably to be 

found in the tenencia of Tanaco. If one excludes teachers, nuns and 

the state-appointed tax collector, there can have been no more than a 

handful of non-locally b o m  persons in Cheran in I960. Figures of the 

latest census are not available as yet but informants agreed that there 

were very few persons from elsewhere resident in Cheran. Estimates 

were in the range of 20 to 30 such persons most, it was asserted, from 

nearby towns like Nahuatzen or Paracho. It was suggested and is prob

ably true that most of these, both men and women, are married to 

Cheran residents.

Between 19U0 and 1970 the population of Cheran has increased 

from 3,388 to 7,90U, an increment of h,5l6, or 133 percent1 The only
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available figures on birth and death ratios are those presented by 

Aguirre-Beltran covering the period 19U0-1950 (1952). For this time 

period, the average birth rate for Cheran is shown as 51.1 per 1000 

of population or 5.1 percent, while mortality per 1000 of population 

averages 21,9 or 2.2 percent. This yields an annual increment of 2.9 

percent. During this period, the birth rate remains relatively con

stant while the death rate shows an over-all tendency to decrease.

Between 191*0-1950, the natural increase thus predicted is 

exactly matched by the population figures of Cheran. As Aguirre- 

Beltran notes, this is surely not due to a complete absence of mobility 

in Cheran but does indicate that it is small and balanced (1952: 132). 

Paul Ehrlich in his The Population Bomb speaks of a doubling rate 

(1968: 26). For a population with a three percent annual increase 

rate, the population will double in 25 years. For Cheran this would 

mean that doubling would have taken place in 1965, which appears to 

be the case as best we can tell, given the ten-year intervals of the 

census. As noted, by 1970 it had more than doubled.

A breakdown of age groups is available from the I960 census, 

from which we have constructed a population pyramid (Fig. 5). The 

form shows a "young" population of the sort associated with high birth 

rate combined with low death rate. It can be seen that some U5 percent 
of the population was under 1$ years of age in i960. This sort of 

breakdown is generally taken to indicate that the population is likely 

to experience even more rapid expansion as this large group moves into 

child-bearing age. The pyramid shows no particularly great
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irregularities except perhaps the very slight apparent dropoff between 

the O-lt and E>-9 age groups, presumably indicating some small decline 

in birth rate.

This exploding population, typical of many of the developing 

nations of the world, constitutes as we have seen, the basic problem 

confronting the continued existence of Cheran as a stable enclave.

The figures fail to reflect any great amount of migration in either 

direction which conforms well to impressions presented by informants 

and other observers. This, however, does not deny considerable mo

bility but simply indicates that out-migration is rarely permanent in 

character.
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The "Otro Lado”

Seasonal migratory labor seems indeed to be a major response 

in Cheran to the problems represented by the population expansion. 

Beals observes at one point:

. . .  few persons appear to have emigrated to other parts 
of Mexico or to other Tarascan towns. Impressionistically, 
it would appear that a very considerable portion of the 
Cheran population has been in the United States. Probably 
very few families either have not been or do not have some 
fairly close relative who is or has been in this country 
(19U6: 98).

He also makes an observation or prediction that seems to me, in view

of the present evidence, startingly insightful:

If the Cheran population continues to increase to the point 
that land becomes scarce, it will be interesting to observe 
whether an emigration pattern again develops . . . .  There 
is no tendency as yet to develop primogeniture in farm 
holdings. Should farm holdings become so reduced in size 
as to be indivisible from the Cheran viewpoint, though, it
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is possible that some such pattern as that of the Irish 
peasant or the French Canadian might develop the more 
readily, in view of the already existing tradition of 
migration (Beals 19L6: 93).

Such a precondition has begun, as we have seen, to be manifest 

and as we are suggesting now, some such pattern of migratory labor 

activity is indeed developed and developing. We can agree with Beals 

that it is not possible to talk for any length of time in Cheran with

out discovering among the group persons with a few useful and occasion

ally startlingly obscene English phrases. At one point in my field 

experience, I felt that my attempts to obtain information about Cheran 

were being conducted very fairly because I spent almost as much time 

answering questions about the United States as I did asking them about 

Cheran. This interest was almost entirely in terms of work possibili

ties and wage scales in the United States, and the general attitude 

was reflected in remarks contrasting local possibilities with the 

riches to be had in the States. The United States is generally re

ferred to as the "otro lado" or the other side, evidently reflecting 

the problems involved in passing the border.

There is a long-standing pattern of bracero-labor in the 

United States and it continues today in spite of legal difficulties.

As with all other types of migration, it is only temporary, rarely 

resulting in permanent location outside of Cheran. One man lived in 

the States for 30 years but ultimately returned to Cheran to live and 

always regarded Cheran as his home. Informants estimated that since ' 

the war perhaps ten persons had gone to live in the States more or
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less permanently, a small enough figure given the volume of traffic, 

and one is forced to wonder whether these too will one day return.

There is in Cheran a man who acts as an agent for border re

cruiters and he is the source of much of the information about United 

States movements. His statements were confirmed by other informants 

as well. Approximately 100 men in Cheran have gone with seme regu

larity to the "otro lado" in recent years. About £0 go almost every 

year and another $0 go frequently. Of these, about have gone in 

recent years to the same large employer in the States through arrange

ments made by the local recruiter. He also estimates that at least 

half of the adult "jefes de familia" have been to the States at least 

once. This migration seems wide-ranging in that I was once called 

upon to translate a letter from a grower in the Pacific Northwest in

viting two young men to return and work for him.

Recently, the situation in the United States itself has changed 

drastically, reducing the number of bracerps allowed legally in the 

States. This may turn out in the long run to have some serious effect 

on the Cheran pattern, but this is not as yet evident. Some large 

number of those who go to the States now, and in the past as well, go 

rather informally so far as technicalities of border regulations are 

concerned. Men of Cheran spoke of "coyoteros" or agents who can be 

contacted at the border and who will arrange passage to the points of 

employment, regardless of difficulties, for suitable fees.

Obviously, we want to suggest that monies earned by this and 

other kinds of migratory labor are an important supplement to the
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economy of Cheran which allows it to continue in a condition of rela

tive prosperity in spite of the land/man problem. Indeed, we mean to 

suggest that it is only through this pattern of supplementation ccan- 

bin ed with new commercial enterprises that sustains the community in 

a stable, or relatively stable, equilibrium.

Treasure and Wealth

The men of Cheran talk much of work in the States and almost 

exclusively in terms of the money to be made. But when talk of wealth 

and prosperity is made, it is, as noted, in terms of men who have land. 

One principal informant denied that money from the States was a factor 

in the new prosperity, but insisted that the men spent it all on 

luxuries or fixing their homes. I know, however, of three cases of 

very prosperous men —  a storekeeper, a furniture maker, and a land- 

owner —  all of whom began their enterprises with money gotten in the 

States. There can be little question that there are many more cases 

where bracero labor has been an important factor.

The problem seems to be in Cheran that the attitude toward 

wealth and its source conforms, at least to some extent, to Foster’s 

image of "the limited good" as described for Tzintzuntzan (1967)•

Men of obvious prosperity directly deny its existence and always point 

to someone else, usually someone in a different line of endeavor, as 

the true wealthy man. There is no denial that there are wealthy men 

but they are never present in any group which is discussing the matter.

A reflection of this that Foster also describes is the exist

ence of "treasure tales" (196?). Two variants of this tale explaining
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the origin of wealth were told to me by three different informants.

The question is one apparently of directing the source of wealth into 

some miraculous and non-threatening direction. To this end, the basic 

tale told on two occasions is that during the revolution, the wealthy 

men of Cheran buried their gold in pots near Cheran, intending to 

return. Many, however, never returned and occasionally someone finds 

these treasures, hence wealth. A variant was told of two young men 

up in a tree picking cherries and observing a rich old many burying 

his pot of gold. They waited until he left and, descending the tree 

quickly, recovered the gold and they are now, of course, quite pros

perous. In this instance, the informants were speaking of two specific 

young men whom they agreed could be named. An informant in another 

town used such a tale of revolutionary gold to explain the existence 

of so many tractors in Cheran.

Still another aspect of these tales, which might as well be 

mentioned here, is a variant which emphasizes some apparent friction 

between the people who regard themselves as Tarascan and the Mestizos 

of the towns. Two different sources reported stories of a ragged old 

woman who, disdained by a tractor salesman in Zamora, promptly goes 

across the street to another dealer and pays cash on the spot with 

lumps of gold from her shoulder bag. In one variant it is gold and 

in the other money. In both cases, the source of the wealth is buried 

treasure and the thrust of the story is the discomfiture of the 

haughty Mestizo salesman. All variants of these tales were recounted 

by men of considerable sophistication; prosperous, Spanish-speaking,
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and much involved in affairs outside Cheran itself. This would suggest 

that such explanations are widely held among the general population.

Migration in Mexico

Although work in the United States is highly desirable and 

probably important in the economy of Cheran, migration for seasonal 

labor within the confines of Mexico is far more frequent, and ulti

mately a larger factor in supplementing the income of residents. The 

purposes and possibilities of this are pointed up by an observation 

made by the Servicio that men will farm "a medias" or work small pieces 

of land producing enough in this way to obtain the necessary com, and 

then spend time each year working in seasonal migratory labor to get 

necessary cash not produced on the land.

In this pattern of migratory labor, we deal again with an 

option or alternative which is heavily dependent on the existence of 

the paved highway and the rapid and inexpensive transport provided by 

the buses. There are two easily accessible areas near Cheran where 

commercial crops are grown on a scale sufficient to require large 

numbers of seasonal laborers.

The area around the large town of Zamora is one such center. 

There is considerable irrigated commercial agriculture here particu

larly calling for labor in June at the strawberry harvest. This area 

is only an hour away from Cheran on paved highway by bus. Very many 

persons from Cheran including school children go down to work during 

the harvests. The other major nearby area is the "tierra caliente" 

with such centers as Apatzingan and Nueva Italia, located to the
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southwest of Uruapan. Further away, this region can still be reached 

in less than a day on the bus, and there are a wide range of commercial 

crops grown here being harvested relatively continually July through 

September. In general, these harvest times coincide with periods of 

relatively low activity in the crops of Gheran itself.

No hard and fast figures can be provided about the number of 

persons who engage in this work. One informant thought that very 

many people went either to these areas or to the large commercial 

farms of the north around Sonora and Sinaloa. He suggested, in fact, 

that virtually all of the adult males went to one or another every 

year. The same informant, who was involved in arranging work in the 

States, estimated that there were upwards of 300-350 who went regu

larly to work in these areas of Mexico for some period every year.

It is unlikely that all of the heads of family do this every year but 

it would seem likely that, in any given year, a large number approach

ing a majority will undertake some such supplementary activity.

It seems clear that this amount of work provides economic 

stability to an otherwise unstable situation. Wages cannot be high 

considering that the posted rural minimum wage is only 20 pesos daily. 

In Gheran, at least, it is paid only by government agencies. Still, 

it would seem that sufficient wages can be made by periodic forays into 

the seasonal agricultural labor market to maintain minimum standards, 

even in the face of declining land availability. The man with insuffi

cient land can supplement his efforts with purchases of additional 

corn, and the man with no land at all can farm "a medias" and maintain
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his other needs through the wage labor pattern. Even those with 

"sufficient" land can acquire additional earnings to expand their 

holdings or to acquire the wide range of manufactured goods coming to 

be considered necessary in the life of Cheran,

In this pattern of internal migration, as in the migration to 

the States, there is little evidence of permanency. Informants knew 

of few people who had gone to live permanently in other areas. One, 

for example, estimated there were about 35 from Cheran living in 

Mexico City of whom about ten had gone fairly recently to work on the 

construction of the "Metro." An estimate was made of some 1$ who had 

gone to Guadalajara. One informant, himself planning to seek work in 

Mexico City, spoke of a few friends from Cheran who were already there.

The young man who planned with a friend to go to Mexico City 

spoke of the advantage of having friends there from Cheran who would 

help him. It is surely thoughts of the same kind which motivate the 

apparently inevitable return of the migrants to their home village.

One informant expressed this idea directly saying that here you have 

family and friends who will look out for you, while in Mexico, no one 

cares about you at all. Whatever other changes may be occurring in 

Cheran, the sense of security and solidarity attached to membership 

in the community is still strong enough to exert this influence.

Even a young man with a university degree has returned and built a 

house for himself and his parents.
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Puentes De Trabajo —  Further Alternatives

The presidente of the municipio, young, vigorous, and ulti

mately deposed by the people of Cheran, spoke on more than one occasion 

to the effect that the greatest need of the people of Cheran was 

"fuentes de trabajo" or further sources of work. As we have seen, 

this is a very accurate appraisal of the needs of the community met 

at least in part by the pattern of seasonal labor. There are, how

ever, other "fuentes" developing around the town itself which have 

great potential for a more enduring stable adjustment.

Merchants and Entrepreneurs

We have already discussed in the fourth chapter, in the context 

of decreasing isolation, the development of commercial enterprises 

focused on Cheran*s role as a market center. In particular, we have 

spoken at some length about the rather large number of tiendas for a 

town of this size. In the course of the commercial survey, the loca

tions of 196 separate enterprises was noted. A proportion of these 

are, of course, only supplementary to the principal livelihood of the 

persons involved which, as in the earlier period, is still cultivation. 

A great many of them are, however, the entire or at least primary 

means of support for the operators, even though they may own land as 

well. Even though only a few of these were investigated closely, the 

evidence seems clear as to the general pattern that these enterprises 

are coming to take up some of the "slack" in Cheran*s economic balance.

The largest number of commercial enterprises is represented 

by the retail stores described before —  the tiendas and clothing
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stores —  some 63 in number. It is impossible to suggest from the 

information at hand how many of these are the sole livelihood of fami

lies, or indeed, how many persons are supported by each. In all of 

the cases with which I am familiar of the larger stores (about ten), 

they are clearly the principal activity of the owner and his primary 

support. The counters are attended as a regular rule by the owner 

himself with the periodic substitution of other adult family members. 

In none of these cases am I aware of any regular employment of persons 

outside the family in store operation. In three of the largest stores, 

the families in question are extended —  in one case a daughter and 

her husband, in the others married sons live on the premises —  and 

assist with the operation.

It seems likely, though no quantitative data were obtained, 

that perhaps two-thirds or about UO of the retail enterprises are 

sufficiently large to serve at least potentially as a sufficient 

source of support for a typical Cheran family of five. All of them, 

if combined with some other activities such as land ownership or other 

enterprises (as in one case the operation of a bakery) should provide 

the basis of subsistence if not prosperity. Some of the smaller 

stores seem generally to be attended by women and, in these cases, 

presumably the male members of the family continue to cultivate land 

as their principal activity. It was suggested by informants, however, 

that store owners who have land generally let it out "a medias."

In addition to the stores, there are a great many other enter

prises providing partial or complete employment for persons in Cheran.



Most important, at least potentially, are the manufacturing 

concerns of various types and sizes. There are 15 shops devoted to 

the making of wooden items for the tourist trade —  maracas, tops, 

yo-yos, etc. There are five carpenter shops concerned primarily with 

furniture making largely on a custom-ordered basis; there are six 

shops for the making of brooms and brushes; and one each for serapes 

and fireworks.

The woodworking shops vary in size but the largest employ 

several men and the equipment is not as described by Beals for such 

work. The shops all use electrically driven power equipment and 

represent a considerable capital investment. Indeed, other than land, 

these shops must have the largest investment of any enterprise in 

Cheran, necessitating some source presumably of credit and a continuing 

connection with outside buyers and suppliers.

Manufacturing and retail stores may be the most economically 

important in long range terms, but most numerous are the service busi

nesses. Service, if directed to the people of Cheran itself, as most 

are, is describable as "taking in each others* laundry." They reflect 

the increased prosperity of the town and a changing orientation toward 

standards of living; they further act as a means of distributing wealth 

gained through outside dealings more widely in the community.

There are b3 separate categories of "commericiantes" in my 

survey and most are such service affairs. I will not list them all 

but they include 11 carnecerias, 12 molinas de nixtamal, 8 panaderias, 

barbershops, 6 restaurants or food stands, 10 pulquerias or cantinas,

197
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a billiard parlor and a movie. All of these provide, as in the other 

cases, partial or full employment for many persons in Cheran in areas 

other than subsistence farming.

In all of this commercial activity, there is some indication 

of the possible future direction of economic adaptation in Cheran.

At present, there is substantial evidence that a large number, if by 

no means a majority, of persons in Cheran are gaining their livelihood 

by such means. There is a necessity for such an emphasis if the com

munity is to survive and there are a number of factors which appear to 

be making this possible. We will consider this further in our final 

analysis where I hope that the pressures for change and the possibili

ties for change can be related to the actuality of change.



CHAPTER 7

THE OPENING COMMUNITY:

STRUCTURE AND STABILITY

Obviously, there exist forces for change in the community in 

the terms that we have discussed. But what of the theoretically 

stabilizing structure characteristic of the enclave? Such communities 

possess a structure designed to maintain an equilibrium in the face 

of such challenges, and there should, accordingly, be significant 

change in this area if indeed the community of Cheran is moving in new 

directions. In this section we will examine some of the major areas 

of local organization which do in fact seen to have undergone exten

sive and highly significant alteration.

The Civil/Religious Hierarchy

The cabildo, the coordinating body for the mayordomia system 

of Cheran ceased to operate, for reasons already cited, during the 

period of Beals1 investigation. It never recovered and has never 

functioned again in Cheran, although a limited cargo system has con

tinued to operate. Such a system ought to act to equalize economic 

accumulation and offer an inward focused system of prestige and status, 

but it appears that the tensions indicated by the elimination of the 

cabildo have had further effects in weakening the effectiveness of 

this regulatory mechanism.

199
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The people of Cheran are, of course. Catholic, with the excep

tion of the few Protestants and a handful of non-believers. There is 

a large church staffed by two priests, attached to which is the church 

school and its nuns. The only surviving local church office is that 

of sacristan, which is an official and formal position, not part of 

the traditional Folk Catholic pattern. Today, there is no kenji, 

cabildo or other formal Folk Catholic office.

The church continues to play an important part in the life of 

Cheran and church attendance, particularly on special fiesta days, is 

large. Usually there are more women, particularly older women, in 

evidence in the church. Most public celebrations have a religious 

theme even if, as we shall see, they are largely secular in observance 

and most life crisis events, marriages, baptisms, etc., are intri

cately linked with the church. Still, it would seem that in contrast 

to the central role played by the church in the closed corporate com

munity, the part played by religion has suffered a severe decline in 

Cheran.

As noted when Lumholtz came through in the 1890’s, the priests 

were trying to suppress the Folk Catholic practices of the people 

(1902). This is a theme today as well whenever any question of the 

decline of the mayordomia system is discussed in Cheran. There seems 

general agreement that there was once a richer, more elaborate cere

monial round and that its decline is largely to be attributed to the 

opposition of the priests. This, as noted, is generally coupled with 

some comment about the "selling of the saints" referring to corruption
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on the part of cabildo members and priests. The decline is surely 

more complex but this is the customary explanation.

Two themes seem to characterize the present position of the 

church in Cheran. The first is a pattern of non-involvement in affairs 

outside the religious realm and the other is a pattern of centralized 

control of church affairs in the hands of the priests. Around 196U, 

the incumbent priest was removed from the town by the opposition the 

people expressed to the bishop. This priest was accused of attemoting 

to sell the image of San Francisco, the patron saint, to another town 

intending to purchase a new image. While this is the cited immediate 

cause of opposition, this priest was deeply involved in the affairs of 

the town and is, for example, described as driving men out of the 

cantinas with his belt. There are some who remember him with approval 

and suggest there was less drinking and bad conduct during his tenure, 

but it seems that such forceful participation in Cheran life has given 

rise to the cautious approach of the present priests. Even this is 

not entirely successful, however, since some members of one political 

faction continually associate the church with conservative unprogres

sive forces in the town.

The clergy of Cheran can be contrasted with the priest of 

Tanaco, who turns up at most public gatherings, while those of Cheran 

are rarely seen outside their church. Indeed, the priest in Tanaco, 

a central moving figure in many public projects there and in complete 

contrast to the situation in Cheran, is spoken of as trying to revive 

traditional Folk Catholic celebrations in his community. There is no
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such indication in Cheran. In fact, the present priests have during
*

their tenure eliminated yet another religious observance —  that of 

Semana Santa which used to be held, as described by Beals, at the 

ruined Calvario. At least, its elimination was attributed to their 

opposition by informants. There is, as already noted, a widespread 

feeling that the priests are opposed to fiestas and, in particular, 

are referred to in regard to the decline in the appearance of tradi

tional masked dancers on several occasions.

There are two cofradias in existence in Cheran, both of them 

controlled closely by the church and both focused closely on church- 

centered activities. One of these, the Orden Tercera, is devoted to 

the patron saint San Francisco and is responsible for decorating the 

church on his feast day and providing the mass on that first day.

The masses on the other eight days are the responsibility of commis

sioners, in a system shortly to be discussed. The sacristan estimates 

a total membership of 200, both men and women, and both membership and 

office are subject to veto by the priest. Fonaal elected officers are 

president, secretary, and treasurer.

The other cofradia, apparently much less important, is the 

Carmelitanos. This is limited to women and has the duty of decorating 

the church and providing a mass on June Hi, but there is no longer a 

fiesta connected with this. They are less than 100 members and it 

possesses the same relationship to the priest and the same formal 

organization as the Orden Tercera.

Until recent years there was, in addition, a fairly elaborate 

organization, Accitfn Catolioa, which was essentially a church-centered



•political organization. This had age and sex subdivisions, but the 

only surviving section is the "Union Feminine Catolica Mexicano" and 

it is not especially active.

Fiestas, Cargueros and Comisionados

Beals reported the existence of some 12 mayordomias in Cheran 

and suggested that there may have been two or three more since no one 

seemed to know them all. Today there is a similar ignorance or re

luctance on the part of informants amounting, in some cases, to a 

denial that they exist at all. There still are mayordomias, but they 

seem to be known to and of interest to only a limited number of per

sons. Estimates varied, but it would appear that no more than 100 

persons today involve themselves regularly with the mayordomias.

There was agreement among informants on the continued observ

ance of the following:

San Anselmo
San Isidro
San Rafael
Santa Inez
Virgin de Las Nieves
El Nino
Santos Reyes

There was also the suggestion of three others: San Antonio, Santa

Cecilia and the Virgin de Guadalupe. The Sacristan, a principal in

formant in this matter, said that too few people were willing to take 

the Virgin de Guadalupe so that she now stays in the church. San 

Antonio apparently belongs privately to a single family and there is
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no outside observance. Santa Cecilia is honored by the musicians, 

whose patroness she is, by playing in the plaza on her day; there is 

no carguero.

Even in 19h0, the expense and elaborateness of the mayordondas 

varied considerably. Most informants today insist that no mayordomia 

involves the full expense of a fiesta. Relying on the sacristan, 

whose observations were concurred in by another principal informant, 

it would appear that only the mayordomias of El Nino and Santos Reyes 

require any important outlay at all. All of the others are limited 

to the care of the Saint for the year and a mass and set of new clothes 

on the Saint’s day of observance. The only informant to comment on 

the cost suggested that a mass required three hundred pesos.

The two major mayordomias both involve similar large expense.

El NiHo, in addition to the usual expense, involves the organization 

of a group of dancers, either Los Negritos or La Pastorela, apparently 

at the choice of the carguero. There are approximately 30 dancers and 

12 small girls, none of whom are paid but they are fed by the carguero 

for a period estimated at eight days. One informant spoke of re

quiring 1$ aneyas (approximately 100 liters) of com, plus meat, chiles 

and other foods. An estimate was made that the total cost might be 

3000 pesos.
Santo Reyes is similar except that there are approximately $0 

dancers plus the small girls. The dance on this occasion is invariable 

and is that of the Viejos. The cost was suggested to be about the same 
as for El Nitfo and for the same purposes of supporting and enter

taining the dancers.
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Discussion of those who took these cargos tended to yield 

varied results including, predictably, condemnation of those who took 

them by some politically progressive persons, who suggested that these 

people were hurting the town because whenever they had any money, they 

spent it on the saints rather than for the benefit of the community.

This attitude is certainly a far cry from the "community service" 

emphasis traditionally associated with mayordomias in Mexico. It is 

also somewhat unrealistic in view of the fact that only the above two 

have any real expense associated with them.

There appear to be, as noted, only about 100 persons who in

volve themselves in the taking of cargos. Some are apparently very 

enthusiastic and are reported to have taken the major cargos two or 

three times. The motivation of this remnant group cannot be fully 

known, but presumably resembles the usual pattern. Many persons are 

spoken of as having taken them as the result of "mandas,” vows taken 

on the occasion of the sickness of a family member or other crisis. 

There seemed some agreement that cargueros are generally "clase media." 

It was asserted that the poor took no cargos because they could not 

afford them, while the rich refused to take them because they had 

better things to do with their money.

The priest is entirely responsible for the assignment of the 

cargos and application must be made to him. He maintains a list and 

the cargos are assigned supposedly strictly on the order of precedence 

in applying. The system no longer has any order of required steps.

Any cargo can be taken at any time without regard to previous activity.
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Obviously, there is no religious hierarchy involved in the present sys

tem, and there is no connection between religious service and civil 

or secular office. Indeed, it would seem that the mayordomfas are 

very minor matters of interest only to a few persons and of little 

economic impact in terms of producing equalitarian leveling. They are 

not sufficiently costly or numerous or widespread to have this effect.

There exists yet another type of fiesta which has more impact 

on the individual pocket than the public celebrations and this is the 

wedding. Other types of life crisis observance, baptisms and the 

like, do not seem to involve very elaborate expense, but weddings are 

apparently quite costly. One such observed, that of the president’s 

nephew, involved fireworks, a band playing all day and most of the 

night, food for vast numbers of persons and a very great many bottles 

of Uruapan. I was not able to make close observation of the procedures 

because representatives of two of the major political factions in the 

town spent most of the evening attempting to demonstrate the perfidy 

of the other group.

The principal persons presiding over the celebration were the 

baptismal godparents of the groom, the padrino presiding over the dis

pensing of food and copas at the main table, and his wife, the madrina 

leading older women dancers in the courtyard and in the processions. 

While the wedding is costly, the expense is apparently shared rather 

widely among the groom's kin and compadres and does not fall entirely 

on his parents. One informant did suggest that there was some tend

ency for persons to go into debt as a result of giving too elaborate
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celebrations, but he felt that this was because most weddings occurred 

in the period immediately before the harvest when most people did not 

have much cash on hand.

The costs of a wedding may vary considerably, depending on the 

resources of the family involved, but probably represents the largest 

single obligatory and ceremonial expense facing the people of Cheran. 

Not many take the mayordomias but virtually all are involved with one 

or more weddings. This is certainly wealth consuming, but the focus 

is obviously not community betterment, but the prestige of a single 

family and its associated circle of kin and compadres. Far from being 

leveling in social terms, it is an expression of inequality in its 

variability and has presumably far greater impact on the poor than on 

the rich, further accentuating rather than eliminating differential 

accumulation.

Cheran does, however, have a round of fiestas of religious 

theme and these are elaborate enough to be quite costly. However, 

these are not, as in the traditional mayordomia system, matters of 

individual cargueros bearing the expense. Only a portion of the 

costs of two fiestas —  El NirSb and Santos Reyes —  are borne by in

dividual cargueros and all others are a matter of wide general public 

support through a system of "commisionados" appointed by the secular 

authorities.

As noted, there is no longer an elaborate observance of 

Semana Santa which had been, in the past, one of the larger celebra

tions. In the year that I studied Cheran, the nearest celebration
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with procession was in the town of Tirindaro. This was heavily at

tended by people from all over the region including a great many from 

Cheran. It seems that the priests have suppressed this celebration in 

Cheran and are, in general, opposed to the more elaborate customs of 

plays, processions and masked dancers. One informant reported that 

the church felt that the people did these things to amuse themselves 

and not to honor God.

In spite of the opposition of the church, the fiestas continue 

bur presumably because of this they are almost entirely secular 

affairs, spoken of as "profano." There are, however, no truly secular 

"national” occasions such as Cinco de Mayo which are celebrated with 

fiestas involving the entire community. There are observances such 

as that already noted for the "Dia de la Bandera," but they are limited 

to formal ritual without the elaborateness that characterizes the 

religious fiestas.

The major fiestas still observed in Cheran are the following: 

Corpus, Octava and the fiesta of the patron San Francisco. Observed, 

but on a lesser scale, are Carnavcfl, Padre Jesus (one day in Lent), 

and Santos Reyes and El Nino (with cargueros). San Francisco is the 

fiesta of the year, running for eight days, but this, unfortunately, 

took place prior to the time of field observation. I was also present 

over the Christmas period and so did not observe Santos Reyes or El 

NfKo. Fiestas occurring during my stay were Corpus, Octava, Camavsd,

and Padre Jesus
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Carnaval was characterized by processions through the barrios 

with a bull, with the various contingents meeting in the plaza where 

the bulls were chased about. This also included the activity, men

tioned by Beals, of the breaking of eggs filled with confetti in a 

general scene of merrymaking. Only at the celebration on February 18 

in honor of Padre Jesus was a castillo or fireworks display in evi

dence. Bulls were pursued in the plaza for Carnaval, but the tradi

tional pattern of bull riding was observed only on Octava, Corpus and,

I am told, on San Francisco’s day.

My interest, given the focus of this work, is not so much in 

the detailed patterns of fiesta observance but in their expense and 

the means of supporting this expense. It is perhaps as well, however, 

to indicate something of the character of the activities associated 

with the fiestas.

The bull riding observed during the Padre Jesus fiesta is much 

as described by Beals, except that the ring is now on the southeastern 

edge of town rather than adjacent to the central plaza. Its former 

location is taken up by one of those federally sponsored bath and wash 

houses seen all over rural Mexico. The one in Cheran is defunct and 

has been for some years • The bulls are provided on request by men who 

own them as a public service and are not so much ridden as they are 

annoyed. The whole thing has a distinctively tipsy air to it as 

drunken men attempt to ride the bulls and others attempt to pull their 

tails or catch them for the prospective riders. Periodically, people 
fall into the ring from the surrounding rail fence, occasioning much 

merriment if they come into contact with the bulls.



Octava is fundamentally a market occasion and included such 

modern features as a dance at the school featuring a group titled in 

English "The Sounds." Corpus, as Beals observed, is the most inter

esting of the fiestas in terms of unusual activity outside the normal 

bands, bulls and fireworks. During Corpus a mock market was held in 

which a great many miniature items were offered for sale. These were 

purchased largely by children with tiny pinches of salt acting as 

currency. There was a procession of the panaleros or honeygatherers 

as well.

The men in this procession have numerous beehives arranged on 

a pack frame which is further decorated with "Flores de Corpus" and 

stuffed animals of various kinds. They are accompanied by dancing 

women, and bottles of Uruapan circulate freely. These panaleros are 

simply young men who wish to participate, for no one gains his living 

exclusively by this trade.

In the market place, there was also an older man making tor

tillas but making them with muddy water, ashes, mud and flour. His 

product was always badly done and his "husband" continually abused 

him for this. The panaleros and women, having rid themselves of their 

pack frames, continued to dance in the plaza, the men in blackface 

(ashes) or smeared with flour, and the women abusing the men and joking 

with them. There was, all in all, an aura of topsy turvey about the 

proceedings with women addressing men as wife and (as with the old 

fellow) men pretending to take on women's roles. The market is a simi

lar burlesque of serious efforts. Foster describes a similar pattern
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of activity for Tzintzuntzan in his early study of that community 

(Foster 19U8).
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What Beals had to say about the fiestas in 19h0 remains true

as a summary of their character today:

• . . the fiestas are secular events with religious over
tones. All the major fiestas are conducted by the municipal 
authorities, rather than by the church. They are important 
commercial events in the town, especially the fiesta of the 
patron saint. They also provide a great deal of entertain
ment. In general, they offer occasions for making the major 
purchases of the year, showing hospitality, overdrinking, 
and for the excitement of large crowds and release from 
routine (Beals 19U6: 120).

In view of the ease of access to Cheran which we have noted,

I would tend to emphasize still more strongly the commercial character 

of the fiestas. The larger fiestas are advertised on the radio and 

attract persons from all over the region. An example of this was 

given earlier in the discussion of the Octava market and carnival.

Today, the management and planning of the fiestas is entirely 

in the hands of the president of the municipio, acting theoretically 

in consultation with the ayuntamiento. The president chooses a group 

of commissioners, five from each barrio, 20 in all. It is said that 

men are not chosen who do not have the time or otherwise are known to 

be unable to do the duty. Once chosen, however, it is obligatory to 

serve.

The commission determines what the expenses of the fiesta will 

be and divides them equally among the barrios, one barrio to provide 

the band, the next the castillo, the next the masses, etc. The sum 

for each barrio is collected in equal amounts from each "jefe de
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famllia" and, while it does not have the character of a tax in that 

it is asked for and not demanded, it is essentially obligatory to pay. 

The sum is not great even by Cheran standards, running from 5 to 15 

pesos depending on the elaborateness of the commissioner’s planning.

The commissioners themselves are obligated to feed the members 

of the bands and this is done in turn by the individuals involved 

using some of the collected funds. It was suggested, however, that 

the commissioners often find themselves out of pocket in this matter 

and are expected to assume the difference personally. My observation 

is that while the expenses are theoretically spread evenly, there are 

some exceptions. The collections are done evenly but in supplementary 

matters there is reliance on men of wealth. On two occasions, I saw 

commissioners get a sum of money as a sort of emergency allocation 

from one of the larger storekeepers, and one of the wealthy men in 

town supplied several bottles of Uruapan for the entertainment of the 

band. It is likely that this is a usual pattern.

Vhen bulls are to be ridden, there is a separate commission 

made up of unmarried men appointed in the same way and again numbering 

five from each barrio. These divide among themselves the preparation 

of the corral, the obtaining of the bulls and the toreros. The bulls 

themselves are "asked" from men who have them. Everyone knows who has 

good bulls and it is not really possible to refuse to lend them for 

the occasion.

It sometimes happens that a larger number of commissioners 

will be appointed for the fiesta of San Francisco. It was suggested
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that a separate commission of 20, selected as usual, would be formed 

for each phase of the celebration. Thus, a commission of 20 for the 

castillo, one for the masses, etc. This would make 80 commissioners 

plus the 20 for the bulls, for a grand total of 100 men sharing the 

responsibility for collecting necessary funds. If there is any real 

burden financially in performing a commissioner, it is certainly wide

spread.

The over-all effect of the fiesta cycle in economic rather 

than religious or cathartic terms is difficult to describe as the 

equaHtarian leveling mechanism of the classic closed corporate com

munity. The costs are spread so widely and are so small in each indi

vidual case, it is unlikely that they have any such impact. Certainly 

the rich are hit somewhat harder than most through the system of in

formal supplement to the expenses, but not by any means in sufficiently 

massive fashion as to retard their own affairs. Prestige is still to 

be gained by this activity but at small cost and in limited diffuse 

quantities.

As an economic whole the fiestas are costly, A good deal of 

money leaves Cheran on each occasion in pay for the bands, costs of 

the castillos, etc. The expense is, I suspect, more than counter

balanced by the profit. The fiestas are commercial occasions drawing 

many persons from the Sierra to Cheran to make purchases in the markets 

and obviously to patronize, while they are there, the stores and other 

facilities of Cheran. The town government charges fees for space in 

the markets as the most direct means of recovering the investment in
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the fiesta. Those who profit most from the commercial activity are, 

of course, the storekeepers who are also those most frequently asked 

for contributions beyond the norm so that their generosity is no more 

than enlightened self-interest.

The Political Community

There is no viable civil/religious hierarchy in Cheran today 

and the just-examined religious system is only a shadow of its former 

self in terms of a dominating role in the life of the community".

While there is no religious hierarchy worthy of the name, there is a 

complex political structure and one which is not significantly linked 

with church matters beyond the organization of the essentially secular 

fiestas. There is no system of passing back and forth from civil to 

sacred office and no requirement of a completed program of religious 

service as a qualification for important office. Indeed, the presi

dent during most of my stay was vigorously in opposition to the church 

and the cults of the saints.

Although there are differences, today Cheran resembles closely 

the standard and official structure of a Mexican municipio. It is 

linked with and to some extent determined and controlled by the 

national political structure. The units which make up the Cheran 

structure are those specified by the state and federal authorities, 

although the functions in detail and the elective procedures are not 

entirely what the legal model calls for.

Cheran is technically the "cabecera" of the municipio of 

Cheran. The municipio is no longer composed solely of Cheran but now



includes the tenencia of Tanaco whose arrival was discussed earlier 

in terms of land disputes. There are also two "rancherias" —  El 

Cosumo with a population of 118 and Cerezo with a population of 92. 

Cheran is the theoretical and actual, by preponderance of size, ad

ministrative center of this unit. Cheran itself is also a "Communidad 

Indigena" and possesses, by virtue of this status, another and to some 

extent separate and conflicting structure centering on a "Representante 

del Pueblo."

The formal structure of the town is diagrammed in Figure 6.

The basic governing body is the ayuntamiento, composed of the five 

principal elected officials and three "suplentes." Elections for 

these positions are held every three years, which is a departure from 

the one-year term of office described by Beals. Each man runs for a 

specific office rather than the men elected to the ayuntamiento de

ciding among themselves who is to hold which position. The president 

is elected as president and serves the full three years, reinforcing 

considerably the influence of that office.

The treasurer manages the financial affairs of the government. 

He is principally involved in the collection and recording of taxes. 

The total income from all sources in 1970, including taxes and fines, 

was $5,8$1 pesos and the total outgo, mostly for salaries and adminis

trative expenses, was U7,9h2 pesos. These taxes cover a wide range 

from tickets for space in the market to taxes on commercial operations 

and the registering of cattle sales. The taxes collected are those 

spelled out by the state government in periodic official publications.
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The secretary overlaps to some extent with the treasurer but 

essentially handles all record keeping other than financial. He 

handles all correspondence with the one typewriter owned by the govern

ment. An informant jokingly said that the secretary was the one who 

can read. The secretary tends, apparently, to be a rather permanent 

official not turned out at every election. He is also considerably 

older than the others.

The Judge, who has a separate office outside the presidencia, 

is, of course, responsible for the administration of justice. He is 

principally concerned with minor disputes and criminal activities.

He has his own secretary whom he appoints. Major disputes, however, 

tend to require more complex adjudication and involve other members 

of the ayuntamiento.

The Sindico is a sort of assistant president in most respects. 

He can act to resolve disputes as does the president. Judgment is 

shared by the president, Sindico and the Judge. People in Cheran are 

said to go to one or the other depending on where they feel they will 

get the most sympathetic hearing.

The president is the ultimate executive authority. Although 

in practice his authority is shared with other members of the ayunta

miento, he has the ultimate responsibility for all official acts. He 

oversees and administers the government, appoints officials and com

missions and is the principal figure in the resolution of any major • 

disputes. He is also the official representative of the community in 

its dealings with higher authority in the state and federal structures.
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The suplentes effectively have no duties and are only substi

tutes if needed. They are supposed to be consulted when major dis

cussions involve the decision of the whole ayuntamiento but this is 

rarely done.

There is a commandante of police and four policemen. These 

are appointed by the president. While they do serve actual police 

functions, such as keeping order during fiestas, they are primarily 

leg men for the ayuntamiento and, in practice, for the president.

They are armed, but only on special occasions like fiestas do they 

carry their rather antiquated mausers.

All commissions are named by the president, whether outright 

appointed by him or nominated for election. In general, commissions 

are appointed for fiestas, as noted, but apparently they occasionally 

may be created for other special purposes. These are always temporary. 

There are two permanent commissions where the members are elected 

after being nominated by the president. One of these, the Patronato 

de Agua Potable, is obviously responsible for the water system of the 

town and in particular for arranging to have water piped into indi

vidual homes. The other, the Bienes Materiales, is a kind of public 

works committee responsible for the streets and plaza. Both of these, 

once elected, continue to serve until there is public unhappiness 

with their work and a new election is called. They are, in fact, rela

tively independent organs, not entirely subordinated to the authority 

of the president.
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There is a president/secretary for the Ganaderia. This offi

cial is responsible for the registering of cattle sales and brands and 

the like. He is appointed by the president in consultation with the 

cattle owners and serves an indefinite term.

There is also a separately elected body associated with the 

Communidad Indigena, that is, the Representante del Pueblo, a secre

tary, treasurer and three vocales. In the past, these have been nomi

nated by the president and have functioned much like the permanent 

commission. The officials serve, for example, an indefinite term.

This body has primary responsibility for use of the common lands, 

which in practice means the woodlands. Anyone wishing to clear a 

portion of these lands must apply to this body and the same is true 

for woodcutting or resin collecting activities on the Gheran lands.

Presently, there is associated with the Representante a stand

ing commission, the Patronato de Secondaria, which is responsible for 

organizing the construction of the new secondary school. Its members 

were nominated not by the President but by the Representante. This 

commission is a reflection of the special role of the Representante 

in Gheran today and is a prime example of the conflicts between the 

President and this body.

The structure of the town government is straightforward and 

simple in its theoretical outline. The realities of political 

dynamics in terms of attaining office, the relationship between 

offices, and the nature of the decision-making process, are far more 

complex. They are in a state of change and are very probably not
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fully understood by most persons in Cheran itself. Toward the end of 

my study, this flux in the political structure expressed itself in an 

upheaval tantamount to revolution, involving the President fleeing 

the town under threat of violence.

Caciquismo and Consensus

A Tarascan cacicazgo has been described most effectively by 
Paul Friedrich (1957). Caciquismo is, in Friedrich’s terms, "a type 
of informal Hispano-American government operating to enforce the par
tially arbitrary control of an association of individuals under one
leader, the cacique . . (Friedrich 1957’ 23). Such political "per-

»

sonalism" has for long characterized oolitical activity in much of 

Mexico, in conjunction with and sometimes in opposition to more for

mally defined political processes.

Cheran has evidently been no exception to this general Mexican 

tendency and has had a cacique in effective dominance of political 

affairs for many years. It is very difficult to assert that this will 

no longer be true, but during my stay the cacique whose group had 

been dominant for 30 years was in complete disgrace and not present 

in the town.

For some 20 years the cacique held the office of Representante. 

It was subsequently held for another 12 years by his son who became 

cacique in his turn. These men were responsible for obtaining the 

current Ejido de Resineros (which we will shortly discuss) and their 

influence held until the present administration. The incumbent



president was put forward by the cacique and his downfall appears to 

have destroyed the power of the cacicazgo.

As noted, all important public officials are "elected," but 

the process of election reflects the influence of caciquismo and sub

sequent events suggest its limitations. Public meetings are cus

tomarily called in front of the presidencia when important issues are 

to be decided, particularly the selection of candidates for office.

The attendance, at least in this last year of crisis, was very large, 

including most of the citizens. The meetings are generally called by 

the President but, on at least one occasion, it was called by the 

Representante. This was announced, incidentally, by a printed hand

bill. In the past, it would appear that the candidate put forward 

by the cacique was invariably accepted by the meeting and this nomi

nation was tantamount to election. This was the case with the slate 

occupying office during my study.

Informal votes are taken at the meetings but the real thrust 

seems to be one of consensus arrived at by public discussion. Only 

15> to 20 people are reported to actively debate the merits of the 

candidate or the decision to be taken, presumably representing shades 

of opinion in the community. As in 19U0, the limitations of the 

cacique's power are clear in that no candidate who is clearly offen

sive to many persons in the town will even be offered for nomination. 

In this year of study, the cacique overstepped this limit by engineer

ing the election of a man distasteful to a large number of persons.
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He could do this, but in the doing, he destroyed his own authority as 

well as that of his candidate.

Once nominated, the slate of candidates is sent to the PEI 

officials in Morelia, the state capital. Only one slate is sent, 

which is invariably accepted. A H  candidates for local office are 

members of PHI although, as we shall see, there are some who associate 

themselves with the opposition party PAN. There is only one political 

organization of formal character in the town and that is the Comite/ 

Municipal de PEI. At the elections, the PEI candidates, both national 

and local, receive some 90 percent of the vote, again suggesting that 

the real selection process has taken place before the formality of 

voting. The votes are counted in Morelia, not in Cheran. It would 

appear from statements of some who are in opposition that many persons 

do not bother to vote at all, knowing the outcome in advance.

The Decline and Fall

The realities of political process and community structuring 

exist largely outside the formal political structure and process 

described. During the study, the existence of factions and the limits 

of power contained in the formal structure were most effectively illus

trated by disputes centering around the President and the Eepresen

tente.

Crucial to the understanding of the crisis that arose is the 

imbalance in power created by the funds derived from the Ejido de 

Eesina. Eesina collecting is a simple procedure involving only the 

rasping of grooves in the pines and the insertion of a ceramic cup.
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The Resinero returns every eight or ten days to empty the filled cups 

and to rasp the tree again. Productivity varies considerably depending 

on the number of trees exploited. This sort of activity has been 

practiced for some time in the Sierra but never on any large scale or 

by very many persons in Cheran, largely because the price paid by 

private companies is consistently low —  in recent years on the order 

of 35-70 centavos the kilo.

A few years ago, through the efforts of the Representante, a 

cooperative was formed to exploit the resin trees around Cheran. This 

was done under the encouragement of a program set up by the national 

Secretaria Forestal. Under this program, a collecting point was set 

up in Cheran where government buyers periodically collect the resin. 

The secretary of the ejido is also in charge of the collection station 

and keeps track of amount produced and sums owed. The government pays 

from 1 peso to 1.20 pesos a kilo in contrast to the lower sum offered 

by private companies. In general, each individual produces something 

over 100 kilos monthly, with compensation ranging then from 100 to 200 

pesos for five or six days work. This is on an individual basis and 

an important additional supplement to the economic stability of Cheran 

in the sense we were discussing as a further "fuente de trabajo." 

Obviously, no one doing this does it and nothing else. It is a 

supplement, not a full-time job.

The greatest significance, however, comes in an additional 

feature of the government program. For every ton of resin delivered 

by the Cheran ejido, the government pays into a fund in the Banco
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Agrario 135 pesos in the name of the community. This money is not for 

individual distribution to the members of the ejido but is intended as 

a fund for worthwhile projects for the benefit of all members of the 

"Communidad Indigene."

The production limit is set for each town by the government, 

and, in the case of Cheran, is 600 toneladas annually. This produces 

an annual fund of 81,000 pesos, considerably larger, it is to be noted, 

than the total tax and fine income of the municipal government. At 

the time of the study, there had not been a "distribution" or release 

of the money for three years so that Cheran had in its account some

thing on the order of a quarter-million pesos 1

The strain on the political fabric of Cheran comes in part 

from the problem of the handling of this money. The office of Repre- 

sentante in former years carried little weight or authority through 

its responsibility for the common lands. The only common lands, as 

noted, were relatively worthless "monte," of interest only to charcoal 

burners or a few resineros. Under the government’s program, however, 

responsibility for the disbursement of the Ejido funds and the assign

ment of "cuarteles" of trees is the prerogative of the Representante.

There were originally some 600 members signed up in the Ejido 

as active resineros and received assignments of from 300 to 2000 trees 
depending, in theory, on the size of their families. There are now 

said to be only some 300 remaining active and all the trees that are 

useful are assigned. Control over these allotments alone lends weight 

to the position of Representante, as does the power to spend the funds
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accumulated in the bank. Disbursement depends on the approval by the 

"comuneros" of Cheran of an "acta" requesting the release of monies 

for some good and sufficient purpose. This, of course, must also be 

passed on as a worthy project by the government officials which, in 

itself, is something of a problem.

The comuneros are the "jefes de familia" and a majority are 

required to sign any acta to release funds. In Cheran, unlike many 

other Mexican communities, the "comunidad" is limited to those b o m  

in the town or a small number who are married to those born in the 

town and, barring the school teachers and the like, it will be re

called from our population section that this includes virtually every

one.

The constituency, then, of the municipal government and the 

comunidad are completely overlapping if we expect the tenencia of 

Tanaco. While the Caciques of Cheran held the office of Represen- 

tan te for some 30 years and were responsible for arranging the Ejido, 

they lost control of this position. Four years before the year of the 

study, a man apparently associated with the Cacique took over but held 

the job for only three years. The present incumbent (who has only 

been in for one year), whatever his original affiliation, is clearly 

not a follower but is, indeed, the focus of opposition to the leader. 

He, or at least his position, seems to have served as a point for the 

organization of all those who opposed the long-standing regime.

The president (who had just been elected during the year of 

study) was, as noted, the nominee of the Cacique and, indeed, was his
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brother-in-law. He was a dealer in wooden curios who spent much time 

in the border towns selling these products and also owned one of the 

factories in the town that makes them. He was a relatively young man 

of forty. It is to be noted here that virtually all of the positions 

of influence and power in Gheran and in all the other Sierra communi

ties that I visited were held by younger Spanish-speaking men. The 

old pattern of a council of elders grown old in the service of the 

community seems to have disappeared entirely here. Some spoke of this 

as a matter of old men knowing only Gheran while the young knew and 

understood the outside as well.

Evidently, the president was opposed from the very beginning 

by some portion of the townspeople but might have weathered the storm 

had he proceeded differently in his administration. He was, after all, 

accepted so far as the election itself went and was deposed only after 

a large number of grievances had piled up, largely due to his apparent 

insensitivity to the feelings of the town or perhaps overconfidence in 

the strength of his position as the candidate of the traditional 

Cacique.

In the course of events, the president was accused of many 

things and, in turn, accused his opponents of an equal number. Curi

ously, the accusations on other than very specific and observable 

events tended to be the same no matter who was accusing whom. The 

president was said to be corrupt and stealing from the townspeople 

about whom he cared nothing. This was his characterization of his 

enemies as well. What was surely meant was that he was demanding
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"excessive" mordida since some form of that system must surely exist 

in a portion of a society like Mexico where it is so well ingrained. 

Judging by the rather obvious affluence of the incumbent, it would 

seem that, far from being a sacrifice in the name of public service, 

the job of president is a lucrative one with many perquisites.

There is a good deal of talk in Cheran abour progressive vs. 

conservative. The only problem is that both elements in the dispute 

claimed to be progressive. To be progressive seems to be to want to 

help the town in some way such as improving the water supply or build

ing more schools. To be progressive is to want to help the "people" 

in seme way to make their life better, as in the presidents’s ideas 

about "fuentes de trabajo." To be progressive is also to be associated 

with PRI and with the spectrum of political ideology, or at least 

jargon, of the institutionalized revolutions.

To be conservative is to be a scoundrel. The presidents 

associated his opposition with the label of conservative. They were, 

he saidj supporters of PAN and opponents of the revolution. There 

were not many of them, he said, and their basic composition was "rich 

men and their peons." These did not seek the betterment of the com

munity but sought only to line their pockets. They were also sup

porters of the church and rather than support the community good they 

spent their money on the saints. His opponents never accused him of 

supporting the saints or of association with PAN, but denied his 

interest in the community and insisted that he sought only his own 

good and that of his small group of supporters.



It seems particularly significant that there was no faction 

that actually claimed for itself the role of champion of tradition 

and the church. Everyone is, indeed, a progressive, at least in that 

sense. There was some element of truth in the president's claim for 

at least some of his opponents were very wealthy men and one, at 

least, was known to me as among the very small group of active PAN 

supporters•

Matters came to a head over a series of incidents mostly in

volving questions of order of priority in community needs. The real 

issue seemed ultimately to resolve itself into one of procedures and 

a failure on the part of the president to respect the wishes of some 

parts of the community. One such incident, and the one most talked 

about, concerned the repair of the presidencia.

The presidencia or town hall was in ruins and business was 

being conducted from a small house off the plaza which belonged, in

cidentally, to the president's uncle. The president sought to repair 

the town hall and a meeting was held to approve this. An opposition 

group wanted to first complete work on the secundaria before under

taking this project. The meeting did not approve of the work on the 

presidencia but the president, with a group of men, began it anyhow 

by completing the ruin of the building in taking down what remained 

of the roof. That is as far as work ever went for there were no funds 

for the reconstruction and the president began a campaign to get such 

funds from the money put aside for Cheran in the Ejido fund. This he 

was attempting to do largely through persuasion of government
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officials, apparently confident of his ability to push through an 

"acta" in the town.

Another project was the construction of a "filtro" or new 

water catchment in the hills above Cheran. The water supply of Gheran 

is indeed very unreliable and such a project was much needed. The 

president secured the advice of government engineers in setting the 

thing up and obtained material help from the INI center in the use of 

a dump truck and other tools. The work was done with "volunteers," 

mostly rather young men and they were paid in corn and beans. The 

president once harangued the town through his loudspeaker system on 

the fact that these men were indeed volunteers interested in the wel

fare of their town and that the corn and beans was only to help then 

out.

The objections raised to this project were entirely procedural 

since no one denied the need for the improvement in the water supply.

It was said that the president was doing all of this without consulting 

anyone. It was also said that he was too forceful in pushing it 

through and that he and his men would sometimes threaten people if 

they would not help on the project.

There was also a dispute over the cutting of wood by outsiders 

on Cheran lands, the ins and outs of which were never clear. On one 

occasion, I accompanied a group of the president’s men including the 

police, all heavily, if ineffectively, armed. We drove through sec

tions of woodland looking for woodcutters and found three groups who 

were apprehended. Though I was kept carefully away from the ensuing
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discussion, it would appear that some mutually satisfactory arrangement 

was made on the spot for the disposal of the wood. All of this ap

peared to be a jurisdictional dispute, for the president accused the 

Representante of selling the wood for his own profit. The president 

was accused of trying to do the same thing.

Additionally, there was a border dispute with Carapan in which 

the mediation of INI was sought with the government in Morelia and 

Mexico. The problem here seems to have been that the Representante 

and his group wanted all of the disputed land granted to Cheran while 

the president was, at least accused of, supporting dividing the land 

equally. This made the president a traitor in the eyes of many who 

wanted all or nothing, and he was accused of doing it for money.

The conclusion of all these disputes was increasing anger and 

friction in the town. The president was reported to have threatened 

some of the opposition with violence and they, in turn, to have 

threatened him. The end was a meeting called at which the president 

was deposed, the deposition coupled with at least the implication, if 

not the actual threat of violence. The president and several of his 

men fled the town in the night, going first to Uruapan and then on to 

Morelia and finally to Mexico City to seek government help in rein

stating the administration. In the interim, the people had another 

meeting at which a new president was elected, again, a fortyish man 

and in this case, the owner of a clothing store and a tienda.

Investigators were sent from Morelia and the case received 

some attention in "La Voz," the Morelia newspaper. The government was
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either persuaded of the justice of the changeover or more likely simply 

accepted it as a 11 fait accompli." Whatever the case, no attempt was 

made to interfere and the new president was allowed to retain his 

office with some substitutions among the other officials, but with 

most remaining in office. The president left for the border.

The new administration was celebrated by a day when a great 

many people of the town turned out to beautify the plaza and there was 

much talk of everybody now working together. Ironically, considerable 

work was done that day on cleaning up the Presidencia and one of the 

principal opposition members said that they were going to rebuild it 

as soon as they got done with the secundaria.

The projects of the ex-president were all, in fact, good pro

grams and ultimately approved of by the people in town. His offenses, 

if accusations of corruption are ignored, boil down to a failure to 

maintain a consensus or illusion of consensus. He failed to consult 

with enough people on enough occasions and he moved too quickly and 

roughly in face of opposition. Since he would not heed the warnings 

of gossip and disapproval of his methods, he forced his opposition to 

the last resort of force to stop him.

National Linkages

The events described above reflect, among other things, the 

linkages of the political structure of Cheran to the national and state 

structures. In Cheran there is one formal representative of the 

larger society and that is the "Receptor de Rentas" or state tax
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collector. This is not a terribly stable position since the last two 

incumbents were removed at the request of the people. Talking with 

the receptor revealed that this sort of thing is accepted as a matter 

of policy and that whenever the citizens of a particular community get 

too unhappy about the official, he is automatically moved on to another 

coironunity.

We have already had occasion to describe more important link

ages through INI and the school system and these were reflected in 

the political crisis. Both sides in the dispute sought aid and sup

port from INI in their maneuverings and one of the H I  higher offi

cials, a native of the Sierra, played a critical role in the movement 

that led to the ouster of the president (much, by the way, to the 

disapproval of the director who sought to remain uninvolved in the 

matter).

Throughout the crisis, parties outside the community itself 

were involved or at least their involvement was sought. In a sense, 

the whole affair was precipitated by the imbalance in traditional 

organization created by the Banco Agrario and Secretaria Forestal. 

Later the higher authorities were approached as a last resort by the 

defeated faction seeking to have their regime reimposed from the out

side by force if necessary. The fact that this attempt failed re

flects the wisdom of the higher authority, but does not negate their, 

at least potential, influence. There did not appear at any time to 

be a desire to keep the dispute within the community but indeed an 

eager seeking of support wherever it might lie.
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In many ways Cheran reflects political process in Mexico as a 

whole. There is a defined and orderly administrative system in 

Mexico just as there is in Cheran itself. As in Mexico, however, the 

people of Cheran, when they seek solutions to problems, do not neces

sarily or customarily go through the arranged channels. The general 

pattern seems to be the “delegation" approach. Whenever a decision 

of Importance is to be made, a group of leaders and spokesman from 

Cheran (and often other involved communities) go off to see the Gover

nor of the state for resolution. They have in the past done the same 

with the President of Mexico as well. This is presumably a reflection 

of the continued adherence to "personalismo” in Mexican politics, or 

at least a continued belief in its importance by the people of Cheran.

There is presently a potentially important political movement 

in embryonic form developing in the municipio of Cheran, which reflects 

the approach to politics described and the close connection seen by 

the people of the Sierra with the rest of Mexico. In the tenencia of 

Tanaco, there is a man spoken of often by the people in Cheran as a 

"leader" but a leader in the whole Sierra for the Tarascan communities. 

He is frequently in evidence at public gatherings in many communities 

including Cheran.

This man holds no formal office other than an unpaid associ

ation with the CNC but spends much time traveling and speaking through

out the region on behalf of the Tarascan communities. His idea is to 

organize the governments of the communities into some form of effective 

association that will have influence with the national government.
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On one occasion, for example, when a land dispute between two communi

ties had escalated to shooting and federal troops becoming involved in 

further levels of violence, he was able to organize a delegation of 

several town governments to visit the president of Mexico, It is his 

desire to formalize such cooperation into an effective political block 

to seek more aid for the communities of the Sierra, In this effort, 

he seeks, as does any rational politician in Mexico, not to challenge 

PRI but to become included in the roster of power blocks that make up 

that organization.



CHAPTER 8

A PATTERN OF ADAPTATION

Cheran obviously has changed to no small extent since it was 

investigated in 191*0 by Beals. Although we have, periodically, in our 

description of this pattern of change, made some observations as to 

its directions and meanings, I want in this chapter to draw together 

the implications in terms of their significance for an understanding 

of cultural change. Our perspective, avowedly evolutionary, requires 

that the pattern of change be regarded as a pattern of adaptation on 

the part of a definable type of social organism to a describable set 

of environmental conditions.

We began by setting forth a model of a type of social unit —  

the closed corporate community —  that seems in the past to have been 

extraordinarily widespread in Mexico. The form and the essentially 

isolating, defensive character of this social type has been thoroughly 

explicated by Wolf (1967b). How, and more importantly, why such a 

community arose in Mexico is best treated, as we have seen, by Spicer 

as the result of a process of "cultural enclavement" (1966b). The en

clave is clearly a result of certain special pressures and opportunities 

arising from the conditions of conquest, and the initial accommodations 

of Spaniard and Mexican, as discussed in our earlier chapters.

The enclave was an appropriate response or social adaptation 

to these early circumstances in the evolution of Mexican society.
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As we have already noted, however, almost from the moment of its appear

ance, this kind of community begins in.many places to fail to maintain 

its autonomous and defensively stable adaptation so that today such 

communities exist only in special circumstances describable in terms 

of Aguirre-Beltran’s Regiones de Refugio (1967).

The viability or lack of it of the enclave has inevitably been 

a function of the shifting character of its contact with the larger 

society, in whose context, it attempts to maintain its independence. 

Originally tolerated and even encouraged during the period of their ini

tial formation, the majority of the enclaves have been disrupted by 

structures in the larger society hostile to their existence. The prin

cipal mechanism of disruption has historically been the hacienda system 

with its need for larger and larger areas of land and the dependency 

of a labor force. By usurpation of the enclave’s land base and the 

consequent limiting of its personnel to the hacienda’s own Spanish- 

dominated structures, the independence and integrity of the enclaves 

are everywhere broached. The detailed process and its consequences, 

among which is very probably to be reckoned the Mexican revolution, 

is described in revealing fashion for the state of Morelos in Womack’s 

superb history of Zapata and the agrarian revolution (Womack 1969).

The enclave, oriented toward subsistence farming, has inevitably 

crumbled under the long-standing tendency in Mexico to latifundio, not 

entirely checked by the revolution.

But, very obviously, this process has not taken place in the 

isolated regions of refuge. In these areas, for a number of separate
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causes, the land has remained in the hands of the enclaved communities 

or at least sufficient land to maintain their basic integrity. The 

Tarascan Sierra, as we earlier discussed at length, is just such a 

region whose location and resources were insufficiently attractive to 

draw down on the enclaves the devastating contacts of the kind de

scribed by Womack.

The climate of social reality in which the enclaves exist has 

changed radically since the revolution and the constitution of 1917, 

at least in theory, and in substantial fact since the administration 

of Lazaro Cardenas. Cardenas, who is still spoken of in Cheran as 

"Tata Cardenas," once again represents a disposition of the greater 

society, as represented by the ruling party, not only to tolerate but 

also to encourage the "Indian" communities. Under the Ejido program, 

land has been restored to many communities and the rights to land, 

like those of Cheran, protected. The resinero program described 

earlier is a clear-cut example of the efforts of the government to 

encourage the existence and development of the enclaves.

The key to the new orientation is, however, development. The 

national cult of "Indigenismo" emphasizes the positive aspects of 

things "Indian," but there is no commitment on the part of anyone to 

retaining the traditional communities intact in their poverty and 

disease. Efforts of development agencies like INI seek to "improve" 

and therefore inevitably to change the life styles of the remaining 

enclaves. The orientation is kindly and well-meaning and certainly 

self-conscious in its efforts to protect and preserve an Indian
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tradition but, for all of that, it directly focuses on change. The 

well-being of the communities is principally sought through the mecha

nism of "integration" into the economic and social life of the nation. 

This is, of course, as inimical to the continuation of the enclave as 

the hacienda system, although less destructive and rapacious.

Cheran represents a community that has survived in essentially 

an enclaved condition through the earlier periods of destruction and 

integration. Although the early history is clouded and not well- 

documented, it seems that no great challenge in the form of haciendas 

or other such mechanisms has ever been brought to bear on Cheran. Its 

survival throughout this period is largely attributable to its isolated 

location of difficult access and remoteness from any large population 

centers. Equally important, as we have discussed, is the lack of 

desirable resources suitable for the extensive exploitation of hacienda 

and mine.

Our analysis of Beal’s monograph on his 19h0 study suggests 

that Cheran was something very nearly approaching a closed corporate 

community. Given the clear evidence for a recent upset in a civil/ 

religious hierarchy, it seems exceedingly likely that Cheran had at 

some point immediately prior to the study been a still closer 

approximation of the model. This view is buttressed by the few 

historical glimpses provided, such as that of Lumholts, suggesting a 

conservative community devoted to the cult of the saints (Lumholtz 

1902).
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The question, hopefully addressed in our preceding chapters, 

is the extent of change in Cheran since 191:0 in the face of new 

national orientations and as a consequence of the road and other fac

tors. Cheran is not what it was, but is it any the less an "Indian" 

community or has it ceased to be an "enclaved" community? One means 

of making such a judgment is suggested in a comparison with other 

nearby communities in terms of "national integration."

Quantification of National Integration

A work we cited earlier by Moone, Tarascan Development:

National Integration in Western Mexico (1969) makes an attempt to 

discuss the character and extent of integration for a sample of 

Tarascan and Mestizo communities clustered around Lake Patzcuaro,

One of the techniques used was the ordering of a sample of 22 communi

ties by means of Guttman scaling. Although criteria used in the con

struction of indices for relative rank ordering of the communities 

were designed specifically for the lake region sample, it is instruc

tive to roughly place Cheran in the sequence.

Moone*s work in scaling takes off from two earlier efforts of 

considerably greater simplicity as to criteria employed. These surveys, 

one a field review of 2k Mexican communities (Young and Young I960) 

and the other a comparison of Sh Latin American communities ethnogra- 

phicaUy described (Young and Fujimoto 1965) are recorded by Moone for 

comparison with her own scales (1969: 21:8-252). There are 15 items on 

the first of these, and li: in the second, while Moone*s own set of 

four scales includes 91 separate items. I will not reproduce the



indices here (referring the interested reader to the sources) and will 

only indicate briefly the character of the criteria.

The Young and Young scale includes such relatively simplistic 

items as presence of a church, a school, electricity, a telephone, 

etc. Cheran meets all of the criteria of the scale but one, in that 

it lacks a railroad station. Placing it in Moone1s sequence on this 

basis, Cheran would rank second in the series just behind Patzcuaro. 

Cheran is exactly equivalent to Quiroga, second in Moone*s series, but 

if we add, as does Moone, the criteria of size, then Cheran (larger 

than Quiroga) ranks ahead of it.

The Young and Fujimoto scale has a slightly different emphasis. 

It includes such items as the presence'of a cantina, a bakery, a barber 

shop, a pool hall, a movie theater, an inn, etc. Cheran has all of 

the criteria in this series and, therefore, ranks second again, just 

behind Patzcuaro and just ahead of Quiroga.

Moone has four separate scales to consider economic linkages, 

infrastructural linkages, social structural linkages, and value con

sistency indicators. The first three are combined to provide an 

over-all ranking which is matched for analysis against the separate 

scale for value consistency.

Economic Linkage

Two of the 20 criteria cannot be assessed since they are fac

tors of relative position specific to the sample communities. All 

other criteria, including such factors as presence of a regional 

market, sale of national goods in six or more stores, scheduled motor
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transport, wholesale distributorship, etc., are met with one important 

exception —  item 18, "The community has a primary economic dependency 

on its commercial establishments . . . "  (Moone 1969: 208). Cheran, as 

we have seen, is moving in that direction but its economic base remains 

its land. A rough ranking, then, would show Cheran below Quiroga in 

degree of economic linkage and just ahead of Erongaricuaro, the second 

and third ranking communities respectively in Moone*s series.

Infrastructural Linkages

This includes such items as piped water in two or more houses, 

electricity, a prefabricated school building, surfaced road, post 

office, and the like. Cheran meets all of the criteria except the 

last which is the presence of formal branch banks. This would place 

it second in Moone*s series, ahead of Quiroga on the basis of size.

Social Structural Linkages

This includes such criteria as a resident doctor, an active 

development agent, active credit users, school improvement association, 

active Ejido committee, and the like. Cheran lacks an active Catholic 

association (Accion Catholica) and lacks as well a non-church voluntary 

association such as the Rotary or Lions. Ranking is somewhat difficult 

since both Quiroga and Erongaricuaro lack, two criteria, but using 

the criteria of size, Cheran would probably be best placed third after 
Quiroga.
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Value Consistency

This includes such criteria as national style of dress, cele

bration of two or more national holidays, 90 percent use of Spanish 

exclusively, characterized as progressive by outsiders, and the like. 

Cheran does not rank high in this scale. It has not recently received 

a donation of Ejido land, it is not generally regarded as progressive, 

it is unlikely that 90 percent speak Spanish exclusively in the home, 

and the local government has not been notably successful in its 

development projects (as witness the political upheaval described). 

Ranking in the Patzcuaro region series would drop Cheran to a position 

of seventh behind a number of much smaller communities. This, how

ever, still leaves Cheran within that sector of communities that 

Moone characterizes as nationalized as opposed to traditional.

I do not propose here to extensively evaluate the legitimacy 

of the use of quantitative survey measures, such as those described, 

but only to crudely indicate the position that Cheran would hold in 

such a system of analysis. It is clear that, in the scales mentioned, 

Cheran would rank rather toward the top as a nationalized or inte

grated community. Some aspects of this are, however, rather deceptive 

due to the presence of the INI center in the town. The center, for 

example, has a number of Cheran residents as employees, thus meeting 

a criterion on Moone*s scale. It has arranged for bank credit for 

local cooperative groups formed under its impetus, thus establishing 

two more criteria. The existence of the center is obviously a special 

circumstance and an important factor in nationalization.
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Unlike the communities which rank with it on Moone's scale, 

Cheran is not a "mestizo" community. That is, most people regard 

themselves as Tarascans and most still can and do speak the Tarascan 

language. • It is regarded by outsiders as an "Indian" community and 

still has a reputation for conservatism. This reputation is, I think, 

largely a product of the past and is not presently based on an accurate 

judgment. Still, it is fair to say that economic and social linkage 

seem in Cheran to have run far ahead of the kinds of things that Moone 

counts toward value consistency with national standards.

Quiroga, the community most comparable to Cheran in size and 

general position on the scale of nationalization, is in fact a very 

different sort of town. Cheran remains heavily involved in agricul

ture despite its recent moves toward a role as market and manufacturing 

center. Quiroga is located directly on the main Guadalajara-Mexico 

highway at the turnoff for the important tourist center of Patzcuaro. 

Its main street along that highway is lined with tourist shops and it 

is obvious that it has a heavy orientation to that trade, much like 

the town of Paracho near Cheran. It has long been a mestizo town and 

was so described by Brand in his study some years ago (1951)•

Part or Whole?

The suggestion was earlier made that a closed corporate com

munity, in ideal form, is difficult to distinguish from an independent 

society. One useful and well-known treatment of the nature of a 

society is, of course, the system of "structural-functional prerequi

sites" defined by Aberle and others (1950). This set of criteria was
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used by Shepards on and Hammond (I961i) in an examination of a Navaho 
community on Navaho Mountain with an eye to addressing, as their title 

suggests, "Change and Persistence." The extent to which a community 

maintains structures within its own fabric which satisfy the functional 

requisites is obviously a measure of the autonomy and cultural isola

tion of the unit so considered. Nationalization, as indicated in the 

quantitative measures above, would imply, that many of the functions 

are met through outside-linked institutions.

A number of authors have addressed the problem of what a 

society must accomplish in order to maintain itself, and provided 

lists of the requisites and the structures that exist to achieve them. 

Aberle, as cited, has nine, while Marion Levy postulates ten and 

Bennett and Tumin suggest six such requisites (Aberle and others 1950; 

Levy 1952; Bennett and Tumin 196U). As with the quantitative survey 

measures, we do not seek to explore in depth the ins and outs of this 

procedure but simply to indicate what light is shed on the problem of 

the adaptations of Cheran if the method is employed. For this limited 

purpose, we will make use of a generalized scheme of only four func

tional requisites for which, structures, internal or external, must 

make provision: Economic Allocation, Enculturation, Authority Allo

cation and Solidarity, The purpose is not to describe exhaustively 

the means of accomplishment for these but only to indicate whether 

there is substantial dependency on extra-community structures.
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Economic Allocation

• This fundamentally is the business of wrenching a living from 

the environment and assuring that it is distributed in some way so as 

to sustain the membership. For the closed corporate community this 

should principally involve some pattern of subsistence-oriented maize 

cultivation. The community should, in the absence of the greater 

society, be little altered. Guiteras-Holmes, speaking of a Tzotzil 

village studied, suggested that in the event of the collapse of the 

national society, the only real problem for the villagers in main

taining their subsistence would be the absence of the "machete" (1961: 

37).
In Cheran, a severing of connections would mean a drop in 

population through disease, starvation and migration. It would also 

entail a radical alteration in almost all of the consumption patterns 

associated with the Cheran life style. With the greatly increased 

population and stable land base, a great many persons in Cheran, and 

therefore the total economy, depend on linkages with the regional and 

national market. All of those who manufacture products for that mar

ket and all of those who sell the products produced in that market 

depend on it as much as they do the internal structure. The important 

migratory labor would collapse and with it the precarious adjustment 

of the landless. The material goods not produced locally and on which 

the community depends, are far more extensive than the single item —  

the machete.
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Cheran grows primarily corn, but it consumes chiles, beans, 

oranges, fish and other items from the outside. Its shops (whose 

market would collapse in any case) depend on electricity to run the 

machines and obviously on parts and new machines over time. Tractors, 

concrete pipe (for the water system), trucks, beer, Uruapan (the local 

tipple), shirts and trousers, books, movies, magazines, radios, tele

vision, medicines, religious pictures and statuary, rifles, molinas de 

nixtamal, cement, tiles, nails, ribbons, rebozos, all this and much 

more comes from outside of Cheran itself, Cheran could retreat to a 

subsistence level economy again at the cost of much,of its population 

but virtually every aspect of its life style would be drastically 

altered if it ceased to participate in the national economy. Without 

recapitulating the details of Cheran*s current linkages, it is clear 

that it is by no means independent and self-sustaining in the area of 

economic allocation (see Chapters U and 6).

Enculturation

This very broad area includes the recruitment of personnel, 

their placement in necessary status roles, and the process by which 

the appropriate role behaviors are learned. Cheran is basically bio

logically self-sustaining in that there is little in-migration except 

for the importation of certain important specialists such as the 

school teachers. These self-same teachers and the school system which 

they operate under national guidelines constitute the most important 

long-term breach in the self-sufficient enculturation system.
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The primary skills associated with maize cultivation and the 

old pattern of subsistence and community service were in the past 

entirely an internal matter. Now, however, virtually all children go 

to school where the aim is most certainly not to reliably fill the 

traditional roles. Hand in hand with this goes the impact of the 

media, particularly radio and television and to a lesser extent printed 

matter, all parts of the enculturation process and all oriented toward 

national, not local, status role behaviors. Kin and peer groups still 

have an obvious and important part to play but they are cross-cut and 

often opposed by the externally linked mechanism (see Chapter 5>).

Authority Allocation

This is primarily a matter of the maintenance of social order 

through the arrangement of statuses in relation to one another.

Matters of ensuring proper behavior through sanctions and the exercise 

of power are involved in structuring the social unit. Important 

linkages exist here as elsewhere through the operation of the nation

ally influenced enculturative process. A leader is no longer an elder 

grown old in the service of the saints but a young "progressive" man 

who understands the outside world. Respect and dependency still exist 

between kin and compadres, but in very many cases, a patron/client 

relationship is more important as a result of economic changes ex

ternally determined.

The formal political structure is at least limited, if not 

controlled, by outside linkages. Although Cheran still chooses its 

own officials, there is a necessity to stay within externally
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determined bounds. The success of these officials depends as much on 

their ability to manipulate the external world as it does the internal. 

Decisions made externally greatly influence Cheran as demonstrated in 

the complete political upheaval brought about principally through the 

imbalance in power created by the government-inspired resinero pro

gram. . Traditional sanctions continue to operate but, as with the de

posed president, the outside is sought as the court of last resort and 

economic dependency on outside sources weakens the necessity to"stand 

well in community opinion (see Chapter 7).

Solidarity

This is the area of shared values, adherence to the character 

of the unit, and motivation to perform the appropriate roles. Like 

authority allocation, this is obviously dependent on proper functioning 

of the enculturation system and inasmuch as that is breached, then so 

is solidarity. In this area, Cheran retains considerable sense of 

common identity but increasingly fewer mechanisms for its maintenance. 

The enculturative focus of the school system and national media is in 

terms of inculcating national values and adherence to the charter of 

the national society and not to the special features of the enclave.

The young, in particular, exposed for a longer and more criti

cal period of their lives, increasingly reflect, not a local orienta

tion, but one appropriate to the larger society. Although there are 

as yet few permanent migrants, attitudes expressed by the young would 

indicate a probable upswing in this direction. The older citizens 

think of wealth in terms of land while the young seek good jobs and
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this reflects a very different set of values and motivations, which 

has potentially great significance for the future of Gheran.

Cheran, this brief examination would suggest, is clearly not 

a wholly self-contained social unit. It is not a society but a part- 

society inextricably dependent on a larger whole for the satisfaction 

of many of the fundamental functions that maintain its existence. The 

primary and most fundamental breach in its autonomy is its economic 

dependency whose effects are amplified and accelerated by the encul- 

turative activities of institutions of the greater society. We shall 

shortly amplify this perspective in our treatment of the factors which 

appear to have been responsible for the changes in the fabric of 

Cheran.

Folk-Urban?

Another measure or scale against which the condition of inte

gration of Cheran can be tested is that suggested by Redfield in the 

concept of the Folk-Urban continuum (Redfield 19lil). This system for 

the characterization of communities is essentially bi-polar but does 

in theory, not in practice, allow for the arrangement of communities 

along some scale.

Redfield set forth several variations of his basic description 

of the concept but for our present purposes we will use the caosuliza- 

tion provided by Julian Steward in his attempt to deal with the folk 

society as a level of sociocultural integration (Steward 195#)• Fol

lowing Redfield he says "Folk societies are small, isolated, close- 

knit, homogeneous, patterned around kinship relations, oriented toward
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implicit goals and values, and pervaded by general supernaturalism 

. • . • Subjected to urbanization, the folk society is secularized, 

individualized and disorganized” (Steward 1955! 53)•

Obviously the folk society closely resembles the closed cor

porate community and under contact, which is what is implied by 

"urbanization” it moves toward a new integration. Gheran is not small 

by any means nor is it significantly isolated. The other defining 

criteria have all to some extent been affected by change. Gheran is 

still close-knit to the extent that it implies some pattern of common 

identity but given the tendency to stratification, it is no longer 

homogeneous. The orientation toward implicit goals and values pre

sumably normally exemplified in the carguero system is much changed 

in the direction of secularization. Kinship relations are still im

portant but are not now the means of organizing relationships. General 

supernaturalism or an emphasis on the "sacred” has again much declined 

with the carguero system.

Gheran fails, because of factors we have examined,to fall into 

a pattern that could be called "disorganized" but it is surely advanced 

in the direction of secularization and to a lesser extent toward indi

vidualization. An error is made in the insistence on "disorganization” 

since it seems obvious that old forms are superseded but they are re

placed by new outwardly focused substitutes. Individuals are not so 

closely linked to their kin units as before, but new units of higher 

levels take their place and "individualization" has meaning only by 

contrast with the kin condition.
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Cheran obviously lies somewhere near the "urban" end of the 

scale but since there is no apparent means of quantifying the measures 

little more can be said. The scale, inasmuch as it subsumes both a 

condition and a process, is fundamentally unscalable.

The Closed Corporate Community

The basic model that has been addressed throughout this work 

is, of course, the closed corporate community and the "goodness of 

fit" of that model to the community of Cheran. Cheran was not quite 

a closed corporate community in 19U0 and our treatment so far suggests 

strongly that it fits that model even less closely than in the past.

A brief examination of the basic characteristics of the community as 

was done in Chapter 3 will emphasize this change.

If isolation is to be regarded as a basic attribute of the 

enclave, then Cheran no longer fits the model. Its geographical posi

tion has obviously not altered since 19b0, but the high speed, modern 

highway that passes through the town has altered its accessibility to 

larger centers of population and their influences, Cheran is not only 

physically less isolated but, as a consequence of its accessibility, 

it is (as we have noted in our foregoing analysis) structurally less 

isolated to the point of dependency in many areas on the larger society. 

This decline of isolation (pointed out in Chapter U) constitutes a 

major factor in the pattern of adaptation that has altered the basic 

fabric of Cheran,

Just as Cheran is not closed, its corporateness is also Ques

tionable, Land, always privately owned, seems likely to be concentrated
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into fewer and fewer hands and the use of the land is shifting away 

from traditional patterns. There is still a common pattern dictated 

by the high-low field rotation system, but if crops other than maize 

are planted and fencing is undertaken, as seems likely, then this 

aspect of corporate control will decline. Land, still the basic re

source, is also declining in its importance in favor of a number of 

commercial enterprises which are entirely outside the pattern of com

munity control. Involvement and dependency on the larger society 

implied in such enterprises also places decision-making power in 

economic areas outside the corporate community, thus making of the 

entrepreneur something of a free agent.

Cheran is no longer a society of equals content with the 

"rewards of shared poverty." No one insists "that we are all equal 

here” and the existence of rich and poor is clear-cut. One even finds 

discussion of classes as in references to the acceptance of cargos by 

the "clase media.” One man was spoken of as being worth a quarter of 

a million pesos while one old man subsists on what he can beg in the 

plaza. There are two-story mestizo style houses with plumbing and 

tiles in contrast to veritable shacks. There are men with trucks and 

tractors and men with only burros. There are, as the president in

sisted, "rich men" who own land and their "peones" who own none. There 

is, in fact, a considerable degree of "differential access to the basic 

resources that sustain life" and, therefore, a stratified society in 

the strict sense (Fried 1967).
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Such stratification indicates the existence of surplus pro

duction beyond the subsistence level and that indeed is present in 

Gheran. The manufacturing enterprises, marketing and commercial under

takings, and the larger land owners all produce beyond the level of 

"bare" subsistence. A television set or a tractor is hardly evidence 

of a subsistence orientation. There is surplus and it is very defi

nitely unevenly distributed to such an extent that, while some persons 

faced with the land/population crisis barely exist, others are more 

prosperous than ever before.

Surplus in the enclave ought to be, of course, consumed "in 

the service of the community" through such mechanisms as the carguero 

system. Gheran no longer maintains any effective mechanisms for such 

leveling and prevention of differential accumulation. The "commission" 

system of religion and secular community service spreads the costs too 

widely to seriously affect the rich even though informally there are 

somewhat greater demands put on their resources. In fact, the residual 

"cargo" system probably works to accelerate stratification since only 

a few persons accept its burdens and are, therefore, "leveled" to some 

extent by putting themselves at a disadvantage economically relative 

to those who do not accept this "duty." It is, in fact, not to be re

garded as a duty, but a matter of personal taste and hardly the focus 

of community standing.

Although it is clear that Gheran no longer corresponds in its 

over-all structure to the model of a closed corporate community, 

there are a number of features of the community which would seem to
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be remnants of such a pattern. Much of the change in Cheran has yet 

to fulfill its complete potential for altering totally the resemblance 

to the model, so that it does differ from a completely "open" or 

"integrated" or "nationalized" community.

As noted earlier, with the exception of school teachers and 

other more or less transient specialists, the population of Cheran 

continues to be made up of persons born in the community or married 

to the native-born. The range of outside contacts is very great but 

there is not substantial tendency for outsiders to settle permanently 

in Cheran as yet. Similarly, very many persons in Cheran seek work 

for greater or lesser periods outside the community, yet only a very 

few fail ultimately to return.

Although some of the young people are unable to speak the 

Tarascan language, by and large, it continues as at least a second 

language and forms part of the sense of Tarascan identity which appears 

to continue strong in Cheran. Tarascans are those who are born in 

Cheran (or other Tarascan villages) and who speak the language. In 

many ways, there is a sense of separate identity from the Mestizos, 

as reflected in the treasure tales which feature the discomfiture of 

the haughty outsiders. This is, of course, reinforced by the tendency 

of outsiders to regard the people of Cheran as Indians.

There is, additionally, a continued adherence to a body of 

"costumbre" on the part of much of the citizenry of Cheran. During a 

partial eclipse of the sun, many persons of presumably modern per

suasion sought protection in the form of medicines at the clinic
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against the evil effects of the eclipse. Others did not move about 

the streets during this phenomenon and others protected themselves 

with red sashes. Cattle were treated as they are when they are sick 

by tying strips of red cloth to their horns. Many in Cheran, however, 

scoff at such ”superstition" and it is certainly not so much a matter 

of "Tarascan" or Cheran custom as it is a generalized Mexican folk 

pattern.

Bulls are ridden on certain feast days and at weddings women 

decorate their hair with bright ribbons and dance. House crosses are 

nailed up at the completion of a new home and witches are not a thing 

one talks about. There are a great many such "costumbres" associated 

with life in Cheran which we have not emphasized in this work but which 

are important to the people themselves. These things, to the extent 

that they differ from the "folk" beliefs and practices of other com

munities, give Cheran its specific character and reinforce the sense 

of solidarity of the people there, even in the face of their new 

patterns of adjustment to national life. They are the legacy of its 

long isolation but they can hardly be regarded as evidence of con

tinuing autonomy.

More significant conservatism is the continued importance of 

kin and compadre relationships. In an ever-increasing number of areas, 

linkages of the patron/client type are coming to dominate the organi

zation of economic life and to undermine traditional reliances. Still, 

the customary greeting of men in Cheran is a kin term or recognition 

of a compadre relationship. Compadres are taken on five principal



occasions: Baptism, Corona, First Communion, Confirmation and Marriage.

Baptism is the most important of these with the strongest ties between 

the compadres, but all involve some degree of reciprocal aid obliga

tions. The deposed president, it is to be noted, was the brother-in- 

law of the cacique and the house used for the presidencia was provided 

by his uncle. It is to one's kinsmen that one first turns for assis

tance in any crisis today as in 19lt0. This is perhaps best emphasized 

by the explanation of the lack of permanent out-migration based on the 

idea that on the outside nobody cares about you.

If Cheran is not now a closed corporate community neither is 

it a miniature Mexico City. It is "Indian" in the same sense implied 

by Womack writing of the reaction of Zapata's villagers to land reform 

directed at the Indians, " . . .  they knew of few 'Indians' in Morelos, 

but that they understood was only how city people called country 

people" (Womack 1969: 71). Cheran is a large "country" town and as 

such, while it is clearly nationalized, it is certainly not a replica 

of the Zona Rosa. Government officials, most of whom seemed to be 

from Mexico City, condescend to the citizens of Cheran, but outside 

the town, where they are identified by their location as Tarascans, 

they are more properly condescended to as "hicks" rather than Indians.

An Adaptive Model for Change

From an evolutionary perspective on cultural change, the closed 

corporate community represents a kind of steady state. That is to say 

that it is a stable and effective adjustment to a set of environmental 

circumstances. In considering change in such a pattern of adaptation

2 #
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as in any other, the problem is to suggest why a social organism will 

change. Cultural change is not a random and capricious phenomena but 

is ordered and caused, as is anything else, in the real world. It is 

not enough, however, to simply describe the fact of change. It is 

necessary to isolate into sequence those factors which seem critical 

in determining the results.

The case of Cheran suggests a fairly clear-cut pattern for 

analysis. Two things, we suggest, must be present for a pattern of 

adaptation such as we have been describing to take place. There must 

first be pressures for change which confront existing structures in 

such a way as to require some response if the social unit is to con

tinue in operation. There is in this sense a condition existing in 

the circumstances of the unit which makes some change necessary, al

though generally the possibilities of kind of response are not con

tained in the pressure itself. The second factor is that which spells 

out the possibilities or opportunities for change. There are present 

in the particular circumstances of the community only a limited number 

of appropriate responses and the choice of responses determines the 

direction of further change. Such a perspective is obviously a variant 

of the "organismic analogy."

Fundamentally the changes in Cheran from its enclaved condition 

to its present state of flux and relative openness are all, in one 

degree or another, the result of its decline in isolation and that, 

when all is said and done, is a direct product of the road. This is 

not meant as an overly simplistic assertion of a single factor theory
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of change. The matter is far more complex, but we do want to suggest 

the existence of that road as the single most important element in a 

web of interrelated factors.

The change in Cheran's condition of isolation and the begin

nings of change in its structure lies outside the period of time we 

most effectively control. Sometime between the 1890's when a brief 

glimpse suggests a strong and functional carguero system, and 19b0 

when it is already much attenuated, critical changes took place. 

Hopefully, further research into the archives and documents unexamined 

in the area would reveal more of this period, but for the moment, even 

though it is a critical point, we can do little more than speculate.

The critical change in question is the weakening and eventual 

collapse of the carguero system. So long as this and its associated 

civil aspects continued to operate as a community focus, as an effec

tive consumer of surplus, and as an equalitarian leveling device, then 

the kinds of change we have observed would be severely retarded and 

probably impossible. The absence of this defensive structure is not 

in itself the cause of any change, but its removal opens the gate to 

a great many possibilities for change. By 19U0, Cheran was open to 

the sweeping changes brought by the road in this respect even, if in 

other ways, it strongly resembled the self-sufficient enclave.

The reasons given by informants for the final collapse of the 

civil/religious hierarchy represented by the disbanding of the cabildo 

were the opposition of the priests, which we know to have been a fac

tor since 1890, and the venality and corruption of the cabildo members.
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It seems obvious that this disenchantment with the representatives of 

the carguero system is not in itself sufficient explanation for its 

decline• A reluctance to bear the burdens of the cargueros and a lack 

of commitment to their centrality in the life of the community must 

precede this decline, otherwise one would simply expect replacement 

of the individuals concerned rather than a total collapse of the sys

tem.

During the 1890-19U0 period, Cheran, like all of Mexico, was 

subject to the destruction and uncertainties of the period of the 

great revolution lasting from 1910 to 1921 and Michoacan was, as well, 

a center for the Cristero revolt in 1926. Throughout the period the 

population of Cheran increased from 2,577 in 1890 to 3,h63 in 1900, 

but there is a decline shown between 1910 and 1921 of 356, presumably 

reflecting the disruptions of that period. Over-all, it would appear 

that beginning somewhere in the l800»s the population of Cheran began 

an increase that continues to this day at an accelerating pace.

We want to suggest that the increasing population, coupled 

with the economic uncertainties introduced by the marches and counter

marches of the revolutionary armies through the meseta, is a probable 

cause of the apparent lack of adherence to the carguero system. Such 

pressures would presumably produce some reluctance to invest in the 

system, at least sufficient to induce a readiness to seize on the al

ternative commission system, while, at the same time, downgrading the 

values surrounding it by an increasing frequency of accusations of 

venality in the officials. Certainly a nearby community, Urapicho,
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consciously and with recognition of the economic drawbacks, completely 

abolished all fiesta observances of religious character under similar 

pressure. The consumption of subsistence rather than the regulation 

of surplus will presumably require some adjustment of the mechanism.

Whenever and however it occurred, we know that in 19U0 the 

civil/religious hierarchy was not longer of such a character as to act 

as an effective restraint on economic change. The society appears, at 

this point, still to have been essentially equalitarian and subsistence 

oriented, but in the period 19U0 to 1970 existing pressures for change 

and those brought about by the road have had great impact; it is clear 

that this impact would have been much less if the community structure 

had remained intact and internally focused.

Pressures for Change

Preservation of its separate identity and economic integrity 

against the influence of the larger society is the basic orientation 

of the enclave, and the primary source of change in that pattern comes 

in terms of changes in the intensity and frequency and quality of con

tact with the greater society. All of the pressures for change are, 

in one sense or another, a direct function of the alteration of the 

condition of isolation. If our concern were the formulation of a more 

general theory of the relation of enclaves to the nationalized sector 

in developing nations, we would have to specify how and why the nation

al society makes the changes in its fabric that lead to these contacts. 

It is, of course, our ultimate aim to contribute to some such model but,
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for the moment, we want only to illustrate its specific manifestations 

in terms of our single community. The rise of Indigenismo as a social 

force is beyond our present scope but its influence on Cheran through 

the workings of the INI centers is clearly not.

Some degree of contact was, of course, maintained before 19ii0 

and even at that early point was beginning to have effects which are 

only accelerated and more manifest after the coming of the road. 

Population pressure is one of the principal forces for change and 

largely a result of contact that began earlier than 19U0, but in the 

191*0 to 1970 period it became an imperative that absolutely required 

some change.

The increase in population and the accompanying strain on the 

resources of the land is a function of the general improvement in 

health conditions in the Sierra. Within Cheran itself, knowledge of 

medical practices and their desirability increase as accessibility to 

medicines and medicos is facilitated. Epidemic diseases are controlled 

throughout the area and environmental health conditions improved, such 

as when the potable water systems became available. The soaring popu

lation curve we earlier described can be attributed to nothing else 

in the absence of any evidence for in-migration.

It is difficult to say what the critical land/man balance is 

on the basis of the sketchy data available but clearly at some point, 

probably before 191*0 and certainly by the 19S>0's, severe strains be

came manifest. Fractionation of land holdings to sizes below minimal 

subsistence production and the creation of a class of landless men
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began in this period and continues to accelerate today. It is not a 

matter of choice that some form of adjustment take place at this point, 

but there are choices in the possible responses.

The pressure of population could be dealt with presumably in 

some "natural" way involving reduction in the birth rate or increase 

in the death rate. Starvation or epidemic disease or intercommunity 

warfare might produce expectable results in a classic Malthusian sense. 

This does not occur and, in fact, health conditions continue to im

prove and, as noted, the population increase is accelerating. Migra

tion of substantial numbers of people sufficient to maintain a stable 

population is also a classic response to the land/man problem but, as 

we have seen, this does not occur either although, as we shall see, 

it may be that more of this will occur as the limits of Cheran’s cur

rent adaptive cycle are reached.

Cheran has, instead of making these essentially "biological" 

responses, made adjustments in its pattern of adaptation to allow new 

forms of exploitation. Just as the problem of growth is associated 

with contact, so are factors which amplify the necessity for change 

but which also offer the opportunities for change. With this general 

pattern of feedback, it becomes difficult to consider any single aspect 

without considering all.

A principal pressure for change is the development of new wants 

and needs incapable of satisfaction unless basic change occurs in the 

community. The contrast between these and the possibilities for ob

taining them give rise to a sense of relative deprivation between
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Cheran and the observed larger society. This is a complex phenomenon 

that is both result and cause of change, involving intensification of 

the pressure for change as a feedback result of measures taken for 

its satisfaction —  a snowball effect.

The source of these wants and needs at variance with the tra

ditional patterns is, of course, contact with the greater society.

It began before 19U0 with the development of migratory labor as one 

of the responses to the basic land/man selection pressure. The effect 

of these contacts are described on a national basis by the historian 

Lesley Byrd Simpson as ". . . the yeast . . . of a salutary fermenta

tion. Thousands of returning braceros brought to all parts of Mexico 

new ideas, new techniques and new habits" (1967: 3b9). The road and 

the movement of people to Cheran and men from Cheran has accelerated 

over the years since 19li0 to amplify this. The media increasingly 

reach Cheran and amplify it still further. The schools, reaching more 

and more children every year, add still more to the emerging pattern.

Awareness of alternative life styles, in particular a wide 

range of material goods of obvious desirability, creates something 

like the sense of relative deprivation associated with the rise of 

social movements (Aberle 1966; Wallace 1956). Such a sense of depri

vation and dissatisfaction need not give rise to a social movement 

when rational and practical steps are available to be taken by indi

viduals. When the means of satisfaction are denied then intensity 

reaches to the point of social movement, but in Cheran the result is 

further pressure leading to new patterns of exploitation. Change in
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the structure of Cheran has not come through any sudden organized and 

purposeful upheaval, but by gradual shifting of individuals in certain 

common directions.

The over-all fundamental pressure for change could be cap- 

sulized in the following terms:

1. A minimal increase in contact produces modifications in health 

levels.

2. Improved health conditions produce rapid population expansion.

3. Vastly increased population on a fixed land base threatens the 

maintenance of minimal subsistence and traditional needs.

U. New supplements to basic subsistence must be sought if popula

tion is to be maintained (alternative is migration or other reduction).

5. New supplements, if involving further contacts, increase sense 

of relative deprivation.

6. Pressures are accelerated and amplified by interplay of con

tact and resultant new needs.

7. Change continues until a new stable adjustment is reached. 

Opportunities for Change

A pressure simply requires change and, to the extent that it 

is an economic pressure, it sets limits on the kind of change that will 

be appropriate. In practical terms, this leads to the action of indi

vidual innovators who explore the range of possible alternatives as 

they perceive them. The source of the alternatives is, however, ex

ternal to the community itself and not ultimately subject to the 

control or even the influence of Cheran. The innovators of Cheran can



make choices hut the things chosen are inherently limited by the nature 

of the larger society.

Cheran has, in the period we are considering, moved in a num

ber of ways to alter its basic economic orientation: there is a heavy

dependency on migratory labor; there is an upsurge in the manufacture 

of a number of items for external sale; and there is, above all, ex

tensive exploitation of the commercial possibilities of its position 

as a market center. Remarkably, there has been little effective effort 

made to improve the productivity of agriculture, still the core of 

Cheran*s economy.

In virtually all of this, the basic opportunity for change 

being exploited is the increased facility of movement to and from 

Cheran offered by the road. This environmental alteration, entirely 

outside the control of Cheran, opened up the possibilities of access 

to markets for manufactured products formally only minimally exploit

able, the chance for regular and dependable access to seasonal un

skilled employment, and the chance of playing the role of economic 

middleman by reason of its location on the highway. The need for 

change would guarantee the exploration of the opportunity for change 

but then there remains a question of the ability or means to exploit 

the opportunity.

The Means to Change

To exploit the opportunities for change requires a certain 

minimal cultural tool kit of skills, knowledge and appropriate atti

tudes combined with the physical means of resources, capital, and

265
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equipment. Much of this existed in Cheran at the beginning of the 

period of adaptation but most has gradually developed out of a complex 

series of interlinked and cumulative adjustments. Each move toward 

exploitation and linkage with the greater society carries with it an 

increase in the abilities appropriate for still further change.

Migratory labor requires no special skills but its exploitation 

produces capital in the form of savings which may be reinvested in 

other enterprises. Capital in form of cash or credit is a primary 

need for the purchase of machines for manufacturing, or stock and 

fixtures for retail enterprises. A successful store can generate the 

capital to finance growth or, as with many store owners, the means of 

branching out into manufacturing. Successful operation creates the 

contacts with suppliers necessary to influence the granting of credit 

for expansion. The generation of capital is obviously an incremental 

process and the difficulty of obtaining credit remains today a factor 

limiting the rate of economic growth in Cheran.

:Furniture making and other woodworking techniques have long 

existed in Cheran and storekeeping on a limited basis was in evidence 

in 19U0. The basic skills involved in commercial undertaking exist 

in enclaved communities like Cheran, as can be seen in Tax's discussion 

of Penny Capitalism for a Guatemalan community (Tax 1953). The basic 

problem is that they have no opportunity for full exploitation and are, 

in fact, restrained by the leveling mechanisms of the enclave.

The primary skill or skills needed for the full exploitation 

of commercial opportunities is the ability to deal successfully with
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the larger society. The ability to speak fluent (and preferably 

accentless) Spanish is a basic requisite, but only part of a wide 

constellation of characteristics needed to move smoothly through 

dealings with Mestizo society. In the course of gaining this ability 

is the necessity to cope with the customary business practices of 

this larger society in terms of marketing at the best price, gaining 

credit on reasonable terms, and in general, building a solid and re

liable pattern of relationship with necessary contacts. This, too, is 

an incremental and not an instantaneous process. /

Basically, the ability to deal with the outside is the result 

of experience gained over time through ever more frequent contact. 

There are, however, more purposeful factors at work in terms of such 

formal institutions as the schools and the media. Not directed specif

ically toward the economic goals, these institutions, as we have seen, 

are indeed the ultimate long-term means of providing the necessary 

fundamental skills and familiarity with the greater society. A man 

who spends much time working in Apatzingan gains in knowledge of the 

Mestizo life, but his son, who grows up under the tutelage of the 

school system and bombarded with the media, has this without once 

leaving the confines of Cheran itself.

Regulation of Change

.Innovation and its direction is largely an unplanned movement 

responsive to needs and possibilities. The agents of change are pri

marily individual culture brokers seeking their own ends: a returning

bracero who opens a clothing store modeled on those he has seen in
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the United States, and with money earned there; a vendor of craft 

products at the border who starts a shop to manufacture those items 

he finds easy to sell; a grocery wholesaler in Zacapu who extends 

credit and advice to a Cheran storekeeper who wishes to enlarge his 

business. These have been the primary actors in the pattern of change.

Purposeful agents of change have not had great influence to 

date in the events taking place in Cheran. Agricultural practices re

main essentially as they have always been and that is the area where 

change was actively sought by the missionaries. Schools, a kind of 

purposeful change agency, are not very specifically focused and act 

in general as means to useful change in directions otherwise chosen. 

INI, only recently active, is determined to seek change again in agri

cultural techniques but with what success remains to be seen.

Cultural adaptation, like biological adaptation, is ultimately 

based on an essentially random process of experimental exploration.

In the presence of a pressure for change, exploration of the available 

opportunities will take place and those innovations which are success

ful in meeting the needs, consistent with the limitations of existing 

structures, will become established. The regulation of change is 

ultimately an interplay of the pressures, opportunities, and developing 

means•

Structural consistency, potentially important as a limitation 

or regulator of change is not, in fact, a critical factor in the 

pattern of change so far described. The one element of structure 

which could retard or prevent the development indicated —  namely.
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the civil/religious hierarchy —  collapsed unobserved. There is 

nothing else in the structure of Cheran or in the structure of any 

such enclave that need necessarily be more than a momentary brake on 

the process of economic change. The systems of interpersonal rela

tions of kinship, compadrazgo, and the formal political order all show 

some stress and consequent alteration, but none is in any way a seri

ous retardant of change.

Structural and Ideological Adjustment

One of the characteristics of the pattern of change in Cheran 

has been its gradual quality. It has been a truly evolutionary and 

not revolutionary change. Pressures and responses have been able to 

develop at a steady pace without any cataclysmic social upheaval of 

the kind associated with the reduction of the enclave in confrontation 

with the hacienda system. Cheran*s contact with the larger society 

has come at a different pace and in a different way, as we have seen. 

Still, it is fairly obvious that the economic changes which are well 

advanced must bring with them stresses and strains on the social and 

ideological matrix of Cheran, which will require adjustment. Some of 

this is already evident, but most is represented only by the lines of 

stress and not by actual change.

There are two important economic changes which must eventually 

have far-reaching social consequences. One is the existence of dif

ferential accumulation, creating stratification, at least in economic 

status. The other is the focusing of primary economic dependency for 

many on markets and patrones completely outside the community. Both
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of these severely weakens the ability of the community to control the 

actions of its members through traditional means.

Proper kinship and compadre behavior, in the form of aid and 

assistance, is ultimately based on the expectation of reciprocity and 

that reciprocity is necessary in the economic viability of all of the 

persons concerned. A storekeeper, however, complained about the 

essential drawbacks of this system for himself. His point, and one 

well taken, was that he had many, many requests for help from his com- 

padres but that none of them was in a position to do anything for him. 

Sanctions such as accusations of stinginess and gossip can still be 

effective in enforcing participation on such a man, particularly a 

storekeeper who depends on the good will of his clients, but the 

strains built into such a one-sided arrangement are obvious.

The man of wealth is to some extent removed from effective 

economic sanctions and this is even more true of the man whose live

lihood depends not at all on his neighbors. A man who manufactures 

tourist items and markets them in the larger towns is scarcely depen

dent on the good will of others except for his source of labor and in 

an economy where many are greatly in need of work, this is not likely 

to be a major problem. Kinsmen and compadres remain important factors 

today, but it would seem inevitable that there is a shift taking place 

toward greater reliance on patron/client relationships, both internally 

and externally. It is more important for the vendor to stand in well 

with his market contacts than to remain on good terms with his uncle.

A rich man may deviate from the proper path of equalitarian pronriety
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but his peons or clients, men who depend on him for their livelihood, 

are not likely to assert their dignity.

Some version of the ideology of the "limited good" still ap

pears to prevail in Gheran. Men deny their wealth or attribute it to 

harmless sources —  yet how long is this to continue in the face of 

the obvious tapping of unlimited "good" by the economically successful? 

The schools and INI all preach a doctrine of development for Gheran and 

Mexico which is based on infinite expansion and unlimited opportunity, 

and these views are echoed by the politically progressive in Gheran. 

Today, leaders are men capable of dealing with the manipulation of 

externally derived "good" and who seek not stability, but "orogress."

In these and many other ways it seems clear, from our fore

going chapters, that the fundamental economic changes in Gheran must 

bring with them secondary effects in the social and ideological areas 

as well. This process of adjustment is likely to accelerate as the 

extent of economic linkage and dependency continues to increase lead

ing ultimately to a fully "open" community. Gheran is very likely far 

down the road to extinction as a "cociety" through suffering one of 

the conditions set forth by Aberle (Aberle and. others 19^0: 100) for 

termination, "the absorption of the society into another society."

/ As Gheran takes the necessary steps to most effectively exploit 

its opportunities and so stave off economic collapse, it becomes more 

and more like the larger society whose practices it is emulating in 

order to win this benefit. Young men who grow up now, grow up fully
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aware of the larger society and, what is more important perhaps, 

capable of moving into it by virtue of the penetration of the enclave 

enculturation system. They can speak Spanish well and they dress 

essentially as do the Mestizos and they have essentially the same 

skills and resources. During my stay, three young men left permanently, 

or so they said, and two others were preparing to go. One got a job 

in a chemical plant by virtue of his skill as a soccer player and was 

planning to attend the Polytechnical University in Mexico City. A 

principal informant claimed that almost all of his friends were plan

ning to move out into the wider opportunities of Mexico.

It seems likely that Cheran will continue to develop its own 

structures and economic base, but the closer it cranes to full par

ticipation in national life, the more likely it is that the pressures 

on it will be reduced by the movement of its members freely into that 

society. Having come up to a plateau of similarity, the step from one 

to the other becomes easy. Whether absorption will continue to the 

point of reducing Cheran to indistinguishability from other country 

communities is an open question.

I would tend to assert that complete absorption is likely ex

cept for the maintenance of the "Tarascan" sense of identity in the 

community and the possibility of that identity being given some founda

tion through the establishment of some "Pan-Tarascan" political entity. 

But this is a different sort of "regional" or "national" enclave, if 

it develops, similar to other groups whose economic and social
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integration is total, but who maintain some ideological separation. 

The closed corporate community is no longer a concept that describes 

Cheran•

Implications and Problems

The study of Cheran is obviously not an end in itself. It is 

hopefully principally useful as a means of shedding light on broader 

issues in the understanding of cultural change or at least to suggest 

questions where it does not provide answers. We began by trying to 

put this study in the general context of acculturation studies and I 

propose to end on the same note. Cheran has, under the influence of 

the larger society, undergone considerable change and we have attempted 

to suggest what appear to have been significant factors in the process. 

These in an over-all perspective ought to be relevant to the processes 

of enclavement and integration.

We are surely not on virgin ground in a treatment of the Middle 

American community and its dynamics. The wealth of studies in this 

area is indicated by the massive —  some 600 pages —  bibliography 

produced by Ignacio Bernal called Bibliografia de Arguologia y Ethno- 

grafia Mesoamerican y Norte de Mexico l5Ux-1960. although only part of 

this is devoted to community studies (1962). The history and range of 

these studies is traced by Evon Z. Vogt in his introduction to the 

"Ethnology" volume of the Handbook of Middle American Indians, while 

in the same series Manning Nash has summarized attempts to deal with 

these social types theoretically (Vogt 1969; Nash 1967). We can agree 

with Nash that the bulk of these studies,
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. . . developed a single problem or else aimed at descriptive 
completeness for a single community. The building blocks of 
Middle American social anthropology came as community studies, 
with only passing attention to comparison and slight interest 
in relating the contemporary scene to the preconquest civi
lizations or the four centuries of interaction between 
indigenous and nonindigenous cultural streams (Nash 1967: 5).

Some students, most notably Redfield with his The Folk Culture 

of Yucatan (l9hl) began the kind of analytical study that seeks to 

explain the dynamic processes involved in the formation and survival 

of the enclaves. Redfield1s concepts of the "folk society" and the 

"folk-urban continuum" provided a base on which much later work is 

built. Most significant for our purposes is the work of Wolf and 

Spicer. Redfield*s folk society is in many respects Wolf's closed 

corporate community but Wolf adds as we have noted a more precise 

historical and dynamic analysis of its formation and essentially de

fensive character (Redfield 1962j Wolf 1967b).

The folk-urban concept described, if it did not explain, a 

range of kinds of social unit and related .their differences to the 

degree of contact or isolation maintained with the greater society. 

This factor of isolation is, of course, a persistent theme in the 

present study. Redfield provides, as well, the inspiration for the 

restudy approach used here with his study and restudy of Chan Korn 

(Redfield and Villa Rojas 193U$ Redfield I960). In these he sounds 

the theme of the relationship between social change and the degree of 

contact most persuasively. Virtually all of the factors we cite for 

the case of Cheran are mentioned at some point in Redfield*s analysis 

but often only in passing. Redfield's approach in contrast to that
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developed here, is essentially to account for change in terms of 

"choice," as indicated in his title A Village that Chose Progress:

Chan Korn Revisited (I960). There can be no quarrel with individual 

decision-making as the ultimate stuff of change, but like genetic 

mutation, "change" in some evolutionary sense occurs only when the 

choice becomes established and this establishment is obviously a mat

ter of forces far beyond the control of the individual.

Redfield's work is indeed the underlying basis of much that 

has followed, but by itself it is essentially descriptive. He tells us 

of a range of differences between the folk and urban societies and sug

gests that contact between them is the source of change but he does not 

really tell us how the change comes about. In short, Redfield's study 

is essentially a static model.

In its broadest sense, the anthropologically significant issue 

addressed in this work and by Redfield is the nature of the state form 

or level of sociocultural integration and its mechanisms for the inte

gration of its plural components. Morton Fried has done much to 

clarify the general characteristics of the state with his work The 

Evolution of Political Society (196?). More directly pertinent for 

our purposes is the work of Julian Steward on "levels of sociocultural 

integration" among which he includes the "folk level," and the more 

recent work of Wolf, "Levels of Communal Relations" (Steward 19$!?;

Wolf 1967b).

About this approach to the ordering of change Wolf says "it 

illuminates the manifold processes of conflict and accommodation which



take place when the components of a sociocultural system are rearranged 

to answer new needs or taken up into more embracive systems"(Wolf 1967b). 

300). Using Wolf rather than Steward, because it is directly geared 

to the Middle American situation, we can see the concept of a series 

of interrelated social units which are in some sense integrated which, 

as Wolf says, "taken by itself signifies the social and cultural pro

cesses by which the part processes characteristic of a plurality of 

social and cultural units are coordinated into a social system," and 

further that "integration may, however, be weak if the participating 

units coordinate only a few of their processes or do so ineffectively.

It may be strong if the coordinating units interfere effectively with 

a wide range of processes"(Wolf 1967b: 300),

It is with this process by which the state level of integration 

manifests itself at the "community" level of integration what we have 

been concerned. Wolf sets up a series of levels for the Middle Ameri

can situation, "nuclear family, kindred, barrio or ward, community, 

constellation of town center with dependent communities, constellation 

of regional capital with satellite towns (given institutional form in 

Mexico as states, in Guatemala as departments), and finally state . . 

(1967b: 300). Cheran, as we have seen, participates and is influenced 

by all of these levels including, and perhaps especially the state.

In some real sense the understanding of Cheran as an entity "sui 

generis" is no longer possible given its new linkages; only by a re

gional and national analysis could full understanding be gained of all 

of the events in Cheran.
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Integration of Cheran with the higher levels has gone from 

"weak" to "strong" directionally, although it can hardly be said to 

have reached the end of this trend. Hopefully our discussion has sug

gested what the major factors in this movement have been, thus illumi

nating by example some aspects of this broader problem. Traditionally, 

these communities have been addressed in terms of a sort of "integra

tion by disruption," brought about by the rapacious contacts exempli

fied by the hacienda and representing assimilation rather than accul

turation. Cheran illustrates another series of events allowing of 

adaptation of the unit and more pertinent to modern relations between 

the state and the enclave.

Change in this case has had a gradual and non-destructive 

quality allowing the social unit to change as a unit and not by dis

persal of its members into new social contexts. The Yucatan, the area 

of Redfield's studies, is a particularly striking example of the 

pressures that have in the past been brought to bear on the enclaves 

by such upheavals as the "war of the castes" (Reed 196b). Little of 

this has occurred for Cheran, so that its pattern of adaptation is 

scarcely comparable. The pattern in Cheran may not be understandable 

at all outside of a regional context.

It is notable that Kaplan found in Paracho a situation in which 

"innovations are introduced to the local community by its own members 

on their own initiative and these innovations elaborate already ex

isting institutions" (Kaplan I960: 6$), Change in Cheran is more far- 

reaching but it does have this quality of controlled and gradual



change reminiscent of the acculturation model of "incorporation" as 

described by Vogt for the Navaho (1961).

The suggestions made as to how this relatively painless and 

successful pattern of adaptation occurred have their ultimate practical 

significance in terms of the development of Mexico as a nation. Much 

of Mexico's history of revolutions and turmoil has been a reflection 

of the tensions generated by the lack of effective linkages between 

national and folk sectors. The ruling government of Mexico operates 

consciously in terms of a balance of "sectors” that make up the 

national society and today, as in the past, the balance is disturbed 

by an inability to come to some accommodation with the role of the 

enclaves.

Humanitarian motives concerning the amelioration of poverty 

aside from the arrangement of some such accommodation is the practical 

goal of INI acting for the national government. The construction of a 

strong and ultimately viable nation-state must involve the integration 

of the diverse elements represented by the enclaves into the flow of 

national life. It is a goal only reachable through an understanding 

of the kinds of processes that have influenced the adaptation of 

Cheran. The integration produced as a byproduct of the hacienda system 

was indeed effective in breaching the defenses of the enclaves but at 

a price that has weakened Mexico as a nation. Cheran seems to have 

moved far down the path to national participation but shows little 

sign of alarming and destructive stress. If fully understood, it 

could serve as a guide for the purposeful change urograms of the
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developing state of Mexico and for other young nations that confront 

the same problems of non-integrated diversity.

In all of the issues we suggest, addressed by our example, we 

have obviously provided no final answers. We have not "proved" so 

much as we have suggested apparent connections. Our model appears to 

fit the sequence of events in Cheran and to explain them but more must 

be done before it can be accepted for Cheran itself or as a general 

model for a kind of adaptation.

Many things which appear to be true for Cheran can only be 

ultimately acceptable if they are addressed by more solid quantitative 

data than it was possible to gather during the course of this study. 

Beyond this the major need is, in the light of the emphasis on national 

and regional linkages and interdependency, some more wide-ranging study 

which will follow these connections to their ultimate sources. We can 

suggest a pattern of dealings between the commericantes of Cheran and 

their patrons in Uruapan, but we know little of the patrons. To 

understand fully the role of Cheran in the region it would clearly be 

useful and necessary to control data concerning the entire region.

For Cheran itself, it would be desirable, since we maintain 

that its change is associated with its condition of isolation over time 

to more thoroughly control its history of contact. This is clearly a 

simple matter of archival research which this author hopes to be able 

to undertake in the near future. Material as to the dealings of Cheran 

with government and church, traders and generals, surely exists and is 

of great importance in defining its pattern of change. An example is

279
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the importance of regional medical development in our model but the 

lack of information as to how this came about.

In the long run, it seems that long term and very thorough 

studies must be made of Cheran or other similar communities to effec

tively isolate and control all of the relevant variables. Such a 

project as that centered on Zincantan can perhaps serve as a model 

for the needs in other areas. Brief, narrowly focused studies are 

still all too common and give only tantalizing hints of what should 

after all of these years of study be a well understood field. Massive

ness is not in itself an answer unless it is focused so as to deal with 

the sorts of issues we have been suggesting and generates and tests 

models for the explanation of the phenomena in question.
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